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Abstract

This thesis studies the feasibility and methodology of applying state-of-the-art computer technology in scientific workflow modelling, within a collaborative environment. The collaborative environment also indicates that the people involved include non-computer scientists or engineers from other disciplines. The objective of this research is to provide a systematic methodology based on a web environment for the purpose of lowering the barriers brought by the heterogeneous features of multi-institutions, multi-platforms and geographically distributed resources which are implied in the collaborative environment of scientific workflow.

The central argument of this thesis is that applying novel design based on Resource-Oriented Architecture (ROA) is able to enhance the efficiency of applications from the perspective of data staging, service deployment and workflow enactment of scientific workflow modelling in the context of a cooperative environment. Based on this generic solution, the thesis aims to provide approaches and evidence to support the central argument from two perspectives: (i) from the application perspective, as a user of scientific workflow, this thesis aims to validate the feasibility and discover the advantages of applying a new web-based services workflow framework. (ii) from the development perspective, as a computer scientist, this thesis aims to fill the gap between new web services technology and scientific workflow modelling by developing a new framework;

For the depiction and analysis side, this thesis reviews the relevant literature of scientific workflow systems and MDO frameworks and provides the background information about the web services technology and ROA that have been applied within this work. It further reviews the existing solutions on web services composition as well as some relevant solutions about workflow, which also includes the reviews of the related works on declarative languages for REST web service composition and speculative enactment of services. With the exploration on the literature gap of a sys-
tematic ROA based scientific workflow modelling framework, this thesis introduces a new architectural style by showing the potential to overcome the disadvantages inherited from RPC-style. It also explores and researches the advantages that the new architectural style can bring. The reviews on the evolution of MDO frameworks represents the demand from scientists that smart methodology should be adopted in the scientific workflow that bears the features of multi-institutions, multi-platforms and geographically distributed resources.

For the design and implementation side, this thesis is driven by the motivation to enhance the performance of scientific workflow modelling and present the feasibility of implementing ROA and RESTful web services in scientific workflows. Throughout the thesis, several approaches are introduced to present the contributions from both development and application perspectives. They cover Data Management and Virtualization, Service Management and Virtualization and Service Composition. The whole scientific workflow modelling framework is implemented based on the ROA Based Distributed Data-flow Model, the Cloud Based Online Web Services Management System, the Declarative Services Composition Description and the Speculative Enactment Engine. Related evaluations are included based on user experience experiments, model simulations and case studies.

Based on this research and corresponding implementation, this framework is able to achieve the four following points:

- It proposes a data staging mechanism for ROA based distributed system that utilises the features and follows the design constraints of RESTful web service without introducing an extra layer of protocol. This mechanism can provide better data staging performance by its distributed and asynchronous features.

- It proposes a SaaS based mechanism for REST web services deployment and management. It simplifies the design and architecture based on ROA. Thus, it can be integrated with existing WMSs simply through the HTTP/HTTPS protocol. Additionally, it simplifies the process for non-specialist users to turn legacy code and programs into web services.

- It proposes a scientific workflow modelling framework based on virtualization technology. The implementation of this framework can enhance the efficiency of computing resources utilisation and increase the reproducibility of the computing environment for heterogenous scientific applications.
It proposes a speculative services description to describe composite web services. Based on this description, a speculative enactment runtime is proposed as well to execute the composite web services. This speculative enactment runtime enables failure handling of composite web services. Also, these improve the workflow execution performance in the scenario of web service failure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, in-silico experimentation plays an important role in scientific research to overcome physical limitation. With the growing of model complexity and development of cyberinfrastructure, more computing resources, both hardware and software from heterogenous contexts are involved in a series of computational and data manipulation steps for the experiments. The concept of scientific workflow is introduced to represent this series of steps as useful paradigm to describe, manage, and share complex scientific analyses Singh and Vouk [1996]. The user and creator of scientific workflows are usually not computer and software specialists. A general trend can be observed that the cyberinfrastructure for scientific workflow is behind the development of the new computer technology and the methodology/approaches based on the technology. The advantages brought by technology progress cannot be reflected in scientific researches, which heavily depends on in-silico experimentation. The forward-looking investigation and research is necessary for the emergence of new infrastructure with better related features, such as performance, reusability, accessibility and so on. Thus, the questions of what out-dated cyberinfrastructure parts influence those features, what and how technology and methodology can be adopted to resolve the issues need to be answered.

This thesis studies the feasibility and methodology of applying state-of-the-art computer technology in scientific workflow modelling, within a collaborative research environment. The object of study is workflow, which is a sequence of connected activities or operations that abstract and model real-world working as an activity. It has emerged as a paradigm for representing and managing complex distributed scientific resources. The collaborative research environment is intended to indicate that the peo-
ple involved include non-computer scientists or engineers from other disciplines. How to enhance the efficiency of both the applications and users in such an environment drives the general direction in this research. Nowadays, large-scale computations and data analysis characterize much scientific research, meaning there is a need for new approaches to the computation and management of distributed resources in what is also a broader execution environment, namely the Internet. Given this background, the computational resources, such as servers and specialist software, can be established and maintained by multiple organizations at different institutions. The computational resources can be developed by scientists or engineers with different knowledge backgrounds on multiple development platforms. Therefore, the objective of this research is to provide a systematic methodology based on a web environment for the purpose of lowering the barriers brought by the heterogeneous features of multi-institution, multi-platform and geographically distributed resources which are implied in the collaborative environment of scientific workflow.

This thesis will mainly study scientific workflow enactment under web environment from several aspects: data transfer, service deployment, data and service virtualization and service composition. For this purpose, Resource-Oriented Architecture (ROA) is introduced to serve as the firm basis of the proposed scientific workflow modelling framework. A series of state-of-art technologies, such as REST web services, containerization and speculative computing are adapted in this ROA based framework to form the new feasible methodologies and approaches for scientific workflow enactment. The central argument of this thesis is that, through the application of novel designs based on ROA it is possible to enhance the efficiency of applications and users in the context of a collaborative research environment from the perspective of data staging, service deployment and workflow enactment of scientific workflow modelling. All the approaches will be proposed and examined from two perspectives: application perspective and user perspective. The goal is that the proposed approaches should not only enhance the performance of scientific workflow enactment, but also it will reduce the difficulty of utilising the adopted technologies for user. Thus, (i) from application perspective, the ROA based framework is proposed to fill the gap between new technology and scientific workflow modelling. This framework serves as the foundation to enhance the efficiency of applications. (ii) from user perspective, this thesis will validate the feasibility and discover the advantages of adopting new technologies in this framework. This framework aims to help users to enhance their efficiency in the
collaborative research environment.

From developer’s perspective, the efficiency will be enhanced by filling the gap between a new web design pattern (ROA) and scientific workflow modelling by developing new framework. The feasibility will be studied and reflected from two aspects: (i) A series of approaches designed and delivered based on a distributed dataflow architecture and an online service deployment system to enhance the data staging performance, simplifying the service deployment and management process, and (ii) A set of methods can be achieved to build a scientific workflow based on services composition, aiming to enhance the workflow enactment efficiency.

From user’s perspective, the efficiency will be enhanced to resolve the issues in collaborative research environment by applying new web service technology in a workflow framework. The feasibility will be studied and reflected from two aspects: (i) a framework that enables the integration of a variety of existing applications and codes based on a generic solution, which in terms of intention also enables and enhances the performance of transfers, storage, sharing of geographically distributed scientific data, and (ii) a framework that can simplify the manipulation of web services deployment so that the barrier for non-specialist users can be lower for the purpose of sharing and integration.

One of the important application domains that drives this thesis is Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO). Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is a field of research that studies the application of numerical optimization techniques to the design of engineering systems involving multiple disciplines or components [Martins and Lambe, 2013]. MDO enables designers to incorporate all relevant disciplines in one design process. MDO have been applied in design processes, such as automobile design, naval architecture, electronics, architecture, computers, electricity distribution and so on. In this research field, the largest number of applications have been in the field of aerospace engineering, such as aircraft and spacecraft design which are related to disciplines like aerodynamics, structural analysis, propulsion, control theory, and economics. The reason of selecting MDO as primary problem domain is that MDO embodies all the aforementioned characteristics of a collaborative research environment. They are the heterogeneous features of multi-institution, multi-platform and geographically distributed resources. To support the research on MDO, various MDO frameworks are developed. The benefits brought by the development are defined as to provide the capability to enable interdisciplinary interaction and communication
via the use of sophisticated computational procedures combined with state-of-the-art optimization or design improvement techniques[Salas and Townsend, 1998]. In this development trend, it is shown that the integration with new computer technology gradually also improves the efficiency of MDO framework. The improvement allows the framework to enact an automatic process for engineering computation in an more easy-to-use manner. Therefore, this research also follows this trend, and aims to provide a scientific workflow framework that can be used for deployment, sharing and enactment of MDO workflow.

In summary, this thesis will study the new features of a newly proposed web-service based framework for scientific workflow modelling. New technologies, which are popular in cyberinfrastructure nowadays, such as REST web service, containerization, speculative computing as well as new approaches like distributed dataflows, SaaS and PaaS based web service management are adopted. The pros and cons by adopting these technologies in scientific workflow modelling will be discussed and examined based on a series of experiments on workflow enactment performance and user experience. MDO will serves as an representative and important application domain, which embodies some typical application scenarios as the challenges for scientific workflow.

1.1 Motivation

This research has the feature of cross-discipline. On one hand, it requires computer science knowledge to fill the gap between new web services technology and scientific workflow modelling. On the other hand, it needs to investigate the problem domain from the point of view of the user of the scientific workflow modelling framework. Thus, considering the primary problem domain defined previously, the motivation of this research is mainly driven from two perspectives: computer science and mechanical engineering.

1.1.1 A Computer Science Perspective

In recent years, a number of scientific workflow management systems (WMS) have been developed to support the creation of scientific workflow [Ludäsch et al., 2006, Oinn et al., 2004, Taylor et al., 2007, Van Der Aalst and ter Hofstede, 2005]. They all possess the basic functions of workflow compositions, enactment and monitoring.
In these workflow management systems, there are common features that function to access distributed computing resources. The main driving force is that scientific workflows require more computing power given their growing complexity. A key element in the construction of workflows is the web service, which is defined by W3C as “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network” [Haas and Brown, 2004]. This interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network allows resources to be accessed in a geographically distributed cooperative environment.

To enable scientific reproducibility, result publication and sharing, nowadays, scientific workflow is often defined by co-operation and web services technology. However, technically, there exist different web service styles and communication protocols, each with a set of methods built on a specific style and protocol – and being incompatible with each other. For example, arbitrary web services, which are categorized by W3C [W3C, 2004], include a series of web services styles including RPC (Remote Procedure Call), CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), RMI (Java Remote Method Invocation), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). These are also known as RPC-style web services. They all have different and incompatible communication protocols, which severely limit access to service components created by different systems, and this restriction reduces the overall interoperability between systems. Additionally, new users may have to learn heavyweight specifications in order to use systems effectively, which can increase the cost of introducing of new application tools. Based on this, there is also the risk that non-specialist users are locked inside one particular system because the complexity of each web service specification.

In the meantime, a relatively new class of web services emerged and gained its popularity rapidly, namely REST-compliant web services [W3C, 2004]. The main difference between REST (Representative State Transfer) and the RPC-style web services is the protocol employed between client and server. RPC-style requires each application designer to define a new and arbitrary protocol comprising vocabulary of nouns and verbs that is usually overlaid on the HTTP [Pautasso et al., 2008]. In contrast, RESTful web services work directly with HTTP, so they have one less protocol layer, simplifying and making it easy to deploy and use web services, as well as reducing the overall cost of computation and knowledge preparation. Pautasso and Wilde [2009] conclude that for the objective of designing IT architectures, REST is a better choice in the context of a co-operative environment in that it is intrinsically loosely
coupled because of its asynchronous communication nature, universal addressability and uniform interfaces. From the emerging of RESTful web services, many new public web services from large vendors, such as Google, Yahoo and Amazon, are now REST based. REST’s simplicity and being lightweight has brought significant changes to business markets and has been broadly accepted.

A question is raised together with the emergence of a new service style, can scientific workflow modelling efficiency be enhanced further, by comparing with the existing service styles, based on the features of new web services technology? The data flow and control flow are the two important aspects of workflow[Russell et al., 2005]. In practice, they represent the steps of date transfer (data staging) from one service to another and a sequence of web services invocations. Also, the composition of these steps finally forms the executable workflow. The efficiency of these practical activities are closely related to the web services styles that are applied and used to build the bricks in the scientific workflow modelling. From a computer science perspective, questions can be asked tangibly from bottom to top through three aspects: How to improve data staging performance in the interaction of RESTful web services for a scientific workflow situation? How to provide a more convenient RESTful service deployment/management mechanism with higher reusability? How to support RESTful services composition for the co-operation of web services in a scientific workflow?

1.1.2 A Mechanical Engineering Perspective

It is a common practise that optimization program for specific discipline is written by the expert on this discipline. For example, optimization program for aerodynamics will be written by an aerodynamics expert, structure optimization program will be written by a structure expert. They may come from different institute or even different country. In a MDO method, these programs have to work together for one overall goal and the methods might be developed by people who work under different organisational standards, adopt different computer platforms and coding techniques. Moreover, all relevant experts and computing resources can be distributed around the world. The features of being multi-institutional, multi-platform and geographically distributed set the backgrounds for designing MDO framework. Various computing technologies have been adopted in the design of MDO frameworks to overcome these barriers. In hindsight, it can be anticipated that more new computer technology can be
brought in to further lower the barriers based on the observation of MDO framework research history.

In the history of MDO framework research, the advances of computer hardware and software is correlated with its development. In their review of the history of MDO framework research [Padula and Gillian, 2006], S. L. Padula and R. R. Gillian summarize that in the period 1984-1994, frameworks tended to be presented in monolithic codes written in procedural languages such as FORTRAN and C. It was difficult for researchers to embed their own code into the framework, which was formed by fixed analysis codes. They also mention that in the following decade (1994-2004), a wider variety of framework architectures emerged, taking advantage of hardware and software developments. Web technology is adopted in MDO framework in the course of development.

By considering the features of MDO and the close relationship between the development of MDO frameworks and computer technology, a number of ideas have emerged. For example, the idea of modularity is raised by Padula and Gillian [2006] to isolate machine-dependent parts of code, to improve the readability and to expedite testing. A similar idea is also proposed by Kodiyalam and Sobiesczanski-Sobieski [2001] as a requirement of a MDO framework, which is that the framework should provide a quick and easy linking of analysis tools which serve as slaves to the MDO framework. In an earlier paper, Salas and Townsend [1998] discussing the requirements of MDO framework development, the requirements for architectural design also include the opinions that a framework should be designed using object-oriented principles to allow switching of analysis or optimization methods at run time. In this process, plenty of MDO frameworks proposed various solutions based on different computing technologies to build up a modularized architecture. Based on those frameworks, a tendency emerges for frameworks to evolve from monolithic codes to modularized components, from local programs to online services. Computer technology improvements are closely correlated with the future development directions of MDO framework.

The adoption of web service technology can further support the concept of modularization in the form of web service and parallel processing among services. In the realm of computer science research, for the purpose of supporting interpretable machine-to-machine interaction mechanism through the Internet, web services have been an active research and standardization topic for several years now, reinforced by the emergence of the concept of service-oriented architecture. Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) is an early style of web services. The remote invocation through the RPC protocol allows programs to communicate over the network by means of special communication protocols obviating the need for extra coding to account for network details and remote machines. Several analogues of RPC have arisen to provide more sophisticated features, such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [Corba, 1995], Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [ORACLE, 2011] and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [Box et al., 2000]. Systems built using these protocols are sometimes referred to as arbitrary web services [W3C, 2004] and they have been utilized in the MDO context.

This thesis is motivated, by the tendency that has been shown in the evolution of MDO frameworks, to propose that the features of web services are particularly relevant for MDO. The reason is that MDO requires a co-operative environment across multiple specialist disciplines that not only can access and integrate geographically distributed resources, but also have the capacity to access existing knowledge that resides in legacy code and the latest software across a range of platforms. From user perspective, there is another reason that it also needs to consider the users of MDO frameworks. They are non-computer scientists. Thus, a light-weighted and easy-to-access architecture will be helpful on improving the use efficacy. In this case, REST web service has this potential that it is built based on broadly applied protocols (HTTP/HTTPS) and interfaces (CRUD: create, read, update and delete).

1.2 Contributions

This thesis is driven by the motivation to enhance the efficiency of scientific workflow modelling and present the feasibility of implementing ROA and RESTful web services in scientific workflows. Contributions are embodied in four problems this framework aims tentatively to solve. They are:

- Data management,
- Service management,
- Data and Service Virtualization
- Service composition.
Each of them will introduce related approaches to enhance the efficiency from both application and user point of view. They are introduced in following sections.

### 1.2.1 Data Management

One key feature of scientific workflow is its dataflow driven nature and the large data transfers between client and server can consume significant bandwidth. In this thesis, reducing the redundant data transfer amount and enabling an asynchronous data transfer style among multiple services are considered as the keys to enhance the data transfer performance. On the other hand, from a computer science perspective, the problem of staging data in workflows has received much attention over the last decade, with a variety of user-directed and automatic solutions. In order to provide an efficient architectural style for this Internet-based data transfer mechanism, this thesis proposes a data staging model. In this model data-flows are distributed to each pair of connected web services, without passing through clients, who act as central controllers. A RESTful web service, which is called Datapool, is designed to enable clients to store, identify and manipulate data elements based on this model. By means of this distributed data transfer mechanism, the amount of data transferred from client-side to server-side and vice-versa can be reduced, by storing data server-side and exposing it as a globally accessible resource. This work around this contribution is presented in Chapter 3.

### 1.2.2 Service Management

From the perspective of mechanical engineering, there is an obvious gap between scientific applications and web services. The process to wrap and deploy from the former to the latter is a barrier for users who may have limited computer knowledge of the relevant technology. Following on from the aforementioned issues, questions can also be raised about the configuration and management costs of a lightweight (RESTful) web service. Hence, another contribution of this thesis is the combination of the data staging mechanism with a simple service deployment mechanism, that is designed to allow applications developed for the command-line to function as (RESTful) services without modification or (in some cases) without recompilation. Furthermore, this deployment and management mechanism is built based on a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) manner framework. All the data and application resources can be shared through net-
work by a distributed computing platform. This enables both a flexible and convenient service deployment and migration process. Along with this mechanism, a desktop client system is designed to further reduce the hurdle for non-specialist users. This part of work is mainly presented in Chapter 4.

1.2.3 Data and Service Virtualization

This thesis also presents a more advanced approach for data and service management based on containerization technology. This allows data and service to be virtualised. It can enhance the reproducibility and reusability of application/service. This part of work is built based on the works about data management (Chapter 3) and service management (Chapter 4). In those two parts of works, it is discovered that there are still limits on the approaches proposed for data management as well as service management. In general, there is a bottleneck on data transfer and the reproducibility and reusability is still not ideal enough for non-specialists that there is space for further exploration. This part of work filled this space with a tangible solution that a ROA based scientific workflow enactment framework is also built in Python. A series of experiments are carried out to present the feasibility and the enhancement on data staging and workflow enactment. This part of work is presented in Chapter 5.

1.2.4 Service Composition

A scientific workflow is the combination of a series of data resources and services resources. How to construct them together to form an automatic process is yet another important issue that this thesis aims to resolve. Especially, in the case of ROA based scientific workflow modelling, the question is how to further utilise its specific features to further improve the efficiency. Essentially, this is an issue that rests on service discovery, service description and service enactment. This thesis proposes two sets of methodologies that allow workflow to operate in both imperative and declarative manners. Firstly, a complete set of methods will be presented to build a scientific workflow based on the data and service management systems together with an existing generic Workflow Management System (WMS) that works in an imperative manner. Secondly, a RESTful services-based composite service system is presented based on a Prolog based description language and a knowledge sharing mechanism. With the support of the second solution, the workflow has the ability to deal with faults at run-time.
and share its knowledge about the computing process. The two methodologies can be applied in different working circumstances and will be discussed later in Section 6.1. This discussion also leads to the introduction of the declarative services composition language and speculative enactment engine. The evaluation of this work is carried out in two parts: (i) A Petri net based model of the composite service mechanism is proposed for simulation. It aims to show the performance enhancement in various scenarios. (ii) An implemented workflow enactment engine based on the Prolog description language is presented. It aims to show the feasibility and the influence of introducing such a mechanism to workflow enactment. This part of work is presented in Chapter 6.

1.3 The Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter One – Introduction

In which this thesis states the central argument and the motivation. This chapter also gives a brief introduction of the current literature and the contribution this work makes to the subject area.

Chapter Two – Literature Review

In which this thesis presents a comprehensive review of related scientific workflow research, identifies gaps and observes trends. In particular, for the scientific workflow this thesis focuses on the implementation of web services, workflow system architecture, other PaaS applications and identifying the trend of web services application. For the MDO framework this thesis focuses on the literature gap in respect of the implementation of web technology and workflow together with an introduction about the evolution of MDO frameworks.

Chapter Three – Datapool: A ROA Based Distributed Data-flow Model

In which this thesis starts to build the basis for scientific workflow modelling, which is the dataflow. It is argued that the performance of data transfers in a web-based workflow system can be enhanced by the distributive dataflow model by comparing it with a centralized dataflow model. Users can use the Datapool service to easily access and manage the data collection resources, which are
supported by ROA. The enhancement is experimentally verified, and is put to use in a workflow application.

Chapter Four – SaaS based Scientific Web Services Management

In which this thesis further discusses the scientific workflow modelling on services management, which includes deployment, configuration and execution. The issue of application wrapping and service management are identified based on the literature review, especially for non-specialist users. A SaaS Cloud system is presented for users to deploy, configure and manage their local application-based web resources. It enables complicated services management jobs to be turned into a series of mouse-clicking operations. A series of service management examples are demonstrated in this chapter. The system also fits into the distributive dataflow model.

Chapter Five – Virtualized Data and Services for Scientific Workflow Modelling

In which this thesis proposed a scientific workflow enactment framework based on containerization technology. It further enhances the performance on data staging and workflow enactment. It also enhance the reusability and reproducibility of application/service. This chapter starts with an introduction on the technology foundation and basic methodology. Then it elaborates the design of this framework. Following that, the chapter evaluates the framework with a series experiments. This chapter also discusses the suitable solution for scientific workflow in different scenarios as well as the impact of adoption of containerization in scientific workflow modelling.

Chapter Six – Services Composition Language and Enactment Engine

In which this thesis introduces the methodologies for building a scientific workflow based on the composition of Datapool services and application services. Firstly, an imperative method is introduced based on the application of an existing generic workflow management system. Then, a declarative method is introduced, which includes a novel declarative description for composite services and an online description knowledge system. The advantage of this system and the advantages and disadvantages of imperative and declarative methods are discussed in detail in this chapter.
Chapter Seven – Case Studies

This Chapter presents several case studies. The first is the main study subject MDO. The whole system demonstrates its ability to solve MDO problems by building a web services composition based workflow. The implementation of Datapool, online web service management system and service composition is shown step-by-step to deliver a complete image of the systematic methodology when solving the issues in scientific workflow modelling. Additionally, the methodology shows its capacity to work with other existing MDO frameworks. Furthermore, other exemplar applications are also demonstrated based on this modelling system to show its extensibility.

Chapter Eight – Conclusions

This chapter summarises the contributions of the thesis, and examines how this series of methodologies have developed to support the central argument for scientific workflow modelling. This thesis also discusses the inspiration for a broader scope and suggests possible avenues for the future development of this work.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews literature on scientific workflow systems and MDO frameworks and provides some background information about web services technology, resource-oriented architecture (ROA), cloud computing and speculative computing, which have been applied within this work. This chapter first reviews and discusses the main technology used in scientific workflow systems and web services, which serves as a basis and follows that is the review of MDO frameworks and scientific workflow system. Afterwards, this chapter presents a review of the literature on the use of web services in MDO frameworks. Following it this chapter reviews some key aspects of scientific workflow systems which concern this research. These aforementioned two reviews aims to present the gaps between two different areas in different development stages. In the reviews on scientific workflow systems, more detailed background knowledge is reviewed from three aspects: data staging, service management and service composition. In the review of service composition, one important technique for service composition, workflow description, is also reviewed. The aim is to draw a clear picture of what can be resolved by state-of-the-art approaches, by identifying the current gaps in existing cases and how these can be resolved tangibly. The summary identifies research trends and current literature gaps.

2.1 Web Services

For the purpose of exploring the implementation of ROA in scientific workflow, one essential step is to have a panoramic view of the state-of-the-art web services technology. As introduced in Section 1.1.1, W3C categorises web services in two ways: arbitrary
web services and REST-compliant web services. Nowadays, SOAP and RESTful web services are the representative services of the two aforementioned classes that have been widely implemented. Briefly, they are described as:

- SOAP/WSDL based web Services (also known as “Big web services”) that provide an arbitrary (i.e. developer defined) set of operations, and

- REST type web services, providing a uniform interface, that is considered more “web-friendly”. For example, an HTTP(S) REST web service will use some or all of the standard HTTP protocol operations: GET, POST, HEAD, PUT, DELETE

There are pros and cons to both of them as discussed by Spies [2008], which are summarised in Table 2.1 for comparison and discussed in depth in the following sections, leading on to a comparison between service-oriented and resource-oriented architecture.

### 2.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used to defined as a web service protocol using XML technologies, an extensible messaging framework containing a message construct that can be exchanged over a variety of underlying protocols. SOAP communicates mainly based on HTTP, but can also communicate through FTP, SMTP, etc. Thus, SOAP supports communication in going around firewalls. SOAP contains three main parts [Box et al., 2000] (i) an envelope that defines a framework for describing what is in a message and how to process it, (ii) a set of encoding rules for expressing instances of application-defined datatypes, (iii) a convention for representing procedure calls and responses. SOAP is a W3C recommendation. W3C describes the set of interrelated technologies that can be utilised to construct and consume SOAP web services, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.

**SOAP Message**

By observing the SOAP message framework, a better understanding of the characteristics of heavy-weight and extra payload can be acquired. A SOAP message is specified
Table 2.1: Pros and Cons of SOAP and REST [Spies, 2008]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SOAP</th>
<th>REST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer over multiple protocols, not only HTTP</td>
<td>• Simpler to develop than SOAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Designed to handle distributed computing environments by SOAP intermediary</td>
<td>• Easier to learn, less reliance on tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Has better support from other standards (WSDL, WS-*) and tooling from vendors</td>
<td>• No additional messaging layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conceptually more difficult, more &quot;heavy-weight&quot; than REST</td>
<td>• Closer in design and philosophy to the web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More verbose, extra payload</td>
<td>• Built-in error handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Harder to develop, requires tools and higher level of knowledge preparation</td>
<td>• Transfer only through HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Point-to-point communication model, no intermediary in the message exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of standards support for security, policy, reliable messaging, etc., may require extra development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as an XML information set whose comment, element, attribute, namespace and character information items are able to be serialized as XML 1.0. It is defined in Box et al. [2000] as comprising:

**SOAP Envelope** The SOAP envelope element information item has: A local name of Envelope; A namespace name of http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soapenvelope; Zero or multiple namespace-qualified attribute information items in its attributes property; One or two element information items in its children property in the following order: An optional Header element information item; A mandatory Body element information item. Figure 2-2 shows the structure of the SOAP Envelope.
SOAP Header  The SOAP header element information item provides a mechanism for extending a SOAP message in a decentralised and modular way. The SOAP Header element is optional. A SOAP Header serves as an extension mechanism to provide a way to exchange information in SOAP messages that is not an application payload. This information includes passing directives, that is contextual information related to the processing of the message. By this mechanism, SOAP message can be extended in an application-specific manner.

SOAP Body  A SOAP body provides a mechanism for transmitting information to a SOAP receiver. The SOAP body is a mandatory element within the SOAP Envelope. It includes the main information conveyed in a SOAP message that is closest related to the functions the web service provides.

SOAP Fault  A SOAP fault is used to carry error information within a SOAP message. To be recognised as carrying SOAP error information, a SOAP message must contain a single SOAP Fault element information item as the only child element information item of the SOAP Body.
2.1.2 REST Web Service

The term REST is now widely used to refer to REST-compliant web services. However, when REST was originally coined by Fielding, it denoted an architectural style. The fundamental features of this architectural style are summarized clearly by Fielding [2000] as:

*The Representational State Transfer (REST) style is an abstraction of architectural elements within a distributed hypermedia system. The REST ignores the details of component implementation and protocol syntax to focus on the roles of components, the constraints upon their interaction with other components, and their interpretation of significant data elements. It encompasses the fundamental constraints upon components, connectors, and data that define the basis of the web architecture, and thus the essence of its behaviour as a network-based application.*

Figure 2-2: The structure of SOAP Envelope Mitra et al. [2003]
In the Chapter 5 of Fielding’s thesis [Fielding, 2000], he elaborates on the architectural constraints of REST. They also form the basis for the guidelines of Resource Oriented Architecture which will be further discussed in Section 2.1.3. One basic constraint is that REST is based on the principle of a client-server architecture. Client and server are separated with their certain concerns. Clients only initiate requests based on user state to services. Services only process requests and return responses based on data stored without reference to user state. They communicate with each other through a uniform interface and this is the only matter of concern to both client and server. Both request and response are built around the transfer of a representations of a resource. In REST, the representation of a resource means a document in a certain format that captures the current or intended state of a resource. State transfer means that, when clients send requests, they are ready to transit from current state to a new state. In the representation of application state returned by servers, there are also links in the form of URIs that can be chosen by the client to lead to a new state transition. With such an client-server architecture, clients and servers have a separation of concerns. Thus, servers and clients may also be designed, developed and configured independently, as long as the uniform interface between them is not altered.

In HTTP(S)-based RESTful web services, the emphasis is on simple point-to-point communication over HTTP(S). As designed by Fielding [2000], REST does not have to be coupled with HTTP only, but in real implementations, only HTTP is applied. REST architectures that use the HTTP application protocol can be summed up as using five verbs (GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, and DELETE methods from HTTP 1.1) and a collection of nouns, which are the resources available on the network, referenced through Universal Resource Identifier (URI). The verbs have the following operational equivalents, shown in Table 2.2. Here CRUD means Create, Read, Update and Delete. They are the four basic functions of persistent storage, which normally used to describe user interface conventions such as the verbs based interface for REST web service.

In the REST uniform interface, which is based on the HTTP verbs, the convention has been established that the GET and HEAD methods should not have side effects that it should only take the action of retrieval as the operation READ in the CRUD. These are the so-called safe methods of HTTP [Fielding et al., 1999]. Methods that only take the action of read should be considered as ”safe”. Methods can also have the property of ”idempotence” that the side-effects of two or more identical requests are
HTTP | CRUD Equivalent | Safe | Idempotent
--- | --- | --- | ---
GET | Read | YES | YES
HEAD | Get metadata | YES | YES
POST | Create, Update, Delete | NO | NO
PUT | Create, Update | NO | YES
DELETE | Delete | NO | YES

Table 2.2: HTTP verbs

the same as, or cannot be distinguished from that for a single request. The methods GET, HEAD, PUT and DELETE have this property.

As shown above, REST web services can work directly with HTTP, so they have one less protocol layer (by comparing with SOAP and web service protocols based on application layer protocol). Based on such a fact, it potentially can reduce the overall cost of computation and knowledge preparation. Pautasso and Wilde [2009] concludes that for the objective of designing IT architectures, REST is a better choice in the context of a co-operative environment in that it is intrinsically loosely coupled because of its asynchronous communication nature, universal addressability and uniform interfaces. Evidence of the recognition of these properties is visible in the many new public web services from large vendors, such as Google, Yahoo and Amazon, that are now REST based.

### 2.1.3 A Comparison between SOA and ROA

Service Oriented Architecture and Resource Oriented Architecture are commonly applied in the architecture design of web services based frameworks. In SOA, a service is designed and organized on the basis of verbs, which correspond to operations in SOAP. In ROA, a service is designed and organized on the basis of nouns, which corresponds to resources (referenced by URI) in REST. Thus, SOAP is often associated with SOA while REST is often associated with ROA. This leads to decision-making on both technology and architectural style.

Based on SOAP, SOA tends to model the workflow as service end-points or so-called actions. Every service serves as a distinct unit, a black box of functionality. Therefore, SOA focuses on interfaces like method and operation. It is geared towards the applications that are activity-based, which is strongly related to the RPC-style, thus
it can better model transaction-based business systems. Based on such an architectural
design, it also heavily depends on an extra layer of protocol for interface description.
Thus, there is tight coupling between client and server because of object reference
semantics, object serialization and early binding to interfaces defined in the interface
description.

ROA, in contrast, is normally considered as a set of constraints or guidelines for the
implementation of REST-based web application. Other than the technical features dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.2, ROA summarises the guidelines as four properties [Richardson
and Ruby, 2007]:

**Addressibility** Addressability means to expose the resources, applications or data,
through URIs that can be located and accessed universally. In the prototype
system that will be introduced in the following chapters, it means all related re-
sources should be allocated appropriate URIs. In addition, it would be desirable
that the URI could self-explain the function and access method to some extent.
For example, the URIs can be designed to include the type of the requested
resources in accordance with the W3C note on “cool URIs” Sauermann et al.
[2011].

**Statelessness** Statelessness means that every HTTP request should be isolated from
any user session information associated with previous requests. The HTTP re-
quest made by a user must contain all the information to fulfil this request. The
application state should be placed at the client side and the resource state at the
server side. Essentially, the application state is different for each user, such as
some session information about individual visitors. The resource state is the
same for every user.

**Connectedness** RESTful web services usually present resources as hypermedia, which
means the resources not only contain data but also links to other resources. This
is built on the addressability of all the resources. This feature can increase the
extendibility of the system and save storage space in the case of multiple data
instances. Therefore, a web service is connected to the extent that you can put
the service in different stages just by following links and completing forms.

**Uniform Interface** Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) are the four basic oper-
ations on persistent storage. The HTTP uniform interface covers the four basic
operations by POST, PUT, GET and DELETE methods. For example, given a URI of a resource, every user knows that to retrieve the resource, a GET request should be sent to that URI.

Briefly, the language analogy is that the components in SOA serve as arbitrary verbs (actions) and in ROA serve as a series of nouns (resources). There are also verbs exposed by ROA, but they are constrained in that they are based on the uniform interface. Furthermore, ROA as an approach aims to describe a SOA implementation that follows the guidelines stated above. In other words, ROA is more particular in its dependence on the technical architecture of the services, which is REST.

2.2 The Implementation of Web Services and Workflow in Engineering Framework

A question, when employing network technology, is which of the many protocols and frameworks to choose, and indeed which will last. Others have faced the same question. For example, FIDO [Weston and Townsend, 1994] is proposed with functions that offer control over processes, monitoring of execution status and visualization of problem data in a networked system of heterogeneous computers. Another early framework, DARWIN 1 and its successor DARWIN 2 [Walton et al., 2000], allows users to access data through web browsers. The data are dynamically generated by means of Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts and visualized with Java applets embedded in the web pages. The common themes here are the integration of hardware platforms and remote process control and monitoring, but are intrinsically techno-centric, rather than problem-centric: resources can only be accessed by users through specific interfaces, and frameworks are constructed based on a bespoke deployment and communication mechanism. These both limit the sharing of resources and seamless access to substantial computing resources.

For the purpose of supporting an interoperable machine-to-machine interaction mechanism through the Internet, web services have been an active research and standardisation topic for several years now, reinforced by the emergence of the concept of the service-oriented architecture (SOA). Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is an early style of web services, still in limited existence albeit with disadvantages. The remote invocation through the RPC protocol allows programs to communicate over the network
by means of special communication protocols that obviate the need for extra coding
to account for network details and remote machines. Several analogues of RPC have
arisen to provide more sophisticated features, such as the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) [Corba, 1995], Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
[ORACLE, 2011] and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [Box et al., 2000]. Sys-
tems built using these protocols are sometimes referred to as arbitrary web services
[W3C, 2004] and they have (all) been utilised in the MDO context.

For example, the ModelCenter software utilises RPC-style web services to deploy
legacy programs remotely that are then accessible through a special applications pro-
gram interface (API) via ModelCenter [Ng et al., 2003]. Analysis Server [Phoenix
Integration, 2001], a web services container, is used to publish web services and allow
remote access from ModelCenter. ModelCenter and the Analysis Server together pro-
vide a client/server environment for distributed resource access. In this environment,
Quick-Wrap is the local tool used for automating command line programs and gen-
erating services for Analysis Server. Based on this local tool solution, local machine
administrator permissions and relevant administration skills for software installation
and web services deployment are mandatory.

The VADOR framework uses a similar client-server architecture but is mediated by
a Java RMI package to provide remote access [Alzubbi et al., 2000]. In VADOR [Mah-
davi, 2002], another wrapping mechanism is implemented. The CPU server, which is
a JAVA server program, is designed to act as a wrapper and remotely execute the anal-
ysis task. To run a task, the CPU server performs the following steps [Zhou et al.,
2003]:

1. Locates the executable program, application, or script file;
2. Builds a temporary directory;
3. Transfers all input files to the temporary directory;
4. Runs the program, application, or script file;
5. Transfers the created output files;
6. Cleans up and destroys the temporary directory.

These are the typical and basic steps shared in the process of wrapping scientific
applications. CPU servers run the legacy scripts and programs locally. Although this
server can only wrap the programs or scripts that already exist in the local machine,
these steps still can be the guidelines for the design of web services based scientific
application frameworks.
The Java RMI interface has been used in iSIGHT and Fiper [Sobolewski, 2002], which provide a web representation of the analysis and results accessible via a web browser. The Fiper framework utilises web-based components for the purpose of remote execution. Analysis components are executed and monitored through a web browser which provides an open API and a Component Generator for the job of development of components. It offers a JAVA based mechanism to wrap applications. In this process, coding work of application provider is unavoidable.

In recent years, SOAP has gained wide acceptance as a web services protocol and Lee et al. [2009] demonstrates a MDO framework based on SOAP. They deploy and execute MDO methods using the Globus Toolkit [Foster and Kesselman, 1999], however it is, as with ModelCenter, only accessible through a particular client. In this case, it is also accessible via a web browser.

The aforementioned existing MDO frameworks are typically implemented in a way that services are mapped directly to language-specific function calls. Thus, the limitation on access to each of the RPC analogues arises. This means the services provided by a server can be accessed and executed only by specified clients. For example, a SOAP-based design optimization process [Crick et al., 2009] and the Soaplab tool [Senger et al., 2008b] have been used to deploy SOAP services. In that case, client tools can only access the services based on integration with the Soaplab plug-in that has particular library and protocol. Indeed, the interfaces of the RPC analogues (e.g. RMI and SOAP) have different and incompatible communication protocols which inhibits access to service components created by different frameworks. This restriction is inherent to arbitrary web services and reduces the overall interoperability between systems.

This tight coupling of components characteristic of SOAP can potentially increase the costs of migrating from one client tool to another, or of introducing new application tools to existing frameworks that operate using bespoke protocols. The question that naturally arises then is whether there are any other service types that can resolve the restriction issue.

There are also some MDO frameworks supporting the extension of functions through external code. For example, the MDO framework DAKOTA [Sandia National Laboratories, 2010] simulation code can be deployed as components on networks of workstations (NOWs) or desktop multiprocessors. It requires further coding work involving scripts or programs as local components based on provided APIs.
2.3 Scientific Workflow System

With the development of computer technology, the trend can be observed that the network plays a more important role to support large-scale science research through geographically distributed co-operation. The issue of enabling individual domain scientists to access large scale data collections and computing resources in this Internet environment has become key to defining research in e-Science [Deelman et al., 2009]. Large-scale computations and data analysis characterize much scientific research now, meaning there is a need for new approaches to emerge in order to support computation and management of distributed resources in what is also a new execution environment. Workflow is a sequence of connected activities or operations that abstract and model as an activity. In business applications, it is defined as an orchestrated and repeatable pattern of business activity, enabled by the systematic organization of resources into processes that transform materials, provide services, or process information [webmaster@ftb.ca.gov 2009]. In the area of scientific computation, it has emerged as a paradigm for representing and managing complex heterogeneous scientific resources. Scientific activities can also be systematically organized and processed in such a paradigm. For example, each of the data management and computation process can be abstracted and modeled as activities in workflow. This brings new challenges in the context of e-Science research, such as application requirements, data and workflow description, dynamic workflows, user steering and system level workflow management [Gil et al., 2007].

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a number of workflow management systems (WMS) [Ludäscher et al., 2006, Microsoft, 2011, Oinn et al., 2004, Taylor et al., 2007, The YAWL Foundation, 2004] have been developed to provide the functions of workflow composition, enactment and monitoring. As basic functions, users can use these WMSs to build their workflow, execute the computation process and retrieve the outputs from it. In this section, the review of WMSs will be presented through the three main issues of this thesis, that we aim to study in scientific workflow modelling working from bottom to top: data staging, web service management and service composition. Based on this review, the adaptivity of each workflow management system in a cooperative environment can be discerned. Furthermore, this chapter aims to determine these WMSs’ advantages and disadvantages in respect of handling data management, service deployment and service composition. These are the key points in
order to lower the barriers brought by the features of multiple institutions, multiple platforms and geographically distributed resources that are central to the cooperative environment of scientific workflow.

### 2.3.1 Data Staging

Conventionally, web service composition frameworks have centrally coordinated control-flows and data-flows, so the data associated with the execution process has to be staged through a client-side management system. This data staging activity handles the data processing activities, such as data I/O, on an intermediate storage area used in the middle of the computational processes. The staged data in the area is used for the execution of corresponding computing activity in the whole (workflow) process. The centralized data-flow approach can easily increase the level of data traffic and the situation is exacerbated where large data sets are concerned [Alonso et al., 1997]. In general, centralised approaches are easily implemented and suit workflow applications in which large-scale data flow is not required. Taverna [Oinn et al., 2004] is a typical WMS that implements centralised data staging.

Data staging and how to control it are not new problems. In 1997 [Alonso et al., 1997], adopted the idea of distributed dataflows in a service composition framework to improve data transfer performance, as did [Liu et al., 2005] some years later. Similar ideas are embodied in some distributed program execution engines, such as [Isard et al., 2007, Murray et al., 2011], to overcome bottlenecks in data transfers. Meanwhile, several workflow management systems utilise a peer-to-peer style mechanism for intermediate data movement [Cao et al. [2003], Ludäscher et al. [2006], Taylor et al. [2007]. Although there are differences in detail between the aforementioned solutions, there is one common aspect, namely the use of a private – by which is meant internal, or closed – mechanism (functions are exposed by a set of developer-defined specific interfaces and operations) to handle data transfer.

In early research on peer-to-peer data staging solutions, a distributed data management architecture for workflow management system was adopted in the distributed workflow environment Exotica/FMQM [Alonso et al., 1997]. The motivation was to re-solve the problem of poor performance when data-flow is embedded with control-flow. The solution implemented only works on a local-area network (LAN), by means of a set of loosely synchronized replicated databases. Several other workflow man-
agement systems have adopted such an architecture, but using more recent technology, namely Triana [Taylor et al., 2007] and Kepler [Ludäscher et al., 2006], both of which apply JXTA [Gong, 2001] – a peer-to-peer protocol – to allow services to exchange messages. Both use an internal mechanism to identify resources in the network based on a unique identifier. GridFlow [Cao et al., 2003] offers a slightly different solution at the implementation level, utilising an agent-based resource management system, whose task it is to transfer between peers realized as agents. The Globus Replica Location Service (RLS) [Chervenak et al., 2009], used in some Grid-based workflow management systems for peer-to-peer data transfers, takes a similar approach, but with different components, maintaining a simple registry that keeps track of where data resides in the Grid environment. RLS also has a web service incarnation, called WS RLS, which is based on the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF). This works with the WS-addressing specification to identify data at a messaging level. The common feature in all of these data staging solutions, is either the use of an extra layer of private protocols, above the Internet application layer protocols, or the introduction of a potentially complicated (internal) system to achieve peer-to-peer data transfer.

2.3.2 Service Deployment and Management

For the purpose of considering service deployment and management in a co-operative environment, one key point that should be emphasized is the high possibility that users are non-specialists with limited knowledge and experience of relevant computer technology. This determines whether the system provides a relatively simple architecture and interface for installation as well as manipulation for those non-specialists users.

Web Service Wrapping Tools

In (e-)science research, web services are commonly created for and invoked within workflows. Web service end-users can utilise workflow management systems to compose and execute them. Taverna [Oinn et al., 2004] is a popular platform for this purpose. It can invoke Soaplab [Senger et al., 2008b] and Opal [Krishnan et al., 2006] web services through Taverna’s plugin mechanism. The Kepler workflow tool [Ludäscher et al., 2006] can also invoke services created by these two application wrapper tools. However, both of these workflow tools need to develop extra plugins, using Soaplab’s and Opal’s programmatic APIs, in order to invoke web services seamlessly. Specific
APIs for each scientific application’s wrapping tool may place an extra barrier for workflow engines to invoke corresponding web services. For example, both gRAVI [Chard et al., 2009], a WSRF web service wrapping tool and Generic Factory Service (GFac) [Kandaswamy et al., 2006], a web service wrapping tool, have three ways to invoke services: Java Client API, web interface and command line. However, neither wrapping tool provides a method for invocation from workflow engines directly. Therefore, a plugin mechanism is necessary to handle the interface between workflow and service. Thus, there always appear to be hurdles for non-specialists to deploy scientific applications for use within workflows. Although Taverna and Kepler can support Soaplab and Opal services via plugins, because programmatic access to those services needs specific APIs, this creates a restriction on the programming languages it is able to support. For instance, Soaplab2 supports Java and Perl whilst Opal supports Python and Java.

Soaplab and Opal are widely used and build on the SOAP specification. In Soaplab, access to the underlying processes is provided by some generically named operations like `createJob`, `run`, `destroy`, `getSomeResults` etc., but data is not sent to the server through distinct SOAP endpoints. More precisely, each data object must be packed into a Map data structure and sent by invoking the `runAndWaitFor` method. These technical details are handled by a mature plugin in Taverna and are transparent to workflow management tool users. The Soaplab service in Taverna can expose several interfaces allowing users to extract each data item directly. Each output from a service can be directed to all the input ports for following services. However, this is also the reason why specific APIs must be included in order to invoke a Soaplab service, which also happens on the other SOAP-based tools. We also observe that Soaplab does not have any security mechanisms to encrypt data and perform role-based access control over users.

Opal, in contrast, uses a more ad-hoc solution to address the payload format issue. For example, in the Opal plugin for Taverna [University of Manchester, 2010], an example of an Opal web service is presented, which shows the response from the Opal service as a string of comma-separated URLs of output files plus the content of the standard output stream from the server-side application. Some regular expression services must be created by the user locally in order to select the necessary URL, which will be fed into the next Opal service as input. This would appear to raise the (user) cost of workflow creation and linking of web services based on Opal, requiring knowl-
edge of regular expressions, as well as the data returned being a URL pointing to the data rather than the data itself. Although this RESTful-like feature allows the URL to be used as the input URL for compatible web services [Ren et al., 2010], an incompatible web service needs extra steps and data transfer to obtain and utilise the output. Compared to Soaplab, Opal does however provide a security mechanism for data encryption, authentication and authorization. It is based on the GSI security system, which uses the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for its mutual authentication protocol.

Cloud Based Web Services Deployment and Management

Cloud computing is commonly categorized into three service models [Mell and Grance, 2011] known as {Infrastructure, Platform, Software} as a Service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, respectively), of which PaaS is the service model which provides consumers with the capability to deploy consumer-created or acquired applications onto cloud infrastructure, thus creating a service. One aim of this research is to provide ready access to cloud services so that regular users can deploy their own applications as services, share them with others and utilise them in service workflows. This is done through the provision of a platform (i.e. PaaS) that provides: (i) deployment services, and (ii) data storage and transfer services.

PaaS cloud has been used to deploy science and engineering applications, in which the platform enables applications to appear as web services, creating a SaaS for public invocation. There are several generic PaaS platforms like Google’s APP Engine [Google, 2008] and Heroku [Lindenbaum et al., 2008], both of which provide the means for users to deploy web applications on the providers’ public cloud infrastructure. However, both work via programming language APIs. For the purpose of deploying an application into their infrastructures, users must either write applications in specific languages or modify original code in those languages. Other potential platforms providing command-line interfaces are: (i) CloudFoundry [GoPivotal, Inc., 2011], which provides an open-source mechanism for application deployment. However, it uses its own API, implemented for a range of popular languages for service interaction, and (ii) Openshift [Red Hat, Inc., 2011], which only appears to provide a platform for running applications using cloud resources, rather than actually deploying them as services that others may use. This is a very rapidly evolving area in terms of service provision and what was true and current at the time of writing, may not hold for very long. It is clear PaaS cloud is receiving much attention through the development
of experimental deployment stacks, but our focus aims as much as is feasible to stay on architectural issues that underpin the design and implementation of such frameworks.

The Generic Worker framework [Simmhan et al., 2010] has similar goals to our framework: it provides a PaaS service based on Microsoft’s Azure Cloud platform and services can be deployed by the client using command-line tools. They also adopt a distributed data transfer mechanism for performance enhancement. However, their services are tightly connected to Azure service elements, such as Azure’s REST web service API and the Azure blob store.

2.3.3 Web Services Composition

There are two main types of solutions for web services composition that have been developed independently of one another. The first approach comes from the business world, which formalizes a series of XML-based standards as the specification for web services, their flow composition and execution. It has primarily syntactic interfaces and takes the view that web services work as remote procedure calls. The other approach stems from the Semantic Web community designed series of ontologies whose purpose is the explicit and precise declaration of the preconditions and effects of a web service. Thereby, a composition of web services can reason about web resources and plan flow by means of a goal-oriented inferencing.

Concretely, there are many web services flow specification languages like BPEL4WS [Khalaf et al., 2003] and WSCI [Arkin et al., 2002] that exemplify the first approach. Semantic Web community has widely discussed semantic annotations for a number of years, arriving at a solution in which preconditions and effects of services are explicitly declared in the Resource Description Format (RDF), based on the terms from widely-accepted ontologies. Not only those web services flow specification languages, but also the description languages of workflow can provide approaches for web services composition. On this basis, this section aims to give an overview on the existing technologies for web services composition, as well as related technologies on workflow description.

Service Composition and WSDL

Web services, which are machine-readable, need an appropriately formatted description of additional information on either their functions and/or the methods to interact
with them. WSDL specifies only the syntax of messages that enter or leave a single SOAP service. In the composition of a group of SOAP services described by WSDL, the flow of message exchange between SOAP services must be described by a specification out of WSDL.

As aforementioned, in the business world, there are many web services flow specification languages, but there is not an obvious common standards stack. Thus, each organisation is free to build up their own proprietary business protocols. There are languages, such as BPEL4WS and WSCI, both of which use WSDL as the interface with web services. The composition of the flow is typically constructed manually. Semantic annotations have been widely discussed in the Semantic Web community where preconditions and effects of services are explicitly declared in the Resource Description Format (RDF) using terms from pre-agreed ontologies. There is also work on light-weight annotation of WSDL [Kopecký et al., 2007]. All those concrete implementations are introduced and discussed in following text.

**BPEL4WS** BPEL4WS (commonly also known as WS-BPEL or BPEL) is the de facto standard for web services orchestration and business process modelling. BPEL4WS is an OASIS standard executable language for specifying actions within business processes with web services. Its primary proponents and supporters are Microsoft and IBM. It describes the control logic for web services coordination in a business process. The process is interpreted and executed by a BPEL [Curbera et al., 2003] engine. It includes a set of control structures like those in imperative programming languages (if/else, repeat/until, while, etc.), but additionally it also offers parallel loops and XML processing.

BPEL4WS uses SOAP-style web services as a base. This fact is embodied from three points: (i) Every BPEL4WS based composite service is exposed as a web service using WSDL. For example, the public entry and exit points of the process are described in WSDL. (ii) A BPEL process communicates with external web services through WSDL interfaces. (iii) The information in the BPEL process is described by WSDL data types directly.

**WSCI** WSCI [Arkin et al., 2002] is a language for describing the sequence of web service invocations. More precisely, it is a language for specifying the conditions under which a particular operation can be invoked. It is proposed by Sun, SAP, BEA, etc., and has been submitted to W3C as a technical note. In compar-

---

1Sun:https://www.oracle.com/sun/index.html, SAP:http://go.sap.com/index.html,
ison to BPEL4WS, BPEL4WS primarily focuses on the creation of executable business processes in a centrally-controlled manner, while WSCI is concerned with public message exchange between web services that in the context of a distributed system. This is also the primary difference between an orchestration language and a choreography language. Similar to BPEL language, WSCI is also XML-based. About the services grounding in WSCI, actions, which are tagged by `<action>`, represents a unit of work and would typically map to a WSDL defined service invocation. Thus, WSDL describes the entry points of each service, while WSCI describes the interactions between these services.

WSCI does not concern itself with the creation of executable business processes. So WSCI uses Business Process Management Language (BPML), a metalanguage, to describe business processes. In other words, WSCI only defines the interactions between services, and BPML defines the big image of the business processes. BPML provides similar process flow constructs and activities as BPEL.

**SAWSDL** Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema [Kopecký et al., 2007] was published as a technical recommendation of W3C in 2007. It describes the abstract functionalities and other semantic information of a service by defining a set of extension attributes for WSDL. It is not yet another language for representing the semantic model, such as ontologies. On the contrary, the mechanisms it has enable it to reference to the concepts from the semantic models, typically defined outside the WSDL document, from within WSDL and XML Schema components by annotations. For example, it uses the the extension attribute `modelReference` to represent the URI link to the semantic model. To specify the mappings between semantic data and XML, two other extension attributes, `liftingSchemaMapping` and `loweringSchemaMapping`, are added to XML Schema element declarations and type definitions. In a nutshell, SAWSDL does not describe the web services composition directly. It makes WSDL-based web services amenable to Semantic Web Services automation for the purpose of forming a composite web services (CWS).

Web Services Composition in the Semantic Web

In semantic web, web resources are described or annotated by semantic marks that the whole World Wide Web can be globally interlinked as a database of semantic data. There are large amounts of data spread across the web that is only readable to humans: the goal of semantic web is to process and share the knowledge implied in the data automatically as machine-readable. The semantic web works as a representation of the knowledge, which is well-defined in a format that is machine-readable. Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S)[Martin et al., 2004] and Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO)[De Bruijn et al., 2005a] are two prominent techniques used for services composition in the domain of semantic web.

**OWL-S** OWL-S, which was formerly called DAML-S, is a language based on OWL (Web Ontology Language) used for describing semantic web service properties. The OWL-S ontology has three main parts: service profile, process model and grounding. They have the following usages:

1. The service profile is used to describe what the service does. This part includes the service name and description, limitations on applicability and quality of service, publisher and contact information. It mainly aims to provide human-readable information about the web service.

2. The process model is used to describe how to perform the web service’s functions, which includes the sets of inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and effects (IOPE) of the service execution.

3. The grounding specifies the details of how to interact with the web service based on web service protocols, which includes communication protocols, message formats, port numbers, etc.

The grounding part is filled with a description of the actual web service, for which WSDL is the commonly-used description language. OWL-S is mapped to WSDL through the following three aspects:

1. An OWL-S atomic process is grounded as a WSDL operation.
2. The I/O of an OWL-S atomic process are grounded as WSDL messages.
3. The I/O types of an OWL-S atomic process are grounded as WSDL abstract types.
Therefore, in practice, OWL-S has a high degree of coupling with SOAP. Based on OWL-S and WSDL, it is possible to describe web services declaratively, which in turn enables the automation of web services composition [Chapman et al., 2007].

WSMO Besides OWL-S, there is another conceptual model used for describing the semantic web services called the Web Services Modelling Ontology (WSMO) [Feier et al., 2005]. WSMO has four main components:

**Goals** The client’s objectives when consulting a web Service.

**Ontologies** A formal semantic description of the information used by all other components.

**Mediators** Connectors between components with mediation facilities. Provides interoperability between different ontologies.

**Web Services** Semantic description of web Services. May include functional (Capability) and usage (Interface) descriptions.

As presented in [Kopecký et al., 2005], WSMO is grounded to WSDL. The W3C member submission document [De Bruijn et al., 2005b] also shows that WSMO only specifies the grounding in WSDL. Therefore, as with OWL-S, WSMO also targets the so-called ”Big” web services [Pautasso et al., 2008], which mainly operate under the paradigm of arbitrary web services [W3C, 2004] or Remote Procedure Call (RPC). Both OWL-S and WSMO use Semantic Web elements such as ontologies that pre-date the concept of Linked Data or Connectedness in ROA. Neither OWL-S or WSMO appear to have stood the test of time, in that despite extensive web search, it seems there is currently (2014) no substantial real-world usage.

**Discussion of Web Services Composition**

In the past decade, great efforts have been expended on semantic web service models. They are not limited to those mentioned above [Akkiraju et al., 2005, Kopecký et al., 2007]. However, there is no substantial real-world usage of them. In this process, it can be observed that there is a strong binding between SOAP+WSDL and semantic web service models. One important reason is that SOAP became popular as a web service protocol and has been widely implemented since it became a W3C recommendation in
2003. There is semantic annotation for REST web resources, called SA-REST[Sheth et al., 2007], that supports semantic description in a /emphmashup, which is the web application hybrid to create a single new service from more than one source. However, its annotations are based on human-readable HTML or XHTML, which has limited utility if the resources are machine-readable only web services. Thus, it is difficult to apply the languages in previous approaches to a new type of web service, namely the RESTful web service. The difficulties are reflected from the following two perspectives:

1. There is no binding from semantic web services languages to RESTful web services description. Semantic web services cannot be grounded to the RESTful web services in an straightforward way.

2. There are fundamental differences between SOAP and REST, in that SOAP is operation-based and REST is resource-based. In the design of semantic web service models, it naturally follows this operation-based style. This design allows those semantic web service models to be adaptable to their grounding targets. This basic architectural difference means that the key concept of resource cannot be reflected in those models.

### 2.3.4 Workflow Description

Nowadays, scientific workflows are largely built based on distributed resources, which rely heavily on the support of web services. Some of the Workflow Management System (WMS) involve standard or proprietary workflow definition language that can sew web services and other resources together into one workflow; nevertheless, the final goal is to enable the workflow enactment. This section investigates the existing solutions for workflow description and workflow enactment, especially focussing on their implementation in WMS. This section aims to bring the ideas from those solutions to bear on the design of a novel service composition language.

**Two Major Phases for Workflows**

The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)[Coalition, 1996] defines workflow as the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a
set of procedural rules. In other words a workflow consists of all the steps that should be executed in order to deliver an output or achieve a goal. These steps (tasks) can have a variety of complexities and usually are connected in a non-linear way, forming a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The dependencies among the processing steps can be temporal (for example, that step should run after this one), data, or control semantics.

A Workflow Management System defines, manages and executes workflows through the execution of software that is driven by a computer representation of the workflow logic. The description of a workflow includes the definition of different tasks, their interconnection structure and their dependencies and relative order. This description of a workflow’s operational aspects can be expressed in textual (e.g. XML) or graphical form (e.g. as a graph in Business Process Modelling Notation [White, 2004] or Petri nets [Van Der Aalst, 1998]).

The Workflow Reference Model [Hollingsworth and Hampshire, 1993] proposes the model shown in Figure 2-3. This model defines two major phases for workflows:

1. The **build phase** where the workflow is defined in terms of a textual or graphical language using some Process Definition Tools. Various modeling languages that have been proposed including Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) [Leymann et al., 2001], Microsoft’s XLANG [Thatte, 2001] for BizTalk, and Business Pro-
cess Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS), which is the merging of WSFL and XLANG for web services orchestration.

2. The *run phase* where the workflow is enacted according to its definition by a workflow execution (enactment) component or a workflow engine. At this phase, the execution of some tasks may require the interaction with users or other software applications and tools.

**Workflow Description Solutions for Workflow Management System (WMS)**

This section surveys the workflow description solutions in some of the WMS that have been popular in recent years in the scientific user communities.

**Taverna** SCUFL (Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language) is the workflow language used by Taverna 1.7.x. This language is essentially a data-flow-centric language [Oinn et al., 2006], defining a graph of data interactions between different services. It is based on IBM’s WSFL [Leymann et al., 2001] which is the one of the predecessors of BPEL, including support for specifying control-flow and data-flow. The SCUFL model contains a set of inputs, outputs, processors, data links and control links. The processor represents a logical service that is an individual step within a workflow. It is specified in the design stage of workflow.

In Taverna 2.x, a new workflow language *t2flow* is adopted. It is a serialization format that is very close to the Java object model. It contains various items that are simply Java beans that serialized using XMLBeans. From the functional point of view, it is similar to SCUFL. However, its drawback being a serialization format that can be difficult for third party software to operate on. In Taverna 3.x, it will be replaced by SCUFL2 [Williams and Soiland-Reyes, 2012]. Its beta release was in 2012. Now, Taverna 3.x is still not released and there is no clue it has not been involved in current version of Taverna. It mainly aims to overcome the problem in the *t2flow* that its serialization format suffers from being very close to the Java object model, and contains various items that are simply Java beans serialized using XMLBeans. As the *t2flow* format is very verbose, it can be difficult to deal with for third party software. The workflow structure of SCUFL2 is defined using an OWL ontology written by the Taverna developers.

**Kepler** Kepler adopts a non-standard workflow description language [Barker and Van Hemert,
2008] called Modeling Markup Language (MoML) [Lee and Neuendorffer, 2000].
It is based on XML and specifies interconnections of parameterized, hierarchical
components. Based on this language, the workflow in Kepler is a composition
of independent components (actors) that communicate with each other through
interfaces called ports. Each actor is parameterized that it exhibits a concrete
behaviour, which is specified at design time. The execution of a workflow is
controlled by a director, which is the object that orchestrates the actors, initializing
them and controlling their execution.

**The ACGT Workflow Editor** The ACGT Workflow Environment [Martin et al., 2011]
supports BPEL as its standard workflow definition and enactment language.
BPEL is introduced in more detail as an language for web services composition in 2.3.3.

**YAWL** YAWL [Van Der Aalst and ter Hofstede, 2005] is a workflow system, based
on a modelling language. The language has the same name as the system, which
stands for “Yet Another Workflow Language”. The YAWL language design is
based on Petri nets with the aim of preserving their strengths for the specification
of control-flow dependencies in workflows, with extensions that allows for
straightforward specification of workflow patterns [Van Der Aalst et al., 2003].
The tasks specified in the workflow are associated with SOAP web services are
design time. It is enacted through the Web Service Invoker Service in YAWL
workflow system [Adams and ter Hofstede, 2009].

There are also some WMS do not have an explicit workflow languages to support
the design of workflow, such as Triana [Taylor et al., 2007]. The workflow in Triana
is written based on XML, which is proprietary. Its workflow file is saved as plain
text without a postfix. Galaxy [Galaxy Team, 2008] saves its workflow in a proprietary
JSON-like format, which is named as ga.

**Discussion on Workflow Description**

Section 2.3.4 provides an overview of how workflow is orchestrated for the purpose of
workflow enactment. The importance of a workflow description language is reflected
in both the two major phases and functions as a bridge between them. Considering the
situation that all the components described in a workflow are web services, then such
a workflow is in effect a composite web service (CWS). Therefore, based on the two
major phases noted in 2.3.4, it can be further observed that, the following are important
aspects in the design of web services composition language:

1. a description language that can define the execution dependencies among web services.

2. a runtime to support enactment of CWS derived from the description language.

2.4 Summary

Existing MDO frameworks provide different mechanisms for the job of applications wrapping. Some can deploy analysis components as web services, others either do not provide a web-based component or utilise web pages rather than web services for component invocation. A web page is more person-friendly, but lacks machine accessibility. Meanwhile, all of these popularly adopted wrappers are executed locally, which need local installation processes, administrator permissions and most importantly are without/lack remote accessibility. It is also significant that the web services adopted by them are RPC-style, so all the drawbacks of RPC-style are also inherited, which may incur extra hurdles to user experience and data staging.

A new architectural style, in REST, has emerged showing the potential to overcome the disadvantages inherited from the RPC-style. It is also worth exploring and researching the advantages that the new architectural style can bring. The evolution of MDO frameworks represents the demand from scientists that smart methodology should be adopted in the scientific workflow that bears the features of multi-institutions, multi-platforms and geographically distributed resources.

The following chapters in this thesis aim to analyse those issues and propose the a systematic solution as a framework to be applied in the context of scientific workflow, based on ROA. From the perspectives of data staging, service management and service composition, the improvements based on this framework will be reflected in the following aspects:

1. The framework considers the deployment of web services in a broader context, assuming services will typically be composed. Consequently a data staging mechanism is provided to assist in the effective enactment of composition of services. This is in direct contrast to the above tools, which do not consider data communication as part of their concern, and which can, in the worst case, result in centralised data transfer, when deployed as web services.
2. The framework allows hot-plug style program uploading, deployment, and system deployment. In contrast, some of the wrapping techniques, such as Soaplab and Opal, mentioned in this chapter require the wrapper to be installed on the server and work as local tools on a server that needs to be set up and configured every time a new service is deployed. The framework we propose also aims to provide a desktop GUI tool for clients to deploy web services based on command-line programs. This avoids the need to learn and use the description languages adopted in existing tools, as well as the overheads involved in authoring, debugging and maintaining such descriptions in parallel with the application.

3. Based on the new methodology for data staging and service management, this framework will further explore the feasibility of introducing cloud computing into this framework. It will further enable the ability of distributed computation and resources with the support of enhanced reusability and reproducibility. This aims to overcome the technical hurdles and management complexity. These hurdles and complexity are brought by various legacy code, which require specific execution environments, such as heterogeneous operating systems and software dependencies.

4. The framework also needs to address support for the construction and deployment of composite services. A possible issue is the dependence on specific services, meaning there is a reliance on a service provided at a specific location, as against a specification of a service by, say, its profile (in OWL-S terminology), and the late binding identification of suitable available candidate services close to enactment time. We propose and construct a mechanism that based on the works in this thesis to support workflow description for RESTful web services, based composite service, web service composition and composite service execution.
Chapter 3

Datapool: A ROA Based Distributed Data-flow Model

3.1 Introduction

The problem of staging data in workflows has received much attention over the last decade, with a variety of user-directed and automatic solutions. In Section 2.3.1, the existing solutions and researches were introduced. A trend of distributed management of data and separation of data-flow and control-flow emerges, which aims to resolve the performance overhead when the two flows are embedded within each other. The first challenge in the design for this ROA based WMS emerges as, how to design a data staging mechanism that can utilise the light-weight feature of less layers of protocol, follow the constraints of ROA and also enable the data staging in a distributed manner with separation of data-flow and control-flow. This chapter addresses this challenge.

The resulting data-flow model has following features:

1. The model is designed based on mature and widely applied technology. It does not use a private – by which we mean internal, or closed – mechanisms (functions are exposed by a set of developer defined specific interfaces and operations) to handle data transfer.

2. The model supports universal access through network to data objects, which are viewed as online resources. By this, this mechanism enables the access to provenance data.
3. The model provides a seamless interface for application services to access individual data objects or a collection of data objects.

4. In this model, data-flow is separated from control-flow to avoid central coordination, which forms the basis for distributed data transfers.

5. It supports a distributed data staging mechanism. Data-flow can be distributed among services without passing through a central controller.

6. It supports asynchronous data staging. Data transfers can be initiated asynchronously before the actual execution of a service when data comes from different sources.

The rest of this chapter will first provide a detailed design of this model as well as its comparative advantages in Section 3.2; then implementation of this model based on ROA in Section 3.3; evaluation of performance is provided in Section 3.4; there will be a summary in Section 3.5. Furthermore, there is a discussion of limitations in Section 8.2.1.

3.2 Distributed Data-flow

Inspired by the principle of distributed data transfer, this thesis presents a data-flow model for web services composition, which is able to alleviate the communication bottleneck between client and server. There are two quite obvious remarks about data-flows among multiple services: (i) for a given service invocation, the data-flow rarely involves the client or central controller, which means that data-flows can (normally) be distributed, and (ii) it is not uncommon that the necessary data objects (inputs) may come from different sources, suggesting that data transfers can be initiated asynchronously before the actual execution of a service. These constitute the two properties that our data staging mechanism needs to satisfy.

3.2.1 Distributed Data Staging

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 illustrate the essential difference between a centralized and a distributed mechanism for data transfer. Figure 3-1 shows that both control-flow and data-flow are centrally coordinated for each web service invocation. There is a high
risk that the client or central controller becomes a bottleneck for data communication among computation components. In Figure 3-2, the data-flows are distributed among web services directly rather than passing through a central controller, which also allows for the concurrent transfer of data objects from different resources. The I/O data communication carries out in network between each related web service. The client can also obtain the complete set of data objects from the network whenever it needs.
Hence, each service provider takes care of the task of data storage instead of the client.

This comparison also illustrates the additional technical requirements on the distributed data staging mechanism. Two key functions are identified: (i) an universal addressing system that allows each individual data object can be identified and accessed in network, (ii) an server-side data management service that allows data object to be stored, grouped and accessed based on that universal address system. Chapter 2 showed that some other distributed data transfer system to achieve these two requirements either through the use of an extra layer of private protocols, above the Internet application layer protocols, or the introduction of a potentially complicated (internal) system to achieve distributed data transfer. This thesis aims to present that an open solution can be achieved by simpler web services based architecture like ROA and in which data objects can be addressed just by URIs. More design details are presented in Section 3.3.

### 3.2.2 Asynchronous Data Staging

As aforementioned, it is common that necessary data objects come from different sources. In a centralized way, control-flow and data-flow are centralized coordinated through client. Therefore, the inputs from different sources for next service have to be synchronized at client in advance. In an arbitrary web service, it is common to have multiple data objects compacted into one data object, such as XML, JSON file, which naturally makes the data staging among services working in a synchronous style. On the other hand, in REST-compliant web services, it is also common phenomenon that multiple data objects are compacted together into a data structure, which is either contains in URI or HTTP body data.

The comparison between asynchronous and synchronous data staging mechanisms are demonstrated in Figure 3-3, where there are three data objects from three different web services that need to be transferred to another service as inputs through three different connections. We make the not entirely realistic assumption that in the two situations, the same data object transfer takes the same time. Under synchronous data transfer, because the data references are controlled through the client, data transfer only starts when the last service finishes and the next service invocation happens. However, in the asynchronous method, the transfers start asynchronously when each previous service finishes. The transfers are not synchronized with the invocation of next service.
Data objects will be transferred in advance. From Figure 3-3, we can clearly see that the asynchronous method may be able to bring about an earlier completion of the whole data transfer process.

The advantages of asynchronous data staging are mainly embodied in the enactment of workflow, such as multiple steps in sequence. This is shown in Figure 3-4 by a simple workflow data staging example. In this example, there is a data dependency that Service 3 depends on both Service 1 and Service 2 directly. D2 is generated after Service 1’s execution. In synchronous data staging mechanism, D2 has to wait for Service 2’s execution and is submitted to Service 3 together with D4. In asynchronous mechanism, D2 can be transferred to Service 3 in advance in spite of the execution of Service 2. Obviously, with the increase of number of sequential steps in workflow, there are higher possibility that the overhead on data staging can be saved by asynchronous mechanism.

Figure 3-3: Comparison of two different data staging mechanisms
3.3 The Implementation of Distributed Data-flow Model

In order to implement the distributed data-flow model in this framework, there are several basic design requirements to be considered. First of all, the addressability of data objects. By following the design principles of ROA and the URI protocol, we are straightforwardly able to achieve the requirement of enabling data objects being identified and accessed universally on Internet. Secondly, it is also required for users to be able to deploy services that can be joined up via this implementation, without the need to take any special action or need to modify existing applications. Finally, it is also a requirement that an appropriately authorized user should be able to manipulate only their own data objects, in order both to secure a given workflow’s data, but also to avoid unintentional conflicts with other users.
3.3.1 Datapool Service

The Datapool service is the RESTful web service for I/O data items manipulation (uploading, retrieval, etc.). Datapools are components that used to connect data with application services, which implement the distributed data-flow model. Each Datapool represents a collection of data items each with a unique URI. Each data item inside one Datapool is allocated with unique URI to enable addressability as well.

There are two advantages to organising data in this way. First, because all the data items and data collections are directly allocated with URIs, they are all web resources that can be re-accessed through HTTP at any time rather than merely a data stream in the form of an extra layer of XML or other structure. Furthermore, each data item can also be transferred and kept in their original textual or binary format. Second, in the execution of an application service, the URI of one Datapool that contains all the input data is provided to the service. The application will pull the necessary data automatically from the provided local or remote Datapool. In this way, the interfaces are unified for different application services in the form of one URI, of which the Datapool URI is a constituent as a query string.

Distribution of data between services is greatly simplified through the use of URIs. Each Datapool service is collocated with application services in the same host as shown in Figure 3-2. Hence the basic function of the Datapool is to provide data storage for association with a particular service, whereby data objects are uploaded into a particular Datapool, such as during initialization, or are transferred from one Datapool to another as a result of the control-flow. In each case, the object will be given a name derived from the Datapool’s URI.

Asynchronous data staging is also achieved by the existing of Datapool. We identify that the essence of asynchronous data staging is the separation of control-flow and data-flow. In our case, data-flows among services can be totally controlled through Datapool service. Control-flow merely needs to pass through the application services that associated with the Datapool service which is collocated in the same host. Each data object can be submitted to or retrieved from Datapool service independently from control-flow.
3.3.2 User Interface

For the purpose of enabling data being transferred from client to Datapool or between two Datapools, firstly, it exposes an interface for users to inject documents of any format into the repository as either textual data or arbitrary binary data. Datapool service automatically allocate URIs and organize them in the form of a collection of URIs. Secondly, clients can submit the URI of the data object to Datapool. Datapool will automatically obtain and allocate a new URI to it. Afterwards, before the execution of service, client merely need to provide the URI of the corresponding local Datapool to web service, which contains all the necessary inputs. Web services will automatically extract and consume the data it needs based on data object’s name. The whole interface is built based on the HTTP protocol to allow the uniform interface of ROA.

The services of Datapool are accessible through URIs as shown in Table 3.1. Users can maintain several Datapool instances for different processes or for different stages in one process, and only the owner of the Datapool instance can control the data objects stored in it and decide who can access them, which provides a degree of security for user data. Data resources in the Datapool instance have unique URIs so that different users cannot unintentionally conflict each other.

The HTTP methods - GET, PUT, DELETE - are used in these URIs to represent corresponding functions of the Datapool service. The Datapool service aims to provide following functions: (i) create, update, retrieve, delete of Datapool instances, (ii) create, update, retrieve, delete of data object in Datapool instance. The number of functions can be further reduced to simplify the method vocabulary. The update job of Datapool instance actually equals the create, update and delete jobs of data objects. The create job of Datapool instance is automatically activated by the create job of data object in a new Datapool instance. There is no necessity to create an empty Datapool instance. Meanwhile, the create job of data object can share the same method of update. The Datapool system can distinguish them by checking if the requested data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datapool Services</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>URIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]/[Data_Object_Name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]?DO_URI={Data_Object_URI}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]/[Data_Object_Name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]/[Data_Object_Name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>http://.../datapool/[Datapool_Instance_Name]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: URIs of Datapool Service
object is existing. Therefore, there are five jobs that needed to be achieved by the those URIs and the HTTP methods. (i) retrieve, delete of Datapool instance, (ii) update, retrieve, delete of data object in Datapool instance.

The first two PUT methods in Table 3.1 are used for update job of data object. First is used for uploading raw data directly. Second is used to upload from another Datapool by providing the URI of data object. The first GET method in Table 3.1 is used to retrieve the raw data of the data object. The second GET method is used to retrieve the list of the data object URIs in the retrieved Datapool instance. The last two DELETE methods are used to delete the corresponding data object or the whole Datapool instance.

### 3.3.3 Usages and Technical Details

**Datapool Service** Datapool service is deployed in each of the machine where applications reside in. This Datapool service is always associated with the data staging activities of the applications in the machine it is deployed. When there are multiple machines, there will be same number of Datapool services deployed on those machines, one for each. Cross-machine data staging happens between two Datapool services in two different machines. In Table 3.1, the URI prefix `http://.../datapool/` represents Datapool Service. Datapool Service can contain multiple Datapool instance, where the data object are categorised based on their usages and owners. At this level, only the system admin have the permission to do configuration and manipulation. In the OS file system of the Datapool service, their will be a designated folder to hold all the data instances as sub-folders. The path of the designated folder can be customised in the configuration file for the Datapool service.

**Datapool Instance** Datapool instance is the data collection in Datapool service. There can be multiple Datapool instances in one Datapool instance. Each of the Datapool instances can have associated data owner or group. Only the owner or the member in the group has the access to the data objects in the corresponding Datapool instance. Contrarily, one owner or one group can have multiple Datapool instances in one Datapool service for different usages. For example, Datapool instance X can be used only for Service X’s data staging activities and instance Y is only used for Service Y. In Table 3.1, the URI pre-
fix $http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Instance_Name}$ represents the Datapool instance. Each of them can have its own unique name. As mentioned, each Datapool instance appears as sub-folder in the designated folder for Datapool Service in OS file system. Their folder name is the same as the $Datapool_Instance_Name$ appeared in the URI.

**Data Object in Datapool Instance** Data object is the real raw I/O data from applications. Their accessibility is decided by the Datapool instance where they are put in. Only the Datapool instance owner or owner group can access the data objects. In the OS file system, they are saved in their raw formats in each of the corresponding Datapool instance sub-folder. When there is data staging activities happen between two Datapool instance in the same machine, the real background activity in the OS is just to change the original path of the file to let it points into the new Datapool instance sub-folder. If it is cross-machine data transfer, the original data will be deleted, and a new file will be created in the new sub-folder in the other machine OS. In Table 3.1, $Data_Object_Name$ in one complete URI $http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Instance_Name}/{Data_Object_Name}$ means the name of the Data object. It is also the file’s name in the Datapool instance’s sub-folder.

### 3.3.4 Authentication and Authorization

Authentication and authorization are key functions that should be applied to the Datapool system. One of the important reasons of applying ROA is that RESTful web service enforces security based on the HTTP/HTTPS protocol. There is no necessity to implement an extra security layer for such purpose. Based on that, an authorization system is implemented to enable a role-based control authorization. There are two obvious benefits brought by it: firstly, developers do not need to design and embed a new security mechanism into the system, which can save developing time and reduce knowledge preparation; secondly, users also do not need to extra knowledge to get familiar with the security mechanism as well as do not need to install extra layer of software or plug-ins to use it, because of the wide application of the HTTP/HTTPS protocol.

HTTP(S) is a communications protocol for secure communication over a computer network. It simply layers the HTTP protocol on top of the SSL/TLS protocol, thus
Methods | URIs
---|---
Datapool Services | PUT | https://.../datapool/\{Datapool_Name\}/\{Data_Object_Name\} |
| GET | https://.../datapool/\{Datapool_Name\}/\{Data_Object_Name\} |

Table 3.2: Secure URIs of Datapool Service

adding the security capabilities of SSL/TLS to standard HTTP communications. By applying HTTPS, the data object that is transferred among services and between service and client can be encrypted and protected. This does not lay any extra burden to users. The only difference from the point of view of operation is that the URI used for data manipulation starts with \textit{https} rather than \textit{http}. Table 3.2 shows two examples that used to PUT and GET data object.

Multiple Datapool instances can be generated and customized through the Datapool service by multiple users. Necessary authorization policies are applied to Datapool service to regulate the operations of users. The user of this framework, which includes Datapool service, is enforced to register a pair of username and password. The principle of the policies is only the creator the of Datapool instance or anyone who is given the authorization by the creator has the access to it. This is applied to all the operations: update, delete, retrieve. For example, in the case of the second URI is invoked for data object uploading in Table 3.1. The user has to make sure that he/she does not only have the access to the Datapool instance where the data object is uploaded to, but also the access to the other Datapool where the data object is stored.

3.4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of services deployed using the new framework, a wing optimization process workflow, which is written in Taverna, (more details about this workflow are introduced in Section 7.1) is executed in two network-based ways: (i) with all the programs deployed as SOAP services and controlled through a centralized client, including all the data transfers, constituting in effect a worst case scenario for transfer overheads, and (ii) with the programs deployed as REST services, using a centralized client for control, but the distributed data-flow model for data. Firstly, these two modes are compared, where the programs or services are executed in the same machine environment and the network environment is the same.

To provide preliminary evidence that the REST web services with distributed data-
Figure 3-5: Comparison of 1000 continuous executions

Figure 3-6: Results of simple workflows work with both Centralized and Distributed Data-flows
flows performs better than the centralized approach, we ran an experiment of 1000 consecutive executions for both processes in the same environment with workflows written in Taverna. The result is presented in Figure 3-5\textsuperscript{1}. There is fluctuation caused by the real world scenario, but the figure shows that the REST workflow is faster by a clear margin. In order to show a comparison between a centralized method and a distributed method in the same situation, we wrote a workflow in Taverna based only on RESTful services that just moves data from client to one service, on to another, then back to the client. These two services are distributed in two different VMs on the same LAN as the client. Client and services access each other by URIs. The data-flow between these two services does not go back to the centralized controller - client. It only exists between those two distributed services.

We set up two scenarios both using RESTful services. The first scenario uses centralized transfer, which means the data-flow goes back to client when data is transferred from one service to the other. The second scenario uses the distributed method. In first scenario, the data transferred from the first service to the second is included in the HTTP body, while in the second just the URIs are transferred and data is transferred in the background by Datapool. The results are shown by Figure 3-6. Each workflow was run 10 times for the two scenarios and different data sizes to obtain the mean value. The results suggest an expected trend, in that gains increase with the size of data to be transferred.

\section*{3.5 Summary}

This chapter presented a systematic mechanism for a ROA based distributed data-flow model. It describes the design and implementation of a distributed data-staging mechanism, that itself is RESTful, by following REST design principles for the support of data-intensive (RESTful) workflows. It is evaluated by means of an engineering workflow developed for multi-disciplinary design optimization. The workflow is specified in Taverna, which is a conventional centralized data-staging enactment system. However, by virtue of the underlying services and staging mechanisms described here, the resulting enactment is distributed, which furthermore permits asynchronous staging, with benefits for network utilization and end-to-end execution time. Therefore, the

\textsuperscript{1}The x-axis only denotes the number of the run: it does not signify concurrent execution of the two modes. The data from the two sets of runs is overlaid to facilitate comparison of the execution times.
contributions of this work can be summarised as:

- It provides a data staging mechanism for ROA based distributed system that it utilises the features and follows the design constraints of RESTful web service without introducing extra layer of protocol.

- This data staging mechanism has the ability to separate the data-flow and control-flow in workflow enactment. By having the asynchronous feature, it is also able to further separate the data-flow based on the data source and data destination. Also, this mechanism can provide better data staging performance by its distributed and asynchronous features.
Chapter 4

SaaS based Scientific Web Services Management

4.1 Introduction

For at least the past decade, a significant trend in scientific research, which includes significant amount of computation for the purposes of modelling, simulation, verification and evaluation, has been the increasing uptake of computational techniques (modelling) for in-silico experimentation. This trend trickles down from the grand challenges that require capability computing to smaller-scale problems suited to capacity computing. Such virtual experiments also establish an opportunity for collaboration at a distance. At the same time, we believe the development of web service and cloud computing technology, is providing a potential platform to support these activities. This defines the general topic and issues we aim to study in this thesis. In Chapter 2, a series of issues are identified on existing web service deployment toolkits. The problem is the technical hurdles for users without specific and enough knowledge about web services, workflow and other related mechanisms – in a word, ‘accessibility’. Specifically: (i) the heavy weight and diversity of infrastructures that inhibits shareability and collaboration between services, (ii) the relatively complicated processes associated with deployment and management of web services for non-disciplinary specialists, and (iii) the relative technical difficulty in packaging the legacy software that encapsulates key discipline knowledge for web-service environments.

The aforementioned hurdles are determined by the nature of the end-user-scientist
and the resources that need to be deployed in the cloud. Most scientists who have limited knowledge of web services or cloud infrastructure may need to face the need to learn new programming languages or system administrative skills for the purpose to build scientific applications in the cloud or as web services. For example, an engineer possibly has the skill to develop desktop applications based on Fortran or Matlab, but rarely has knowledge of or experience with web application development based on languages like Java or Python. On the other hand, with years of development, numerous legacy programs in which real domain-specific knowledge resides, may face the predicament that a new round of coding and translating work is needed or they simply lose the ability to be re-developed because of the lack of source code, documents or language support.

Therefore, this chapter aims to propose a web services management framework that makes differences from following aspects:

1. A Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) cloud model is applied to provide the function of service deployment as web services, which allows a hot-plug style of program uploading and deployment. The existing methods for service deployment assume the programs or the libraries to support the service have been pre-installed on the server. They work as local tools on a server that needs to be set up and configured by system administrators every time a new service is deployed.

2. The deployment of web services is considered for a certain demand, which assumes services will be composed as one web service. Consequently, a data staging mechanism - Datapool, which was proposed in Chapter 3 is provided to assist the composition of services. The web service management mechanism in this chapter will inherit the interfaces and be able to communicate with Datapool without further configuration from users. The existing tools do not consider the ease of use for service composition. Data staging among services have to be orchestrated by a third-party application through a centrally controlled data staging space, which may result in the extra data traffic mentioned in Chapter 3.

3. A desktop GUI tool is provided for clients to deploy web services based on command-line programs. This avoids the need to learn and use the description languages adopted in these tools (such as “Ajax Command Definition” in

---

1In the worst case, only a binary of the program may exist, which happens to be executable due to backwards hardware compatibility.
Soaplab, “serviceMap” in GFac and “Metadata” in Opal), as well as the overheads involved in authoring, debugging and maintaining such descriptions in parallel with the application.

To be compatible and consistent with the Datapool service adopted, the proposed web service management framework adopts REST web services. At the same time, because this framework is also based on REST/ROA, it also inherently has the benefits of flexibility, simplicity as well as the easy-to-use feature for non-specialist users as discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, this framework lowers the barriers by providing a set of GUI based client tools and a set of REST web services which serve as both portal for service deployment and service execution by following the SaaS service model[Mel and Grance, 2011]. The framework is able to deploy legacy code and command-line programs as RESTful services, which can support a wide range of languages and tools, such as C/C++, Fortran, Matlab, Python, Unix shell, JAVA, and some engineering design optimization frameworks, specifically OpenMDAO[The OpenMDAO development team, 2010] and Dakota[Sandia National Laboratories, 2010]. In this case, because the framework follows RESTful principles, it can be directly accessed from a wide range of programming languages (such as a command line scripts/applications) or a generic workflow management system (such as Taverna[Oinn et al., 2004], see section 4.4) without any additional library support or tools. The services are made into web applications, based on easily obtainable, free, open-source tools, such as Apache-Tomcat and MySQL. Embedded within the framework is a distributed data-flow mechanism, that can enhance data-staging performance in the execution of composite services. Through the desktop GUI tool, inexperienced users can learn about, create, and use web services. We demonstrate the framework operating both in the context of a private server and the Amazon EC2 service, in order to show compatibility with both private and public cloud provisioning. Hence, we believe it should be readily deployable on top of other IaaS services with little change.

4.2 The Wrapping Technology for Applications

This section provides more detailed insight of the wrapping technology for applications. The wrapping technology discussed in this section refer to the technology that to wrap an piece of code or compiled binary to web services. They mainly have two types: local deployed desktop application and online platform. All these platforms...
will be analyzed based on some essential features to discover the pros and cons. This information has a directional role in the design of the SaaS based online web services management proposed in this chapter. The wrapping tools will be categorized into local service deployment tools and online service deployment platforms.

4.2.1 Local Application Wrapping Technology

In scientific workflows, web services are created and invoked as components. Workflow management systems enables end-users to compose, execute and monitor them in a centralized manner. Taverna [Oinn et al., 2004] is one of the most popular platforms for this purpose. Soaplab [Senger et al., 2008a] and Opal [Krishnan et al., 2006] are two typical local application wrapping tools. Their services can be accessed through Taverna’s plugins mechanism. The Kepler workflow management system (WMS) [Al-tintas et al., 2004] can also invoke services created by these two application wrapping tools. Both of these WMSs need to develop extra plugins by using Soaplab or Opal programmatic APIs for the purpose of invoking web services seamlessly. This indicates that if there is new software, a WMS or any one needs to invoke such web services, it needs a new round of development for this extra plugins. Specific APIs for each scientific applications wrapping tool may place an extra barrier for workflow engine to invoke corresponding web services. For example, both gRAVI [Chard et al., 2009], a WSRF(Web Services Resource Framework) web service wrapping tool and Generic Service Toolkit [Kandaswamy et al., 2006], a web service wrapping tool, each have three ways to invoke services: Java Client API, web interface and command line. But neither provides a method to enable the access from the WMSs aforementioned: a plug-in mechanism is always necessary to handle the interface between workflow and service. Because programmatic access to those services needs specific APIs, this creates a restriction on the programming languages supported. For an instance, Soaplab2 only supports Java and Perl. Likewise with Opal, except the languages are Python and Java [Ren et al., 2010]. It means that if one user wants to work with these tools, he/she does not only need to have certain knowledge of the specific APIs, but also the certain knowledge for a programming language. This can be a hurdle for non-specialist users. Thus, based on the analysis on web services in Chapter 2, we can see two hurdles brought by the existing implementations of local application wrapping tools: a) The hurdle of extra knowledge preparation and tools are needed to access local application
wrapper based web services; b) The hurdle of reduction of interoperability incurred by heterogenous service interfaces. For the purpose of identifying the points that should be improved, more details of local application wrapping technology are categorized as follows:

**Soaplab**

Originally, Soaplab was designed for bioinformatics applications. However, it can be used to deploy any command-line based application as a SOAP web service. In Soaplab, access to the underlying processes is provided by some generically-named operations (verbs in the protocol), but data is not sent to the server through distinct SOAP endpoints (not distinct URLs for each operation). More precisely, each data object must be packed into a data collection and sent by invoking specific method exposed by the endpoint. These technical details are handled by a mature plug-in in WMS, such as Taverna, and transparent to workflow management tool users. The Soaplab service in Taverna can expose several interfaces in order to let users extract each data item directly. Each output from a service can be directed to all the input ports for following services. However, this is also the reason why specific APIs must be included in order to invoke a Soaplab service, which also applies to SOAP based tools. It is observed that Soaplab does not have any security mechanisms to encrypt data and perform role-based access control over users.

**Opal**

In Opal [Krishnan et al., 2006], the application services that wrap the scientific applications are accessible via programmatic APIs. In their design, they do not mandate a single user interface to be used by all end-users - instead, the APIs for the services are provided to enable access via a number of different clients. This provides an innovative idea for the design of user interface. However, to deploy the application, every application needs to be described by an application configuration file, which is configured locally in the server. The programmatic APIs based on WSDL and SOAP are generated from this configuration. Significantly, the developers of the scientific applications are required to have some perquisite knowledge on the proprietary configuration files and web services. Opal does however provide a security mechanism for data encryption, authentication and authorization. It is based on the GSI security system that uses the Secure Sockets
The latest version of GFac implements a more sophisticated architecture compared with the previous two tools. Figure 4-1 depicts the architecture of GFac. It contains a series modularized services, which brought the benefits of enabling distribution of computing resources. Naturally, this raises the complexity of deployment, configuration, management for the system administrator. However, it has novel architectural designs can significantly reduce the burden on users and system administrators. For example, it provides a portal service which can reduce the difficulty to services description and deployment. The design of separation of application and data hosts is able to further reduce the system’s redundancy. However, in their data staging design, data is not necessarily resided within the application and it has no separation of control-flow and data-flow. Fundamentally, the whole system is built based on SOAP+WSDL web service development tool stack. It unavoidably brings in the features of arbitrary web services. Purely form a user point of view to observe that this system still need a private programmatic APIs, plug-in or tool to invoke the web services deployed by GFac [The Trustees of Indiana University, 2007].
4.2.2 Online Application Wrapping Technology

With the development of Cloud technology, it is not surprising to observe the trend that various Cloud infrastructures or platforms start to provide the service for hosting of web applications in an on-demand manner. People start to utilise the advantages of shareability, ability to easily migrate and scale services for their web applications. In this section, the technology related to wrapping application as services through Cloud platforms will be discussed in order to provide a more complete perspective on the development trend of wrapping technology for web applications.

Cloud computing is commonly categorized into three service models [Mell and Grance, 2011] known as {Infrastructure, Platform, Software} as a Service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, respectively), of which PaaS is the service model that provides the consumer with the capability to deploy consumer-created or acquired applications onto infrastructure, thus creating an instance of a service. IaaS aims to provide a Cloud infrastructure such as a Virtual Machine (VM), whereas SaaS aims to provide services without the capability to deploy consumer-created or acquired applications. Based on the definition, strictly speaking, the framework proposed in this chapter sits in the middle of PaaS and SaaS. On one hand, it provides services with simplicity to enable users to create their application services. On the other hand, it does not give complete control on software dependencies in the OS to be deployed. This chapter mainly proposes the methods on how to enable an easy-to-use framework to wrap and deploy application services. The topic about giving more controls on software dependencies based on this chapter will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Nowadays, there are plenty of commercial and free Cloud vendors online, which can provide multiple levels of quality and various functions. The functions basically are the applications and programming languages they can support. This section selects some of the typical, well-known platforms to give an brief understanding on the advantages/disadvantages of existing wrapping and deployment technology for web applications.

**Heroku [Lindenbaum et al., 2008]**

Heroku is one of the first PaaS vendors in market. It provides its own hardware infrastructure. Like most of the other PaaS vendors, it mainly supports web applications to be deployed onto its supported platforms, such as Ruby, Java, Node.js, Scala, Clojure, Python, (undocumented) PHP and Perl. Applications
are deployed through command-line client tool based on Git server for data push. There is no indication that it can support command-line programs to be deployed as web services directly, or written in languages other than aforementioned ones.

**Google APP Engine** [Google, 2008]

Google APP Engine provides the means for users to develop and host web applications in Google-managed data centers. It works via programming language APIs, such as Python, Java, Go, and PHP. For the purpose of deploying an application into their infrastructures, users must either write applications in specific languages or modify original codes in those languages. Along with it, there are also a list of restrictions on the applications in Google APP Engine, such as (i) developers have read-only access to the filesystem on App Engine. Applications can use only virtual filesystems, like GAE(Google App Engine)-filestore. (ii) App Engine can only execute code called from an HTTP request (scheduled background tasks allow for self calling HTTP requests), etc. Compare with other application hosting, App Engine provides more infrastructure to make it easy to write scalable applications, but can only run a limited range of applications designed for that infrastructure, to say nothing of a legacy command-line programs or codes.

**Cloud Foundry** [GoPivotal, Inc., 2011]

Cloud Foundry is an open source cloud computing platform as a service (PaaS) software. The main difference from the others is that it can be used to build PaaS host either public or private without a binding with certain infrastructure provider. For example, AppFog [AppFog, Inc., 2013] is built based on Cloud Foundry based on the IaaS provided by Amazon Web Service(AWS). As well as being an open source software project, Cloud Foundry is also a hosted service offered at cloudfoundry.com. It supports Java, Ruby and Node.js. In AppFog, it can further support PHP, Python, etc. On the basis of supports to applications, there are not much difference from aforementioned PaaS vendors. It needs sophisticated programming and computer skills for the purpose of deploying services.

**Openshift** [Red Hat, Inc., 2011]

Openshift is yet another PaaS product from Red Hat. It supports JavaScript, Ruby, Python, PHP, Perl, Java language environments. The main difference from
the other PaaS products is that OpenShift also supports binary programs that are
web applications, so long as they can run on Red Hat Enterprise Linux. This
allows the use of arbitrary languages and frameworks. If the binary programs is
merely a local application, it cannot be accessed as web services or applications.

**Generic Worker**

Generic Worker framework [Simmhan et al., 2010] has similar goals to the
framework presented in this thesis. It aims to bridge the gap between desktop
and the cloud for eScience applications. It is an implementation for Windows
Azure that eases deployment, instantiation, and remote invocation of existing
.NET applications within Azure without changing their source code. It enables
multiple .NET methods and dependency libraries to be registered as applications
and dynamically downloaded into a virtual machine on demand when a request
to run an application is received. There are also multiple ways to invoke the
registered applications by means of a command-line client, .NET APIs, and a
Trident workflow activity.

**Other Services**

There are also plenty of other PaaS products, such as AWS Elastic Beanstalk
[Amazon Web Services, Inc., 2011], which are quite similar to Heroku. Open-
shift Origin [Red hat, Inc., 2011] is released as an open source software project
as Cloud Foundry. There are not only PaaS products hosted on AWS IaaS, but
on Openstack [OpenStack project, 2012] (Stackato [ActiveState Software Inc.,
2014]) as well as on Google (Jelastic [Jelastic, Inc., 2011]), etc. Besides, Mi-
crosoft Windows Azure [Microsoft, 2010] is totally built based on the Windows
platform. However, all of these features do not make them out of the range
covered by aforementioned typical PaaS products.

Both related local and online application wrapping technologies are analyzed in
this part. It can be observed from two perspectives about the trend of development,
which has significant guidance to the design of the framework for Cloud Based Online
Web Services Management. They are architecture design and user experience. The
improvements should focus on: (i) The framework architecture should be built on a
distributed manner, not only among computing resources, but also between application
and data. (ii) A user friendly interface should be provided. It is better to be able to
clearly distinguish the difference among the roles of administrator, developer and user.
Functionally, the aim is to provide access to on-line services so that regular users can deploy their own (command-line) applications as services, share them with others and utilise them in service workflows. Thus, this can be achieved through the provision of a platform that provides: (i) deployment services, and (ii) data storage and transfer services.

4.3 SaaS model based Web Service Deployment and Management Mechanism

4.3.1 Service Deployment

The scientific applications which serve as the understructure for the web services must be uploaded and registered with the framework before they are available for invocation and execution in the cloud. There are three tasks at this stage: (i) to upload and store the application and its dependencies in the cloud repository, (ii) to write and upload the description of the application to cloud for subsequent configuration and deployment, (iii) the configuration of authorization information that controls who may access the service once deployed. These tasks are all performed through the client GUI tool. More details of the GUI are presented in Section 4.3.3.

The basic operation is that the service provider can upload relative files of the application and its configuration file through RESTful web services. The configuration file, which includes the description of the service, is written in the form of XML for the purpose of machine processing. Two examples are presented in Figure 4-2. The configuration file is designed for application command generation, service interface generation and service permit initialization. This series of operations simplifies the process of resource deployment and execution. Because the tools used to deploy web services are web services as well, uploading of application related data can be carried out remotely and under the control of the user rather than local system administrator. All of the entries in the XML, such as service name, application command, I/O setting, have their representation in the GUI tool. They can be generated automatically from the GUI tool.

Lastly, users also need functions to remove, modify or redeploy the service from the local machine, which requires the service description. During the deployment process, the description – represented as a XML file – is uploaded as a cloud resource.
At the same time, a copy is stored in a designated local folder, which aims to reduce the data traffic when user wants to modify the configuration. Users can start the GUI tool from the menu obtained by right-clicking on the description file to access the deployment functions.

### 4.3.2 Service Invocation and Execution

Table 4.1 shows all the URIs of the two types of services. Datapool services are the services for I/O data item manipulation (uploading, retrieval, etc.), which has be introduced in Chapter 3. Application services include the services for application service deployment and execution. Uniform methods based on the HTTP protocol are allocated to each URI for each specific operation. For example, the first and third service in the application services list have the same URI, which denotes one appli-
### Table 4.1: URIs of Datapool and Application Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>URI Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Put</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td><code>http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Name}/[Data_Object_Name]</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td><code>http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Name}/?DO_URI={Data_Object_URI}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td><code>http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Name}/[Data_Object_Name]</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td><code>http://.../datapool/{Datapool_Name}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Services</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td><code>http://.../APP_service/{Service_Name}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Services</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td><code>http://.../APP_service/{Service_Name}?DP_URI={Datapool_URI}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Services</td>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td><code>http://.../APP_service/{Service_Name}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Services</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td><code>http://.../APP_service/Service_Info/{Service_Name}</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-3: UML Deployment Diagram of the Framework Deployment Example

The PUT method denotes a service deployment/update operation, while DELETE denotes a service removal operation. These services also support a role-based authorization system so that only an authenticated and authorized user can access those services. Authentication is carried out over HTTP and communication can be further encrypted and secured by HTTPS through the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.

Figure 4-3 shows an example deployment using the framework. It contains one client and two servers. Each server is composed of a pair of a Datapool and an Ap-
Application service, both of whose implementation is based on Apache-Tomcat. All the components communicate with each other through REST services invocations. The execution of application service depends on the data provided by its local Datapool, which are fed through a file system. Figure 4-4 shows more details about the execution sequence in an example workflow based on the framework in Figure 4-3. In this example, Application Service 1a (AS1a) consumes input D1. AS2a needs D2 and D3, which are the output generated by AS1a, as inputs. As depicted, client’s duties are simplified to initializing input data and dispatching control signals to Datapool and Application Services. There are two essential features here, namely: (i) inputs are uploaded to Datapool separately and in advance, so that Step 1 and Step 2 are able to execute concurrently (ii) DP2a can retrieve the input directly for AS2a in Step 12 and 13 from the other Datapool service without data needing to pass via the client.
In Figure 4-3, the integration of the Datapool and the Application Service is also demonstrated. They are both developed in Java and Jersey library as REST web services. In particular, each Datapool denotes a collection of data items, addressable through an unique URI. Multiple Datapool instances can be generated and customized through the Datapool service by the user. The GET method of Application Service shown in Table 4.1 includes an parameter for the Datapool address. There are two advantages to organizing data in this way. First, because all the data items and the data collection are directly associated with URIs, they are all web resources that can be accessed over HTTP at any time rather than merely a data stream in the form of an extra layer of XML or other structure. Therefore, each data item can also be transferred and kept in their original textual or binary format. Second, in the execution of an application service, the URI of one Datapool that contains all the input data is provided to the service. The application will pull the necessary data automatically from the provided local or remote Datapool. In this way, the interfaces are unified for different application services in the form of a URI, of which the Datapool URI is a constituent as a query string.

4.3.3 GUI Based Interface

To illustrate the features of the deployment service, we use the screenshots shown in Figure 4-5, where Figure 4-5(a) shows the main window of the GUI tool. Our aim here is to make deployment tasks fit within the familiar range of operations of a desktop window manager. The GUI tool is set up to connect with the deployment service.
in the cloud through a URI with user authentication information. For the application uploading task, the user packs the binary and dependencies into a self-contained folder as a compressed file and uploads it cloud side through the deployment service. The uploader can be started from the menu when the user right-clicks on the compressed file\(^2\). In this case, a Java executable which has two inputs and one output is uploaded. The Java runtime is a special case that can be specified by ticking “Jar executable”. One another notable feature shown in Figure 4-5(a) is the access permission setting. The user can choose whether a service can be accessed by all users as a public service or by selected users. Permitted users can be added in a separate window by the service owner clicking the Add Users button.

Figure 4-5(b) shows the parameter window of the GUI tool. In the deployment process of web service, the framework needs the information for mapping each command-line argument into a parameter for the web service. At the same, the framework also needs to generate a command-line for the invocation of the program. This window allows the description of a wide range of command-line I/O types, such as an argument flag, file path, standard I/O stream, etc. The framework identifies the binary file type through the extension name of file name entered here as well.

One another notable feature shown in Figure 4-5(a) is the access permission setting. The user can choose whether a service can be accessed by all users as a public service or by selected users. Permitted users can be added in a separate window by the service owner clicking the Add Users button.

\(^2\)Thanks to integration with the file manager. Although, in this case, the integration is with the Nautilus file manager on Ubuntu, such overlays are common interface extensions on other operating systems, so we view this as a generic technique.
owner clicking the Add Users button. After all the information is entered via this tool, the deployment task is completed by clicking the Deploy button.

4.3.4 Implementation Details

The Service Deployment and Service Invocation and Execution related components are written in Java. JDK6 is used. All the REST web services are written based on the framework Jersey. Jersey RESTful Web Services framework is open source, production quality, framework for developing RESTful Web Services in Java that provides support for JAX-RS APIs and serves as a JAX-RS (JSR 311 & JSR 339) Reference Implementation. The whole framework is developed and deployed in Ubuntu 12.04 VBox VM. It is allocated with 2 threads of 3.2 GHz Intel Core i3 and 4096MB memory. Local file system is used for the storage of all configuration files, libraries and executable files.

The integration of the GUI with the file system is implemented by using Nautilus file manager on Ubuntu. By using Nautilus, it will allow the GUI to have a better integration with the OS that it can be started from the menu by right-clicking on the configuration file. The GUI tool itself is written in JAVA with the support of JWT libraries. By using the same programming language, it is able to reuse some code in existing development. The output of the GUI tool is the XML configuration files that can be recognized by the scientific workflow framework. The GUI tool communicates with the framework, which is remotely deployed in server side, only by REST web service invocation.

4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 Experiment on Usefulness and Usability

A formal experiment with an after-experiment survey was carried out to collect evidence for the usefulness of the GUI tool-based service management mechanism. The objective was to assess usage of the tool for users who do not have any experience of building or deploying web services. A secondary aim was to collect evidence for the usability of the GUI. In this experiment, four programs were provided to the evaluators, who were PhD students randomly chosen with different research backgrounds from
Figure 4-7: The average time of deployment operations

Mechanical Engineering, Computer Vision, Computer Graphics, Human-Computer Interaction and AI. The after-experiment survey has confirmed they do not have any experience of building or deploying web services. Three of programs had two inputs and one output, and were written in Java, Python and Unix shell, respectively. The other had three inputs and two outputs and is written in Python. The experiment had four stages: (i) a 3–5 minute training stage, which included a tutorial video and question time, (ii) three simple programs were provided to participants to deploy in an order that they decided, while the time to complete the operation was recorded, (iii) a more complicated program for which deployment time was also recorded, and (iv) completing the survey.

Figure 4-7 shows the mean deployment time and with error bars based on data collected from 9 participants. In the first three simple programs, a significant reduction on deployment time is recorded, which indicates a fast learning speed. Obviously, with the increasing number of the application’s I/O interfaces, the deployment time grows. However, it is even faster than the first simple deployment. The sufficient training and the familiarity to the GUI tool can further reduce the deployment time. This can be shown in just four rounds of deployment jobs. In this experiment, none of the subjects claimed any prior experience of building or deploying web services.

In a question about their subjective views on simplicity with 5-point scales from very easy (1) to very difficult (5), 2 out 9 said very easy (1), and the rest said easy (2). All the participants successfully deployed web services in around 2 minutes. In the randomly ordered simpler cases, there is a significant fall in the time taken. It also can
be noticed that after three test cases, the time taken for the more difficult case is less than the first of the simple ones. The objective evidence obtained from this experiment is that the GUI based mechanism is easy to learn and use for single service deployment.

### 4.4.2 Preliminary Case Study

The case study is specifically designed for the purpose of demonstrating this service management framework. In this preliminary case study, a single component (a single web service) will be deployed to demonstrate the framework’s basic functions in a real case on application service deployment, the integration with the Datapool service and the integration with existing scientific workflow system.

In this case, a cancer modelling workflow is deployed as a web service. This workflow includes three models which collaborate together to provide the function as a hypermodel. They are wrapped and invoked through the Taverna workbench. However, it is not a public web service and user can only access it through Taverna. The details about the cancer model itself and relevant terms will not be presented here and the reader is refered the Appendix A.4.

Thanks to the Taverna command-line tool, the workflow can be executed as a whole from command-line. Figure 4-8 shows the structure of the command-line. The rest of the deployment job is straightforward based on our GUI tool. By filling in the necessary command name and I/O list in the GUI as shown in Figure 4-9. The workflow is successfully deployed as a RESTful web service which can be accessed through any form of REST client. For example, as shown in Figure 4-10, a python based client is used to invoke the web service together with the support of the Datapool Service.
import libUDDF

service = libUDDF.RESTful_Services()
indate = {'input_xml': 'the path to the xml file'}
service.input_file = indata
service.username = <username>
service.password = <password>

service.datapool_URI =
    "<host_URL>/Datapool/Cancer"

service.service_URI =
    "<host_URL>/APP_Services/Cancer_model"

service.execute()

print service.outputs['output_xml']

Figure 4-10: The python script to execute the RESTful web service

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 The Integration with Existing Workflow Management Systems (WMSs)

In Section 4.4.2, an example of deploying a scientific workflow as a web service was presented. This shows the applying range of this ROA based web services management system can be further extended. Considering the WMS as a reference point, the web
service can be:

1. the wrapped components in various WMSs that are described either by open or proprietary workflow description language.

2. the wrapped workflows based on various WMSs that can be furthered published and reused for higher level of workflow.

In Chapter 8, some examples about wrapped components in WMSs are presented as well.

Therefore, this ROA based light-weight framework as shown in Chapter 3 and 4 is able to serve as a generic interface for all the resources residing in various WMSs. For example, there is forum like myExperiment[Goble and De Roure, 2007] that is used to makes it easy to find, use and share scientific workflows. The workflow shown in the case study can be uploaded and shared easily through it. There are also local services in each of the WMSs that the other WMSs may not have. All these resources can be re-deployed as web services and integrated with other WMSs or even proprietary platforms. In a nutshell, two benefits can be brought by the integration based on this ROA based web services management:

1. the lower technical barrier to access the resources residing in the WMSs that brought by this ROA based light-weight framework,

2. the generic interface to enable build a higher level of workflow based on various resources, which includes existing workflows.

### 4.5.2 A Generic Interface for Building Hyper-workflow

Following the discussion in Section 4.5.1, in this section, the benefits of having a generic interface will be further discussed. Firstly, I would like to coin a new term and introduce a concept of Hyper-workflow here. What is Hyper-workflow? Hyper-workflow is still a workflow, the components of this hyper-workflow can be:

1. any scripts, programs, software or their components;

2. web services or other online resources;

3. internal tools and resources in WMS;
4. an existing workflow built by WMS.

The fourth component is the key element that defines the Hyper-workflow. In a hyper-workflow modelling, a composed workflow will never be the final product. It can be reused and integrated into a new workflow when needed. Workflow, especially the scientific workflow, regardless how it is called by its applying purposes, is a collection of computational processes. This is the same as all those programs, web services, etc, which may act in a black-box way. Thus, it naturally allows all the existing workflows to be the bricks of building up more abstract steps for a higher level workflows, which are called Hyper-workflow here. Therefore, it highlights the necessity to keep the compatibility with these WMSs to allow the users to compose user-defined black-box.

There are already such demands and necessity. For example, in the EU project CHIC (Computational Horizons in Cancer)\(^3\), scientists and clinicians aim to create multiscale cancer hypermodels (integrative models) based on existing cancer models. Some of the cancer models are workflows by themselves already, such as the workflow shown in Section 4.4.2. These workflows can be built by different technologies and WMSs. At the same time, there are also models in a more traditional forms, such as command-line programs. Obviously, to bring them together in one computational procedure, a generic interface/protocol (is called a Generic Stub in CHIC) is necessary. In such cases, to utilise the existing popular infrastructure (tools, interface, protocol, etc.) rather than reinvent the wheel and introduce new complexity can bring more benefits. This is where the benefits of applying ROA (HTTP/REST stack) based infrastructure can be found. It is believed that the Hyper-workflow in CHIC will not be the only case when more and more workflows, which are potentially able to link each other, are created and published on the platforms like myExperiment. By such a generic interface/protocol, not only heterogeneous resources can be integrated into one Hyper-workflow, but also the hyper-workflow can be created and managed by heterogeneous workflow management systems. The iterative process of creating new workflows/hyper-workflows can be even in one existing WMS without introducing new technologies and tools.

\(^3\)This project has received funding from the European Unions Seventh Framework Programme for research, technological development and demonstration under grant agreement No 600841.
4.6 Summary

This chapter presented the evidence for the benefits arising from this light-weight framework for the deployment and execution of scientific application in the cloud. With the GUI based deployment mechanism, the technical barriers are lowered for non-specialist usage of web services and cloud resources. The framework reduces the efforts and enhances the efficiency for users to turn legacy code and programs into web services and hence collaborate with each other. The integration with the Datapool service helps reduce the end-to-end times by hiding the costs of data staging between services as well as between client and service. This chapter also evaluates the usefulness and usability of the framework through a simple user study and case study, showing how different types of legacy programs and tools can cooperate seamlessly in workflows with the support of our framework. The ability to deploy the cancer model workflow also shows the framework can integrate with existing scientific workflow management systems. It builds a bridge to form more complex scientific workflow. In conclusion, the contributions of this Chapter is:

- The system introduced in this Chapter provides a SaaS based mechanism for REST web services deployment and management in a server on per user basis. The system is built in ROA, which simplified the design and architecture. Thus, it can be integrated with existing WMSs simply through the HTTP/HTTPS protocol.

- A GUI based deployment mechanism is provided to further simplify the process for non-specialist users to turn legacy code and programs into web services. This fills the gap between desktop working environment, which is familiar to non-specialist users, and the cloud resources for e-Applications.

- By integrating and be compatible with the Datapool service mechanism introduced in Chatper 3, the direct outputs (in the form of URIs) of one service not only can be retrieved by end-user, but also can be the inputs of next web service. Thus, the web services deployed by this system can be linked together through data-flow without extra protocols and controllers.
Chapter 5

Virtualized Data and Services for Scientific Workflows

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, this thesis presented the methods to benefit network utilization on data staging in web services based scientific workflow. These chapters also showed how light-weight ROA based web services management system can overcome the technical hurdle of service deployment for user and assist with legacy code reusability. The works in Chapter 4 enable each component of the scientific workflow to work in a SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) manner. However, there are still constraints on the data staging process as well as reusability of legacy code. For example, it is assumed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 that legacy code co-located under one management system will depend on the same stack of OS and libraries. Although multiple versions of libraries can be sophisticatedly pre-installed and configured in one machine to support various legacy code/applications, this level of OS administration activities is normally not supposed to be exposed to public users. Besides, because web services/applications are deployed on multiple machines/OS rather than in one machine/OS, there will be more overhead in the data staging process in workflow execution to transfer data among multiple possibly geographically distributed machines.

There are following constraints co-located with the external dependencies of web services/applications. They will lead to the main issues to study in this chapter. First, modern scientific workflows often includes large number of external dependencies
(e.g., requires a certain version of Python/JAVA, or particular versions of subject specific software). It is reasonable to expect that the components of scientific workflow are distributed and deployed on multiple machines. Therefore, in the atomic sequential part of workflow enactment, the data transfer between two machines/OS, or more if a separate data repository is involved, is unavoidable. Second, the execution of certain components will highly depend on the machine/OS with pre-installed library stack. To re-deploy, re-configure and finally reproduce certain component in another machine/OS could incur a series of OS administration activities. Because of this hurdle, in the scenario of high scalability demand, the costs on manpower and time can be high. Therefore, the constraints caused by this external dependencies raise two issues to overcome in this chapter. First, the data staging overhead issue. Second, the issue of workflow component reusability reduction, which will further reduce the reproducibility of workflow results.

In this chapter, the virtualization of data and services will be introduced to overcome the two issues on data staging and reproducibility as aforementioned. It presents a scientific workflow enactment framework based on Linux containerization technology. This chapter will start with introducing existing virtualization based workflow platforms and the containerization technology and why this technology can help to overcome the issues, then, in Section 5.3, the architecture of container-based scientific workflow framework is introduced in detail. Then, Section 5.4 will assess the performance costs due to data staging, and to assess to what extent the containerization technology can improve on this situation. Section 5.5 discusses the benefits of introducing virtualization and containerization into scientific workflow enactment. It also discusses what are the ideal situations for the application of such a framework.

5.2 Scientific Workflow and Virtualization Technology

5.2.1 The Challenge of Scientific Workflows in the Cloud

With the emergence of cloud computing, commercial information technology and infrastructure has been greatly influenced and changed. Cloud technology like Software-as-a-service(SaaS) enables remote access of computing- and data-intensive services from home or even mobile devices that cannot be provided with in-house facilities and expertise, such as government public services, financial services and so on. In
addition, Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) service provided by cloud providers simplify the development and operation of SaaS applications. They bring the benefits of costs reduction, lower technical hurdle and more applicable scenarios that innovates new services. However, as revealed in Foster [2015], the current scientific cyberinfrastructure is outdated. In contrast, the technology seems stuck in the 20th Century. Just as in this thesis, the challenge is rooted in the issues that scientific applications need specialized expertise to install, configure, maintain and execute the scientific applications. This issue also raises the hurdle to bring resources (applications and data) together in an composite manner such as scientific workflow. As a result, it will also make the resources hard to be accessed and reused. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, this thesis introduced how ROA and SaaS can alleviate the situation in a simpler and more sustainable way. However, as introduced in Section 5.1, they are still not simple enough to cope with all scenarios and have drawbacks on reproducibility. Thus, the challenge is how to achieve a simple to use scientific workflow framework for non-specialist as well as enhance the reproducibility of applications/services based on Cloud technology.

More specifically, in the SaaS based framework proposed in Chapter 3, there are two essential issues. First, although the Datapool service can enhance the data staging performance by asynchronous transfers and shared data storage, it cannot avoid the data passing through networks supported by a stack of protocols, which may increase the complexity of framework. The ideal situation is that all the data is kept locally and can be shared by all the scientific applications. The second issue is that users do not have the permission to configure the OS where their applications are executed on. Each OS needs sophisticated system administrator to configure and maintain. Thus, the concrete challenge is how to enable an ideal situation that data can stay locally or with a minimum transmission distance and at the same time the heterogeneous dependencies of scientific applications can be supported. As a more ideal situation, the dependency of each application can be directly configured in the OS by the user. It is believed that Virtualization technology has the potential to achieve this. First, all the VMs are naturally stay on one host machine/OS. Second, each of the VM can be directly deployed and configured by the user.

Figure 5-1 and 5-2 shows the difference between the data staging in an existing framework and the data staging in a framework based on a virtual machine(VM). This comparison aims to provide an intuitive understanding on how to resolve the issue on data staging and at the same time simplify the architecture of the framework based on
virtualization. In the environment depicted in Figure 5-1, data-flow has to go through the whole stack of dependencies and network. Comparing with the it, Figure 5-2 does not need to have such a data staging process. The data staging can be processed through the local file system. There is one concern on the architecture presented in 5-2. To keep the service always active for users, the VMs need to be in a standby status.
In an extreme situation, the number of services is equal to the number of VMs in the host machine. It means one VM only host one service. All the VMs must be active to make sure all the services are active. This may incur the situation that large amount of hardware resource is occupied or even wasted. Also, these guest OSs cannot work in an efficient on-demand manner as their start-up costs too long time. Based on these facts, a conflict emerges that either hardware resources are occupied to provide a fast reaction on service invocation or users need to wait for VM start-up time when calling services in order to save hardware resources. This is an concrete challenge needs to be conquered.

5.2.2 PaaS and Linux Container Virtualization

PaaS is a type of cloud computing service that provides a platform allowing customers to develop, run, and manage web applications created using programming languages, libraries, services and tools provided by the service provider [Mell and Grance, 2011]. It can reduce the complexity of building, configuring and maintaining the infrastructure, which the web application depends on [Chang et al., 2010]. Nowadays, the implementation of PaaS closely links with virtualization technology. For example, hardware virtualization allows a complete abstraction between the operating system and the actual hardware that it was running on. This serves as the foundation for web application with different dependencies to run on one host machines.

There are a series of hardware virtualization implementations based on hypervisors, such as the Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM) [Kivity et al., 2007], Xen [Barham et al., 2003], Hyper-V [Velte and Velte, 2009], or VMware ESX/ESXi [vmware, 2012]. A hypervisor runs multiple virtual machines on a host machine. Each of the virtual machines runs as a guest machine. A hypervisor enables the guest machine to run as independent computer system with its own resources and operating system. Based on hypervisor, multiple instances of a variety of OS can share the same hardware resource. Theses hypervisors are all based on emulating virtual hardware, which means they make substantial demand on system resources.

There is also a different level of virtualization, called containerization, which takes place at the operating system-level. It enables the kernel of the operating system to provide mechanisms to isolate processes in system or application containers. The container is further isolated from the infrastructure level of virtualization. So it enables the
mechanism that different web applications with heterogeneous dependencies on OS-/libraries to run in one operating system. Those containers are independent from other, but share the same operating system, which includes the kernel and device drivers. This level of abstraction between the web application dependency stack and the actual operating system perfectly matches the service product abstracted as PaaS. Early implementation was introduced in 1982, which is based on chroot operation that changes the apparent root directory for the current running process and their children. Some other implementation examples include Linux-VServer [lin], Solaris Container [Lageman and Solutions, 2005], openVZ [ope], LXC [lxc] and Docker [Merkel, 2014] for different operating systems.

The potential benefits that can be brought to scientific workflow are: a) although all the applications/services can be executed in one host OS, each of them can have independent libraries and software as dependencies in a light-weight working environment; b) based on the nature that all of the applications/services are co-located on one physical machine, there is the potential that the data staging among them can take less time.

5.2.3 Docker

Docker Merkel [2014] is an open source project, which was first released in 2013, that has seen increasing popularity in recent years. It builds on LXC containers, virtualization of the OS, and a hash-based or git-like versioning and differencing system. Docker currently supports all major Linux distributions. This versioning and differencing system provides an easy-to-access interface for users to store, manage and deploy customized OS images. This makes it an important reason why Docker is chosen to be adopted in our framework. This important feature is based on that, first, Docker provides mechanisms to deploy applications into the containers with a Dockerfile. It allows system to builds images automatically by reading the instructions from a Dockerfile, which is a text document that contains all the commands a user could call on the command line to assemble an ready-to-use image. Second, it has an important difference from the other Linux containers - the layered filesystems. A docker container is made up of a base image plus layers of committed Docker images. These enable Docker to do image versioning and 'commit' in a Git style approach. With the support of Docker Hub, which is like Github to Git that makes it easy to share the im-
age publicly. The reasons why these features are so important to the containerization technology this framework would like to adopt are:

- **Independence**: it allows the scientific application providers to provide specific working environment without the necessity to be aware of the dependencies and configurations of other applications possibly will be used in a scientific workflow;

- **Shareability**: this git-like platform enables an simple interface for scientific application providers and users to share these customized working environment together with the scientific application;

- **Reproducibility**: this mechanism allows users to easily and quickly reproduce a working environment for all the scientific applications and workflows in an out-of-the-box manner based on Docker Engine.

Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 Docker depict the architectural difference between VM and Docker container. Each VM includes the application, the binaries and dependencies, and an entire guest operating system, which reach tens of Gbs in size. On the other hand, containers include the application and all of its dependencies, but share the kernel with other containers. Thus, because of the light-weight architecture, the start
and stop time are much less than the start and stop time of VMs. In Hussain [2014], Docker container are compared with KVM on a test platform with Inter(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, 47 GB memory with 23GB swap and 2 drive raid1 disk configuration. Test results are 50ms by comparing with 30-45 seconds start time and 5-10 seconds stop time of VMs. By this feature, it is possible to alleviate the issues that VMs take too much resource to be on idle status and the start and stop time are too long if keeping them off when they are idle.

Based on Docker, the potential benefits of adopting containerization technology in scientific workflow enactment can overcome the issues raised in Section 5.2.1. Some of the key issues, such as shareability, reproducibility and long start and stop time of VMs, which are raises in the thinking about how to utilise virtualization technology in scientific workflow have the chance to be resolved. In the following sections, the approach of how to implemented such an infrastructure by combining Docker together with ROA and SaaS based scientific workflow modelling will be introduced.

5.3 Container based Workflow Enactment

5.3.1 Architecture

In the architecture of the scientific workflow framework proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, when the dependencies changes, the applications and services have to be deployed in a different OS with different dependencies pre-installed. The services communicate with each in a distributed manner through the network. Figure 5-5 de-
picts this process. This chapter will investigate the potential improvement from technical perspective by adopting containerization technology. With this container-base architecture, services may be deployed in multiple containers but co-located on the same physical machine/OS. The first question in the process to design this architecture is: when services have to be deployed in the distributed manner?

There are following reasons, such as:

- Limited hardware resource on one machine
- Licensing or legal requirement that certain service has to be deployed in certain network or machine
- Legacy services for which migration can be costly on both manpower and time

The above are hurdles with a more non-technical basis. For example, considering there is enough investment, the first reason can be resolved. In some cases, to purchase a new machine can be more feasible than upgrading hardware on a machine in duty. Before the design of framework architecture, one certain thing is that the architecture will not aim to resolve any of the above hurdles.

Then it will be introduced that what exactly this architecture aims to resolve. From technical perspective, in Section 5.1, two issues have been identified: workflow component reusability and data staging overhead. In previous discussion, Docker, as an implementation of containerization technology, will be adopted to resolve these issues. Thus, three requirements emerge. First, based on Docker, a container for each of the workflow component will be created. Here a mechanism is needed to deploy and manage all the containers. Second, based on Docker and all the containers, a mechanism is needed to manage the I/O data for workflow in local file system in the host OS where Docker is deployed. One more important thing is, with these new mechanisms introduced, the complexity of operations will increase. Just as emphasized throughout this thesis, it is still important to have a mechanism to allow non-specialist users to use it, in this case, without knowing details about how Docker and containers are organised in this architecture.

Following last paragraph’s discussion and three requirements, a containerized scientific workflow framework is proposed in this chapter. Figure 5-6 shows the architecture of this framework. Following are the three new components corresponding to the three requirements. They are built based on the work from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Figure 5-5: The Architecture of Multiple Framework Instances

Figure 5-6: The Architecture of Containerized Framework
Virtualization Director

The virtualization director API is located in the host, where Docker is also installed. It serves as a gateway to all the services deployed in containers (the Service Manager is pre-installed on the Docker images). It has the following three functions: 

1. Matching the appropriate image for service deployment and execution;
2. Start container based matched imaged and maintain the lifecycle of the container; and
3. Execute the service within the container through allocated local ports.

The design of Virtualization Director aims to abstract the web services invocation activities. The management of images and containers are hidden from users. The service creators need to provide the information of what dependencies the services need. In Section 5.3.2, the schema for this configuration information is introduced.

Shared Datapool Service

To enable the seamless data staging, the shared Data Volume function provided by Docker is adopted in this architecture. This design brings two advantages:

1. It reduces the redundant data that distributed on multiple machines;
2. It eliminates the unnecessary data staging process between two services deployed in two operating systems.

In Figure 5-6, the Datapool Service, as in Chapter 3, is exposed to external network. All the data, which includes services information, applications, I/O data are all stored in the shared data volume. All the containers can access the data volume with the permission from corresponding users.

Transparent Service Manager

In this architecture, the original Service Manager is hidden from external APIs. The interfaces are mapped to the Virtualization Director. In Figure 5-6, the Service Manager API in each container is exposed to Virtualization Director. When the user invokes the API of Virtualization Director, it will look for the matching image, start it as a container and invoke the Service Manager API in this container. In this way, the details of managing the Docker system will be transparent to users.
5.3.2 Virtual Service Configuration File (Metadata) Schema

In Section 4.3.1, a description file in the form of XML is introduced for application description and service configuration. With the adoption of Docker, more information is needed for container configuration. In this section, an upgraded configuration description language for virtual services is proposed in the form of JSON schema [Galiegue and Zyp, 2013]. This is used to describe the application, virtual service and the working environment for all of them. By using this, the Virtualization Director can automatically allocate the appropriate container for applications. Additionally, this is the basis for how the new Service Manager can keep the details of Docker implementation and container transparent to non-specialist users.

List 5.1 is the JSON schema for virtual service deployment. It serves as the metadata of the service. With the refactoring work on the whole scientific workflow framework to fit the virtualized platform, the configuration file for service is also updated as JSON. The Service Manager uses a similar configuration schema for service deployment. The only difference between the Service Manager configuration file and the one for Virtualization Director one is that the latter has two more properties: neededOS, neededSoftware. The neededOS is a string to indicate the OS of the image on which the service will be deployed and executed. The neededSoftware is an array of strings to indicate all the dependencies names and versions which will be used to match the supportedSoftware field in the metadata of the Docker image. This matching step is introduced in Section 5.3.4.

Two fields need to be discussed in detail. Both workingDirectoryInputNameList and workingDirectoryOutputNameList are dictionary objects, so each contains key-value pairs, of which the keys are the I/O file names in the working directory. In some specific circumstances, the application consumes and generates I/O files from default locations in the working directory. Those file names can be only temporary symbols that are not self-explaining. In this case, the values in these pairs are the external file names that will be used by the service output as well as Datapool.

Listing 5.1: Virtual Service Configuration Schema

```json
{
  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
  "id": "http://virtual_configurable.com/app_description_schema",
}
```
"type": "object",
"properties": {
  "createUser": {
    "type": "string"
  },
  "serviceName": {
    "type": "string"
  },
  "commandString": {
    "type": "string"
  },
  "inputNameList": {
    "type": "array",
    "items": {
      "type": "string"
    }
  },
  "outputNameList": {
    "type": "array",
    "items": {
      "type": "string"
    }
  },
  "inCommandArgumentInputList": {
    "type": "array",
    "items": {
      "type": "string"
    }
  },
  "workingDirectoryInputNameList": {
    "type": "object"
  },
  "workingDirectoryOutputNameList": {
    "type": "object"
  }
}
"isStdin": {
  "type": "boolean"
},
"isStdout": {
  "type": "boolean"
},
"isPublicAccess": {
  "type": "boolean"
},
"authorizedGroup": {
  "type": "array"
},
"neededOS":{
  "type": "string"
},
"neededSoftware": {
  "type": "array",
  "items": {
    "type": "string"
  }
},

"required": [
  "createUser",
  "serviceName",
  "commandString",
  "inputNameList",
  "outputNameList",
  "neededOS",
  "neededSoftware"
]
5.3.3 Authentication and Authorization

Now there is one more layer of APIs, the Virtualization Director. In addition, multiple services are deployed in multiple containers. To organize the authentication and authorization of all these components, a more sophisticated mechanism is needed for Single Sign-on (SSO). For this purpose, JSON Web Token (JWT) Sakimura [2015] is adopted in this framework.

JSON Web Token (JWT) is a JSON-based open standard (RFC 7519), which is designed to enable compact, URL-safe means of representing claims to be transferred between two parties in a SSO context. JWT claims can be used to pass the identity of authenticated users between an identity provider and a service provider in the web applications environment. This matches the demands on authentication in our framework. The framework’s Virtualization Director and Datapool needs to communicate and manipulate services as well as data on behalf of framework users. So, JWT is mainly used in this virtualized scientific workflow framework for two scenarios:

- The Virtualization Director invokes the Service Manager on behalf of the user.

- The Datapool invokes another Datapool service on different machine to collect data (for example, the output from last step as the input for next step) on behalf of the user.

The JSON identifier service can be a standalone service or co-located with the virtualization director. All the services can be accessed by either username password pair or JWT, but all requests on behalf of a user from any service are done with JWT only. The service requests the JWT by calling the identifier service. On the server side, JWT stores a single key in memory (or in config file) - called a secret key. That key has two purposes, it enables creating new encrypted tokens and it also verifies all tokens. The benefits of using JWT are:

- The Service Manager in each container does not need to have the full knowledge of authentication information or access to authentication information database. New container can be created without user authentication information, or even remote access to authentication information. This enhances the scalability by means of faster container deployment and configuration speed and smaller size of container.
• Based on JWT authentication, the responses are much faster than normal authentication requests. The reason is there is only one token to be checked for authentication within local JWT system. In contrast, in a centralized authentication service, container still needs to send request remotely. Each of the requests contains username password pair or token for verification.

With the support of this authentication method, the authorization information associated with each service can be stored together with the service information. For example, the usernames who can access the service. This list of usernames can only created or modified by the creator of the service.

5.3.4 The Execution Process of Virtualized Application in the Framework

Figure 5-7 depicts the process of one round of service execution that is directed by Virtualization Director. It starts from getting inputs or references (URIs) of the inputs and ends with sending back the reference (URI) to the outputs. More details are as follows:

Authentication & Authorization Checking for Datapool Service  Both the Datapool service and Virtualization Director service are protected by the authentication and authorization mechanism described in Section 5.3.3. A user needs to have both permissions to access the data storage and the service. If either of them fails, status 403 is be returned.

Is the Input in the Host? When execute the following application service, the argument Datagroup URL needs to be sent. It points to the independent data sandbox for the user and service. If the inputs are not in the Datagroup, the user needs to upload it at this step.

Matching Image  Virtualization Director will find the matching image to create the container in following step here. The matching process in a way the the required dependencies (recorded in service configuration information) must be the subset of the available dependencies that provided by the image (recorded in the image information in virtualization container). The first matched image name will be returned for the following process.
Figure 5-7: Activity diagram of virtualization director
Start the Container  Before start the container through the Remote API provided by Docker, there are three steps as prerequisites. They are: (i) The shared data volume, which also used by Datapool service, needs to be attached and mounted to the container. (ii) The port needs to be picked from ports pool and allocated to the new container for internal access from Virtualization Director to Service Manager in the container. This port will be returned to the pool in following step after the execution. If the pool is empty, the starting job needs to wait until new port is available. (iii) The service manager needs to be started when the container is created.

Invoke the Service in Container and Execute Application  In this step the Virtualization Director will invoke the corresponding container and service to execute the application through the pre-allocated port on localhost.

Save Output to Shared Data Volume  The output data will be saved to the designated Datagroup, which is in the Shared Data Volume. Thus, the Datapool service on the host on top will be able to access the output data after the life cycle of the container.

Generate URL for Output in Datapool  The Datapool service will generate a URL for the output, which points to the host address.

Stop and Remove the Container  The container is stopped and removed in this step.

Release the Occupied Port  The occupied port resource will be returned to the port pool.

Return the Output URL  The URL is returned to client together with status code 200.

5.4 Experiments and Results

5.4.1 Framework Implementation

The whole framework is written in Python based on the Django REST framework, which is well maintained and has large user group. It also has a good integration with JWT system. There are three web applications included in the system: a) Datapool; b) Service Management; and c) Virtualization Director. Both Datapool and Service
Management are re-implementations of the Java based framework introduced in previous chapters to accommodate the new features adopted in the new framework, such as JWT.

The Docker engine version 1.8.0 is installed on the host platform. Communication between Docker and the framework is carried out through the Docker Remote API (v1.18) whose operations can be invoked as RESTful web services. The input for the API is a series of configuration files written in JSON. The template for this configuration file is listed in Appendix C. Through the template, the Virtualization Director can fill the content for the image name, the port number for service in container, the shared data volume path. These are basic variables for runnable Docker container.

All the configuration information is stored in a SQLite database. The application binaries are stored in an designated folder called appRepo. The I/O data are categorized based on username and data group name given be the user in an designated folder called sandbox. These files can be placed at any directory in the OS. Because all three data locations can be customized through fields in setting.py file in this Django project’s root directory. In the configuration for experiments, they are all stored in the shared data volume, whose path stored in the corresponding field in the JSON configuration file of the proceeding paragraph.

5.4.2 Experiment Design

The experiments firstly aim to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing such a framework as described in Section 5.3 based on Docker containers. More importantly, the experiments aim to provide evidence that the scientific workflow will get better data staging performance in execution without sacrificing performance on service start-up in which the container mechanism plays an important role. To examine this issue, the experiments need first to show that the network-based and web-service based data staging solutions have significant impact on data staging performance. Subsequently, based on the experiment results, we discuss the which is suitable solution for scientific application/workflow.

Workflow Scenarios Setting

The workflow simulates the process of data staging from one process/service to another process/service. This data staging step is the atomic unit of a more complex data staging process. There are five versions of the data staging process:
1. local file system copy operation;
2. pipe between processes;
3. socket (localhost) between two processes;
4. HTTP (REST web service) between two services; and
5. HTTP (REST web service) between services on two different host machines, but shared data volume between two services in containers/host on one host machine.

Of the above the HTTP experiments are carried out using both localhost and LAN for comparison. When the LAN environment introduced, a virtual network between two VMs is set up to simulate this scenario in order to eliminate the influence from other network traffic. Furthermore, all the local file system I/O is carried out on SSD disk to eliminate the influence from hard disk caching mechanism and possible reading speed difference between inner and outer cylinders. In addition, RAM disk is used based on SSD disk to further eliminate the influence of cache in harddisk. The hardware and software used to host the VMs are listed below:

- CPU: E5-1650 v3 @3.5GHz
- RAM: 32GB DDR4 ECC
- Hard disk: 256GB SSD
- VM: Virtual Box 4.3.26

All the experiments programs are written in Python and the source codes can be found in Bitbucket\(^1\). To record and examine the influence of different data size, a series of different sizes of input data are used for the experiments. Data ranges from 100 MB to 1 GB with a 100 MB interval among them.

**Experiments Procedure**

The data-flow for each of the scenarios is depicted in Figure 5-8.

**Copy** The 1) workflow in Figure 5-8 is a simple copy operation carried out by application APP_A1. The input and output are the same, which also applies to the following workflows.

\(^1\)In branch Develop folder Experiments of https://bitbucket.org/me1kd/virtual_configurable
Pipe The 2) workflow depicts the procedure that the data is transferred from one process to the other process through pipe. Both of the processes are controlled by APP_B1.

Socket The 3) workflow is the data staging workflow between two applications through socket. In this experiment, they are located in the same localhost.

Web service The 4) workflow is the Web service based data staging. This workflow brings in the concept of separation of data-flow and control-flow. In previous three workflows, the receiving of the data and the start of following application which consumes the data are both activated in one step. Thus, there is one step to upload the data as Service_D1 at server side. The Service_D2 simulates the actual execution/consuming on the data. In this experiment, it only checks the data availability. The App_D1 acts as client application.

Containerized web service The 5) workflow is similar to 4). The only difference is the Service_E2 that consumes the data is deployed in container.

Each of the workflows is ran ten times with ten different sizes of input data from 100MB to 1GB. Thus, in total 100 runs for each workflow. The whole process is carried out automatically by a Python script. In all the executions, the origin and destination of data-flow are in ramdisk. The framework and its database are located and executed from ramdisk as well. In is the client-server experiments in 4) and 5), both of the client and server hosts are set up on ramdisk as well.

Experiments 4) and 5) in Figure 5-8 are done under several different conditions for further comparison. Experiment 4) is run in both localhost and LAN network environments. Experiment 5) has one more variable, in that all the containers created in the experiment are either left active but idle, or deleted after each round of workflow finishes. In Figure 5-14, 5-15 and 5-16, A indicates Active but idle, D indicates Deleted.

5.4.3 Results

The result of the experiments are shown in Figure 5-9 - Figure 5-16. All the numbers from Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-16 shows the average of workflow execution time. The x axis is the execution time with seconds as unit. The y axis is the size of the I/O data.
from 100MB to 1GB. The error bar in each figure indicates the standard deviation. The accurate execution time is also listed in the form at the bottom of each figure with second as unit. The general trend depicted in the results from Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-16 shows that all the experiments generate almost linear results. This indicates that with the changes on data transfer method and service deployment location, there do not appear to be any hidden factors: there is only the parameter change. All the formulas for the linear regression models of them are also listed in the figures. They will provide an intuitive comparison of the changes brought by different methods.

The comparisons among all of them are demonstrated through following aspects:

**Local methods VS Network based methods**

Copy workflow has the fastest speed considering it is only one process and local operation. The Coefficient Of X (COX) is 0.0478. Both pipe (COX=0.14) and socket (COX=0.09) workflow are almost at the same level. Socket (in this case TCP based) is already a network based method with one layer less by comparing with HTTP, which is used by the web service in this experiment, in OSI model. By one more layer of protocol, it can be observed that there is a significant jump. The COX of localhost WS based workflow is 1.2739. The distance between client and server impacts the speed significantly. When client and server are put
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in two hosts that communicates through LAN, the COX grows to 2.946.

**Web service based methods VS Container based methods**

Considering one of the web services is hosted in a VM in the container based methods, the overhead is expected in the results. However, it is not significant especially by comparing with the change brought by different network condition. For WS localhost workflow, the COX is 1.2739. The COX of container localhost D workflow is 1.33. On the other hand, the COX of WS LAN workflow is 2.946, and the COX of container LAN workflow D is 3.1681. By applying containerization, there is slight growth on COX. By changing the network setting, the COX grows more than double.

**Between two container based methods**

In the container based experiments, two different modes are brought in for localhost experiments. All the containers created in the experiment are either left active but idle (indicated as A), or deleted after each round of workflow finishes (indicated as D). For normal VMs, even they are kept as idle, they will still occupy CPU and memory. By deleting the running normal VM instance, the start-up time of a VM instance in next run will extend the overall execution time. However, this is not observed in this container VM experiment environment. The COX of container localhost A workflow is 1.3111. The COX of container localhost D is almost the same at 1.33.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 The Suitable Solution for Scientific Workflow

In the experiments, the comparison is not only performed between web service based method and container based method. The traditional methods used in the single process, multiple processes and multiple applications across the network are also tested in the experiments. It aims to demonstrate that by introducing new methods, what has been traded off. It also leads to a general discussion on the reason why new methods need to be brought in for scientific workflow. It also leads to a more specific discussion on what is the suitable solution for a certain type of scientific workflow.

The key advantage of having scientific computing process operated in a network
environment is that it allows the integration of multiple scientific applications with a multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional and multi-platform background. This enables the automatic processing of the scientific computing in the so-called scientific workflow. However, this comes with a price. The experiment clearly shows that the data staging performance is significantly impacted. When a more sophisticated method is introduced, such as the extra application layer protocol HTTP/HTTPS, the data staging performance is further reduced which means a higher price. This one more layer brings the advantage of enabling your service to be publicly searchable and accessible with a public protocol for communication rather than a proprietary protocol that the others do not know. Therefore, the suitable solution for one’s scientific computing process can be fitted into the following three categories:

1. Single-disciplinary, single-institutional and single-platform application should follow traditional methods to reach a higher computing performance;

2. When there is a necessity for integration of multiple applications that may be developed separately by people with different knowledge background, from different institutions, a network based workflow architecture should be considered. If it is just for proprietary usage, there is no necessity to introduce one more layer of application layer protocol. For example, socket is enough for this case.

3. When the applications are from last category, and at the same with a demand for public searchable and accessible services, the sophisticated extra layer of protocol should start to play its role, such as HTTP/HTTPS.

It looks like it is impossible to hold the two ends of the stick at the same time: the performance, or the integration ability and public accessibility. The adoption of containerization technology gives the chance to shorten the stick. On one hand, data staging can be carried out through local file system, which brings better performance. On the other hand, heterogenous OS and dependencies can still be maintained for each service at the same time, which allows the reusability of services that they can be integrated into any workflows with lower technical hurdle. Additionally, the ROA based framework proposed in this thesis enables the public access based on a standard protocol.
5.5.2 The Impact of Adoption of Containerization

Technically, the intuitive reflection on the scientific applications from multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional and multi-platform background is that, they have different dependencies on libraries and OS. This is one of the important hurdles why they need to be deployed in different hosts and communicate through a network, especially the data-flow. By adopting containerization technology, this hurdle is overcome. The scientific applications with different dependencies can be hosted on the same physical machine, which becomes the foundation to improve the data-staging performance - because they use the same file system.

In the experiments, it can be observed that by involving the containers, the data staging performance increases with a tiny amount in both of the tested modes for the comparison between Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-15 as well as Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-16. More importantly, this experiment assumes that the input is not in the file system originally. When the I/O data is generated by the applications on the host, there is no extra data staging needed. Inputs are already in the file system. But this atomic data staging step happens all the time in the WS based workflow, which multiplies the overhead. For containerized services, even in the worst case, the data need to be re-located to the sandbox of next application, this will only lead to a copy operation in the file system.

However, there is also a positive side-effect. As mentioned earlier, there are also other non-technical reasons for the applications/data to be distributed on multiple hosts:

- Limited hardware resource on one machine
- Licensing or legal requirement that certain service has to be deployed in certain network or machine
- Legacy services for which migration can be costly on both manpower and time

The adoption of containerization technology can hardly help on the latter two cases. The solutions for such types of issues are out of the technical range. Some of the services have to be deployed in certain machine on a certain place. For example, some NHS services. However, although it did not aim to resolve the issue at the first place, containerization technology may alleviate the issue in first case when the machine has
to be deployed as a VM system. In the experiments, it can be seen that the idle VM/container (without turned off or deleted) will not cost extra hardware resource. They do not influence the overall performance significantly. It means that the computing environment, the container and all the dependencies within, have the same life cycle as the application. They do not occupy extra resource after the application stops. Normal VM systems cannot provide this mechanism, therefore they incur more occupation on hardware resources or longer time on turn on and off the VM.

5.6 Summary

This chapter further proposes a scientific workflow modelling framework based on containerization technology. It also adopts the data staging approach and SaaS platform introduced in Chapter 3 and 4. The experiments compare the data staging performance under different circumstances with various environment setting for workflow execution. The implementation of this framework and the demonstration of the usage in the experiment also shows its ability to enhance the efficiency of computing resources utilisation and increase the reproducibility of the computing environment for heterogenous scientific applications.

This chapter also analyses the limitation of such methodology in scientific workflow modelling. The basic idea is that by introducing cutting-edge technology like containerization, there is no guarantee it will increase the workflow execution performance in each specific circumstance. It also discusses the suitable solution for scientific workflow in different computing environments. However, based on that discussion together with the development status that scientific research becomes more computing and data intensive, the joint efforts of heterogenous of computing resources is the general trend in building scientific workflow. The framework introduced in this Chapter is aiming to improve the execution performance of this new type of heterogenous scientific workflows emerged in this trend.
Chapter 6

Declarative Services Composition
Description and Speculative
Enactment Engine

6.1 Introduction

In the enactment of scientific workflow, it is necessary to address support for the construction and deployment of composite services: one approach that has been explored as proof-of-concept, is to treat a complete existing Taverna[Oinn et al., 2004] workflow as a service to be executed, where the workflow description is the data and the program is the (Taverna) enactment engine. Similar functionality should also be achievable with Kepler[Ludäscher et al., 2006]. In Section 4.4.2, a case study is shown that composes and executes a workflow in Taverna. Section 4.5.1 also shows the importance of keeping the compatibility with the imperative manner composition, which already resides in those existing WMSs.

A more serious issue however, is the dependence on specific services, meaning there is a reliance on a service provided at a specific URL, as against a specification of a service by, say, its profile (in OWL-S terminology), and the late binding identification of suitable available candidate services close to enactment time. A preliminary effort to address the issue appears in [Chapman et al., 2007], based on a matchmaker that assumes WSDL format service descriptions, but a fresh approach that takes advantage of REST seems desirable when this is revisited. This chapter will show the
advantages. Hence, with the support of the ROA based framework from previous chapters, the components of web service composition for framework proposed in this chapter aim to allow more users to build their own services, and take advantage of the power offered by service composition to enable collaboration. Finally, this ROA based framework as a whole, also aims to propose to take advantage of the availability of capacity computing facilities to support speculative enactment of services. Speculative enactment of services allows a step/part of the workflow/composite web service to be executed in advance that it may or may not be needed. This method can further extend the framework’s ability on error handling. In case that an alternative step/part needs to be executed for error handling, this step can be taken in advance and the total execution time will be reduced.

Firstly, this chapter briefly revisit the discussion of existing solutions for web services composition as well as some relevant solutions concerned with workflows. Following that is an introduction to related work on declarative description for REST web service composition and speculative enactment of services. This aims to present how declarative description and speculative enactment can benefit web service composition. Deriving from them, the SOA based Speculative Service Description (SSD) and the corresponding runtime implementation are introduced. This chapter ends with an evaluation based on Petri-net simulation and a composite service case study.

6.2 Web Service Composition and Workflow Description

In Section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, the existing researches and solutions have been introduced and discussed. In the discussion, the following facts are emphasized. For web service composition:

1. There is no binding from semantic web services languages to RESTful web services description. Semantic web services cannot be grounded to the RESTful web services in an straightforward way.

2. The are fundamental differences between SOAP and REST, in that SOAP is operation-based and REST is resource-based. In the design of semantic web service models, it naturally follows this operation-based style to be adaptable
to its grounding target. This basic architectural difference means that the key concept of resource cannot be reflected in those models.

For workflow description:

1. a description language that can define the execution dependencies among web services.

2. a runtime to support enactment of CWS derived from the description language.

Therefore, it is can be observed those solutions for web service composition and workflow description have significant limits for the ROA based architecture. They are categorized as imperative description that the algorithm to decide the order of the task execution is precisely prescribed[Pesic and Van der Aalst, 2006]. In another word, the execution order has been pre-defined before the execution of the service composition/workflow. In some cases, the workflow systems allow the changes on component instance or part of the execution order in runtime based on certain models. But the results are still imperative. It will result in many efforts to implement various changes over and over again. A complete flexibility on execution order cannot be obtained.

6.3 Declarative Description

In the earlier reviews in Section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, a series of web service composition and workflow description languages were introduced. They work in a procedural way so that the language has to express the logic of the computation by describing its control flow: the explicit steps. With the review of existing technology on web services composition and workflow description languages, the topic of web services composition based on ROA, practically based on RESTful web services emerge consequently in this Section. To enable a more flexible composition description, which naturally supports late-binding and failure handling, we present an approach to declarative description based on ROA. In a declarative description, the functions and execution dependencies of services are defined in a declarative way, by organising its functionality as 1) a collection of resources and 2) relationships among them. Thus, a declarative description naturally aligns with the connectedness feature of ROA, in that the relationship among web services are explicitly described in a peer-to-peer manner. This
feature has been noticed and there are some existing researches on the declarative description for composite RESTful web services. In this section, several solutions based on ROA are discussed, which inspire the design of languages for RESTful web services composition in this work.

## 6.3.1 Declarative Description Solutions for REST

Particularly, in this section, three declarative description solution will be introduced.

**Resource Linking Language** Alarcon et al. [2011] introduces a hypermedia-centric REST service description, the Resource Linking Language (ReLL). This work is motivated by the fact that few works have been proposed to support a RESTful web services composition model. Existing ones are mainly operation-centric and do not acknowledge the feature of connectedness in REST. For the purpose of creating REST web services composition, this paper Alarcon et al. [2011] works out the approach by consolidating the important REST constraint of HATEOAS (Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State).

A two layer composition engine is proposed, which contains a description language and a composition model. An example of the description is shown in Listing 6.1. It contains links for following resource operations, which can be dynamically generated at run-time, that serves as a late-binding mechanism in this engine. All the essential properties can be described, such as hyperlink, protocol, method, MIME-type, etc. The description is distributively embedded inside each of the resource representations. In this model, the machine-clients will be in charge of the parsing and generating work of the composition, based on the resource description, which makes it a rich client. Also in [Alarcon et al., 2011], a Petri-net model is demonstrated to evaluate a specific social network service composition execution.

**Web Logic Programming** Piancastelli and Omicini, 2008 propose Web Logic Programming as a Prolog-based language for the World Wide Web embedding the core REST and ROA principles. It intends to represent the foundation of a logic programming framework for prototyping and engineering applications on the web as to follow its architectural principles and design criteria. The links, or relationship among web services or resources can be mapped and defined as axioms, which can be maintained as a knowledge base in the form of a Prolog
program.
For the purpose of reflecting the connectedness property of REST, each resource is mapped as a predicate and the links among resources are defined as axioms in Prolog. The execution of an application is driven by predicates, axioms and inference rules in Prolog. [Piancastelli and Omicini, 2008] define a key concept, called Context, to organize the theories and provide a rule search space in one web application. The concept of Context is built based on the hierarchical naming structure of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), which implies that the links among resources or web services are mainly inside one web application or
Figure 6-1: The /jdoe/shelf/biology resource responds to a HTTP GET request by eventually invoking the pick\_biology\_book/1 predicate, which in turn calls pick\_books/3; the context is traversed until a proper definition for it is found in the resource. [Piancastelli and Omicini, 2008]

Listing 6.2: ROsWeL Entry Rules [Brzeziński et al., 2012]
1  onGet | onPut | onPost | onDelete (<process\_URI>,
2    <entry\_req\_struct>, <entry\_res\_struct>) :-
3    [any language instructions].

Listing 6.3: ROsWel Invocation Rules [Brzeziński et al., 2012]
1  // syntax of invocation
2  get | put | post | delete (<service\_URI>,
3    <inv\_req\_struct>, <inv\_res\_struct>).

the same domain name. Figure 6-1 shows an example of how the resource is found based on context traversal. Namely, the system searches for the matching predicts by traverse all the branches in the URI. In the workflow environment, which needs support from multiple resources across a variety of domain names, this context traversal based approach may confront new issues, or at least, an extension or example is needed to show its ability to search for other resources across a variety of domains.

**ROsWeL Workflow Language** [Brzeziński et al., 2012] propose a declarative business process language to support web services compatible with the REST paradigm. They call it the RESTful Oriented Workflow Language (RoSWeL). It introduces a declarative, goal-oriented approach to describe service composition and business processes. Language has a syntax similar to Prolog, augmented with operations supporting the REST paradigm.

The core of this language is the entry rules and invocation rules based on REST
uniform interface, which are shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. Entry rules serve as the initial point of the business process, which may contain more invocation rules. Invocation rules drive the process by invoking the resource through a specific HTTP method. Business processes can be described in a way that maps directly to the REST uniform interface, which is the main innovative point and difference from other solutions. Based on these rules, the business process engine works server side, which is the centre for both control- and data-flow, to execute the business process of the CWS written in RoSWeL. This language not only aims to provide a web services composition description, but also to embed complete business process code, such as printing, HTML form reading, XML parsing shown, etc. in the form of Java language, as shown in examples in List 6.4 from Brzeziński et al. [2012]. The Java code is embedded in the position from line 18 to 21. In this case, it increases the complexity of the description language. It does not only describe the relationship among services. Obviously, the implementation of this language needs sophisticated run-time support for multiple programming languages to support the business process codes. However, one key feature of REST, MIME-type based representation, is not reflected in this language. In REST web services, one resource can be presented in multiple representations or formats, such as a workflow result can be expressed in say either XML or JSON. They are all defined by Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), which works as a protocol between client and server.

**Other Related Solutions** Besides the declarative description language solutions and Semantic web composition based solutions described above, there is also another workflow-based solution called DECLARE [Van Der Aalst and Pesic, 2006] that enables late-binding of web services in workflow at run-time. However, its application is dependant on YAWL, which is a procedural solution that specifies compute procedures at design-time. The workflow’s main procedure is still described in YAWL. Some of the components are described in DECLARE to provide a form of late-binding support. This hybrid solution is primarily designed to serve SOAP based web services.
6.3.2 Discussion on Declarative Description Languages

In the preceding sections, we have reviewed and analysed web services composition, workflow description languages and declarative description languages. Based on these, three design requirements for REST web services composition can be further identified for the case of scientific workflow:

1. For the purpose of building a practical web services composition system, two essential components are indispensable. They are *declarative description language for web services composition* and *a runtime for composite web services enactment*. It is derived from the two major phases for workflows, which is also reflected in those practical WMS examples discussed in Section 2.3.4.

2. The design of declarative description language must embody the guidelines of ROA, which are *Addressibility, Statelessness, Connectedness, Uniform Interface*, as introduced in Section 2.1.3. The language should be able to deal with the key elements in the implementation of ROA, such as URI links, HTTP interfaces, representation type, etc.

3. The design aims to enable failure handling under complex network conditions, so that the significant performance impact arising from the introduction of the new design can be mitigated. As part of failure handling, the design of runtime should enable late-binding of web service. Furthermore, in scientific workflow, it is not rare to have computations that occupy huge spatio-temporal resources. To overcome this new challenge, it is also worth further exploring the performance potential of declarative description in the circumstance of scientific workflow.

First of all, to meet the requirement on dealing with the new challenge, the speculative enactment engine is introduced into the design of the runtime, which is discussed in Section 6.4.

6.4 Web Services Based on Speculative Computation

Speculative execution is a tentative computation to improve performance of an application by performing some task that may not be actually needed. When apply this technique, another important idea is that, there is necessity that the speculative component
not have a side-effect that (incorrectly) affects the main thread in the case the speculative computation is not needed. This technique has been employed in a wide range of applications at a variety of levels, including branch prediction in pipelined processors, prefetching memory and files, and optimistic concurrency control in database systems [Kung and Robinson, 1981, Lampson, 2006, Raghavan et al., 1998]. For example, similar concepts also appear in the time warp mechanism [Jefferson, 1985] for organising and synchronising distributed systems. It is a lookahead-rollback synchronization mechanism by rolling back to the time just before the conflict caused by the side-effect.

[Fukuta et al., 2008] propose the concept of “Kiga-kiku” service that drives web-based business workflow in a speculative manner. The service is able to predict users implicit demands and proactively protect the users from potential failures in the service processes. The primary goal is to use speculative computation for preventing potential failures that would be caused by ‘late decisions, which may also caused by human intervention in business workflow. In such case, multiple web services, some of which may not be needed, can be invoked concurrently to prevent the potential failure of some of the web services. In their case study, time can be saved because decisions do not need to be delayed until after failures occur. They define the “kiga-kiku” service in natural language that can be summarized as:

1. The user has initiative and the background speculative computations are invisible to user.

2. The service predicts the users intention, preferences, and possible failures with respect to the current goal.

3. The service performs the proactive action with best predicted value.

4. The service can seamlessly guide the user to switch to an alternative way to accomplish the goal when failures happen.

5. The service can revert inappropriate side-effects caused by proactive actions.

[Fukuta et al., 2008] mainly focus on the formal definition of the “Kiga-kiku” service and an implementation that is oriented towards a particular case study. It does not address how the relationship between web services should be formally described declaratively nor how the description should be processed with a general purpose runtime, such as that needed for the scientific workflow scenario. These shortcomings are what this thesis aims to address, based on the work introduced in Chapter 3 and 4.
In the work of Fukuta et al. [2008], as a conceptual computation model, they assume the existence of appropriate services, service descriptions, service composition mechanism, etc. These are the key components for the realization of such a speculative computation based web services composition mechanism.

In a scientific workflow environment, scientific applications may take considerable length of time to complete one task. In addition, the networked environment cannot be absolutely reliable, so there is also risk that key data or a step in the workflow may fail in this process. It is highly desirable to reduce the risk of and save time from web service failure in scientific workflow – and indeed any workflow. Compared with other solutions in the literature above, the “Kiga-kiku” method provides a solution not only for how to compose and execute services based on the declarative description, it also enables a composite service to perform the proactive action, as well as to handle failure in scientific workflow. The next section introduces the design and discusses the implications of the declarative description and the speculative enactment runtime.

6.5 Design and Implementation of Speculative Service Description (SSD)

In above sections, a series of related techniques and approaches have been analysed. It is practical to narrow down the design requirements of this Speculative Service Description (SSD) based on the analysis on their advantages and disadvantages in the context of a REST based scientific web services composition. The requirements are consolidated as:

1. SSD realizes the declarative description of web services and links between services to provide a formal declarative description of the relationship between web services.

2. SSD enables the description of RESTful resources and is compliant with REST constraints to provide a ROA based systematic solution that also benefits from the works introduced in Chapter 3 and 4.

3. SSD supports the implementation of speculative services, that the workflow enactment runtime can be built based on SSD.
SSD is built on top of Prolog language, through which the function of inference at runtime is provided. There are further two levels of modularization in the language design, as shown in Figure 6-2, where there are two components: inference rules and description knowledge. Inference rules are the static part in the description, while description knowledge is the dynamic part that contains the web service description and links. This aims to simplify the description syntax and ease the process of describe new web service compositions.

In SSD, the execution engine is separated from the description, in these cases, the Prolog-based description. The Prolog-based description itself will not drive the execution or call any external codes in its inference process. It only return the inference result to a separate execution engine. Based on such a design, one other benefit is that the connection between execution engine and CWS description is decoupled. Therefore, the connection can be a system call on the same physical machine or itself a web service. This design aligns with the statelessness constraint of REST.

6.5.1 A Description Language for Stateless Web Services

Both of the languages in [Brzeziński et al., 2012] and [Piancastelli and Omicini, 2008] adopt a design in which the links between the web services in the service composition
are invisible to end-users, because the composition description resides in the execution engine. From a user’s point of view, it is merely a black box. This black box service is the reason for the lack of the ability to provide interfaces to end-users for the purpose of obtaining the information about the web application’s state, such as the overall goal, achieved tasks, following tasks, etc. It can be observed that there is a high-coupling between the execution engine and the knowledge about the descriptions. This implies that the application state which drives the execution of CWS or web application are stored and maintained at server-side. There is no channel to feed the state of the service composition or web application back to the end-user.

Listing 6.4 shows a segment of ROsWeL description [Brzeziński et al., 2012]. It illustrates a business process connected with the visit of a patient in the clinic laboratory. In this example, to achieve the `onPost("Doctor/fSSNg", WFReq, WFResp)` goal, several tasks must be achieved, such as `print`, `readForm`, `makeTest`, etc. They are executed either by embedded Java code or other services (`put` predicate in this example) directly in this description. It is lack of mechanism to expose the application state to end-users who call the service, for an instance, "Doctor/fSSNg" in this example.

Figure 6-3 shows the architecture of web service composition with declarative description residing in the execution engine. In contrast, the declarative description of the CWS is separated from the execution engine in Figure 6-4. In Figure 6-4, each declarative description instance of one workflow is transferred in full between the execution engine and declarative description knowledge base. In Figure 6-4, if the execution
Listing 6.4: Segment of ROsWeL description example

```prolog
onPost("Doctor/fSSNgs", WFReq, WFResp):-
    print(SSN),
    readForm("../name.html", Form),
    sendToClient(Form, Res),
    makeTest(Res->FORM->NAME, TestResult)
    ......

print(X):-
        Variable v = X;
        System.out.println(v.toString());
        return v ;
        --J>.

readForm(FilePath, Result):-
    // Java code used to read Html form from
    // file and assign it to 'Result' variable
    --J>.

makeTest(PatientName , Result ):-
    put("http://labTest.com/fPatientNameg" ,
    PutReq, PutRes),
    Result = PutRes.
    ......
```

*engine* is located on server-side, the architecture appears to be similar to Figure 6-3 from the end-user’s point of view. However, by virtue of the separation, the web services composition description can be shared and accessed explicitly (for each of the description instances, it has its URI).

In this design, some essential data of application state are transferred from execution engine to description knowledge base as a query for inference. They are:

1. The initial input data types for the CWS execution;

2. The service as the goal of the CWS execution;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>http://&lt;domain&gt;/Init?KB_URL=&lt;Knowledge Base&gt;&amp;G_URL=&lt;Goal service&gt;&amp;I_Names=&lt;Input types list&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next</td>
<td>http://&lt;domain&gt;/Next?KB_URL=&lt;Knowledge Base&gt;&amp;L_URL=&lt;Last successful service&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>http://&lt;domain&gt;/Next?KB_URL=&lt;Knowledge Base&gt;&amp;L_URL=&lt;Last successful service&gt;&amp;N_URL=&lt;The last failed service&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: The URI templates for inference query

3. The last service which just executed successfully in the CWS execution;

4. The service which failed in last step in the CWS execution.

Correspondingly, the application state that drives the execution are returned as an inference result from description knowledge base. They are:

1. The initial service of the web service composition execution;

2. The next service to be executed in the execution;

3. The alternative service to replace the failed one in the execution.

Table 6.1 shows the URI template for the query from the execution engine to SSD knowledge base. After get the execution request from end-user, the execution engine will launch these queries to steer the execution. There are three types of queries: (i) the query to initialise the composition execution. It needs a goal and the types of the input the execution engine have at this stage; (ii) the query to get the next step in execution. It needs to know that which is the last successfully executed service in the workflow or the current state of this CWS execution; (iii) the query to get an alternative step in execution. It needs the last successfully executed service as well as the last failed service that needs to be replaced. In all three types, the SSD knowledge base needs an identifier for the knowledge base which the execution engine is querying. Each knowledge base represents a specific workflow with all the related web services and links being described. The details of the syntax of this Prolog-based knowledge base is introduced in section 6.5.2. The reason to choose Prolog is: (i) by nature, it is a declarative language which fits for the design of SSD; (ii) there are examples of using Prolog for composite REST web services description; (iii) as a general purpose logic programming language, it has good implementation and can be used together with
6.5.2 First-order Logic in SSD

The main component of the SSD is a set of rules. It contains two types of rule: (i) the rules for the inference process, which is generic to all the CWS description; (ii) the rules to describe certain properties and relations, which is specific description to each of the CWS.

The rules for the inference process consists of a header, and a set of bodies. The left side of the rule (the header) defines a goal, which represents the query from the execution engine. As described in Table 6.1, there are three types of queries, which can be represented by three tags: initial, next and alternative. The right side of the rule (a body) specify the conditions, which has to be fulfilled to reach the goal. Listing 6.5 shows the template for the inference rules. For different tags, the rule includes different parameters or expression on constraining relations between services and features of web service. The feature can be the URI of a web service, the I/O MIME types and so on. The core part of the Prolog code is presented in Appendix B.
In Listing 6.5, the inference based on both of the types of rules can be true or false. It implies that the conditions in the rule are fulfilled (the body is true) then the goal is reached. There are results that fulfilled the query. The results will be returned to the execution engine for further execution of the CWS. The web services are constrained by the relations between certain web services, such as Service A is Service B’s next step in workflow. They are also constrained by some certain features of the web services, such as the Service A with certain function must be the final step of this workflow. These constraints are all written Prolog.

Each of the CWS description consists two parts: properties of the web service and relations among them. The goal in these rules can always be reached because it has only header without body. Such rules are called facts. Listing 6.6 shows the template for the facts to describe the relations between web services. It contains the basic information about the directed link between two web services. Additionally, it also contains an integer (1...n) to represent the priority of this link, which comes from the knowledge of the workflow developer. In the case of multiple links from one web service, the highest priority link is matched in the inference process. The priority also important for inference engine to find the alternative link.

Listing 6.7 shows the fact template to describe the properties of a web service, such as the URI, method, I/O MIME, I/O names. The I/O names have two sets, one is the so-called local name to identify I/O data within the scope of one instance of web service. Global names can be used to identify I/O data among multiple instances of one web service. For example, in one simple weather forecast web service, input is date time, output is temperature. There is only one web service. However, in a workflow, there can be multiple instances of this web service to query multiple days of temperature. In this case, DataTime and Temperature will be local name to describe the data type. Some names like DT.Day1, DT.Day2, Temp.Day1, Temp.Day2 can be the global names to identify each data item in a workflow. There are also workflow tokens to control the workflow execution. This is will be further discussed in Section 6.6

6.5.3 Ranking for Alternatives

The declarative description of workflow and its runtime, which will be introduced in Section 6.6, do not directly provide a ranking algorithm for web services. There
are active researches on ranking algorithm for web services and this study is out of the scope of this thesis. However, our description can provide an internal ranking mechanism and be able to provide an interface for external ranking information. The ranking information can be the result generated based on any ranking algorithm. In this section, the internal ranking mechanism will be introduced and the ability to link with and utilize external ranking information will be discussed as well.

The ranking description in this declarative description is designed in a local ranking manner, not a global ranking manner. It means, for each group of the web services that are ranked together, is only a rank for all possible children of a certain service. This also matches with the way how generally web services ranking system works that query for a certain service requirements is sent, then the all possible services information is returned with a rank for them [Al-Masri and Mahmoud, 2007a,b, Guinard et al., 2010, Panziera et al., 2011]. The ranking information is associated with each Relation Fact, rather than Web service Facts. All the services in one declarative description instance will not be ranked together in a global manner. Thus, there are multiple ranking tables in one declarative description instance. The purposes of applying this manner is that each of the group can be populated independently based on the external ranking information. The other services’ ranks do not need to be recalculated and repopulated in a global manner.

The example for the ranking mechanism in SSD is shown as List 6.8. The first two Relation Facts in List 6.8 represents the two available services as the direct children of the service https://example_1.com/parent/ in this workflow DAG(directed acyclic graph). One has priority 1 and the other has 2. Thus, the service with priority 2 is the alternative of service with 1 in this case. If there is a priority 3 service, it will be the alternative of the priority 2 service. The ranks are in ascending order. The last two facts are two available services as the direct children of https://example_2.com/parent/. Priority 1 and 2 are also allocated to each of them, which are isolated from the first two Relation Facts. In such a design, if one of the services groups need to repopulate or swap the priority, the other groups priority will not be influenced. In the case of Relation Facts, service https://example_1.com/child_1/ is shared by both of the ranking groups. Even in this case, it will be influenced as well.

A concrete example based on existing ranking framework is shown in this paragraph. Here we take the ranking approach introduced in Panziera et al. [2011] because it is designed for RESTful web services. It works in the manner of one way request/re-
Listing 6.8: Ranking example in Relation Facts


spond. Clients send request with service query. Server returns the response with services and ranking information. The communication is also carried out via RESTful web services. The ranking information of certain type of services can be referred to an URI as http://SMEendpoint?rprui=URI. In this case the SMEendpoint points to the ranking service resource. The rprui represents the so-called requested policy compiled by the user. The requested policy contains the requirements to the needed service. Finally, the service will return a response with a list of matching services and Global Degree(GD) of them. The GDs of matching for all the services are used to deliver a ranked list of web services. The ranked list can be used to populate the priority field in Relation Facts.
6.6 A Runtime System for Speculative Enactment of Workflow

6.6.1 System Architecture

In Section 6.5, three types of queries were introduced, which form the core to drive the enactment of CWS based workflow. Figure 6-5 depicts the basic relations among these three types of queries in the enactment of web service composition as described by SSD. The composition runtime works normally without speculative enactment, so that no web service will be invoked speculatively, but rather only when they become necessary in the workflow.

In Figure 6-5, the runtime starts with a query to find and execute the web services to initialize. After the execution of each of the web services, there will be a decision to be made on whether this service has executed successfully. If it has not, the runtime will try to find an alternative web service and execute it. If it is, the process will check if the whole CWS has been completed. If the whole process is not complete, the runtime will try to find the next web service. A different process happens on the search and execution of alternative web service. If it can be successfully found, it will be checked as all the other web services on whether it has been successfully executed. The other result is that the whole process will be halted, because no further alternative solution is available.

The runtime in Figure 6-5 provides an exception handling mechanism by searching for an alternative solution. However, the feature of speculative enactment is not reflected by this single-thread runtime. A speculative runtime must provide the following basic functions:

1. the ability to execute a web service and all the alternative ones speculatively in parallel;

2. the ability to collect the result or final result from the first completed solution;

3. the ability to stop the redundant services and release the resources when the result is already collected.

In addition, in order to manage the a concurrent system that can achieve the above requirements, a control mechanism is need to serve as a bridge between threads to avoid conflicts, such as serializing tokens.
Figure 6-5: The flow chart of runtime based on SSD without speculative enactment

Figure 6-6: The flow chart of runtime based on SSD with speculative enactment
Figure 6-6 depicts the multi-thread based speculative enactment runtime. There are two types of threads: the main thread and service dispatcher thread. The main thread can initialise and finish the enactment of a web service composition. The service dispatcher thread is in charge of the management of web services, which can be initialised either by the main thread or another service dispatcher thread. The first task dispatcher thread, which is initialised by the main thread, starts the management thread of web services with all the alternative management threads of web services concurrently in multiple threads manner. Each of these threads will search for next web services and execute them by more threads recursively. The service dispatcher thread can kill itself in two ways: (i) the web service execution is unsuccessful; (ii) there is no next web service to be executed based on the query from knowledge base. It can also be killed by the main thread when the final result has been collected by the main thread. This means the whole composition has been completed and resources should be released.

The management of threads is supported by the task token mechanism in SSD. The design borrows the concepts in Petri-net [Peterson, 1981], which is a mathematical modelling languages for the description of distributed systems. A Petri net consists of places, transitions, and arcs. Arcs run from a place to a transition or vice versa, never between places or between transitions. The places from which an arc runs to a transition are called the input places of the transition. Correspondingly, the place linked from a transition are called output places of the transition. Places in a Petri net may contain a discrete number of marks called tokens. A transition of a Petri net may fire (executed) if there are sufficient tokens in all of its input places. In the case of speculative enactment runtime, each web service can only be executed when specific tokens have been collected. Those tokens are described as [Input Workflow Tokens] in List 6.7. And it will only generate specific tokens after it is successfully executed, which are described as [Output Workflow Tokens] in List 6.7. Each token can be represented by any string, which can be defined by users for identification purpose. Therefore, this task token mechanism has such two essential functions: (i) it maintains the dependency between web services that web services can be executed concurrently in the right sequence; (ii) the resources occupied by speculative web services can be collected when it is discovered they are not needed, such as when another web service has successfully done their work. Those speculative web services can be killed in two ways: (i) the main thread has collected the final result; it then kills all the web services threads that are still executing; (ii) the service dispatcher thread kills itself when it
discovers the task token it aims to generate is already in the task token repository.

The details of the token checking mechanism is shown in Figure 6-6. The Execute component checks the token repository when it starts the execution. The execution will start only when the necessary tokens are in place. The Task Completion Check component checks if the tokens this web service generated have been collected. If it is so, this service dispatcher thread will kill itself. On the other hand, whenever the task token repository is updated, the main thread will check it to determine if it needs to complete the whole process and kill the other ongoing web services. In addition, there is an independent data references repository. All the execution components communicate with it to retrieve and store data references. Each data item is labelled by the I/O global name introduced in Section 6.5.2.

In reality, the enactment runtime is exposed as REST web services, which are written in Java and support by Jersey library\(^1\). Users can call the web service to start the workflow execution\(^2\). The configuration file for this service contains the URI of the composite service’s description, which is stored as plain text. The threads mentioned in last paragraphs are actual threads in the Java based speculative enactment runtime. *Data References Repository* is written and deployed separately as an REST web service. It uses the URIs presented in Table 6.1. In the workflow execution, the runtime invokes the exposed web services of *Data References Repository* to collect information about execution sequences. This invocation is invisible to end-users. The so-called token repository is a simple List structure in Java to store string at its basic level, which is instantiated and associated with each workflow execution when the workflow is started.

### 6.6.2 Speculative Execution on Parts of the Workflow

Based on the token mechanism in Section 6.6.1, the runtime can speculatively execute alternatives for one service. In this case, all the services, which include the priority 1 service and all the other alternatives, will generate the same output tokens. The runtime will ensure if one of the service is successful, the other alternatives will be killed to save resources. Additionally, this token mechanism can be applied on parts of one workflow to enable the speculative execution of certain part of the workflow, which has more than one service.

---

\(^1\)Jersey: https://jersey.java.net/

\(^2\)The URI template is http://.../composite/{Service_Name}
Figure 6-7: Speculative Execution of Parts of Workflow
As shown in Figure 6-7, one part of workflow is extracted to demonstrate the mechanism. The thread S1’+S4 is the alternative part of S1+S2+S3. First, S1’ is the alternative service of S1 and it leads to the alternative part. They need to consume the same set of tokens in order to be executed. In such case S4 has no alternative relationship with the other following services S2 and S3 in the main part. The second important setting that makes they are alternative to each other is, S3 and S4 generate the same output tokens. If there are more alternative parts of S1+S2+S3, their final services generate the same tokens as S3 and their first services also are the alternative services of S1. In this speculative execution environment, all the parts start to execute at the same time.

As introduced in Section 6.6.1, the service dispatcher thread will kill itself, which contains a running service or a service of certain part in this case, when it discovers the task tokens it aims to generate is already in the task token repository as shown in Figure 6-6. Thus, in the example of Figure 6-7, when S3 or S4 finishes, they other alternative thread will be killed. However, there is a possible disadvantage on resources. The alternative thread will only be killed when it arrives the beginning of the final service of its part. This can be sorted out by further customise the tokens generated by the services for this very part of workflow.

The black marks locate beside the bottom corner of each service in Figure 6-7 represents their output tokens. Each thread of the part has its own unique and unified output tokens except the final service. The final service will generate the same tokens and they are the collection of all the unique tokens from each part. For example, main thread has token P1 and alternative thread has token P2. The final service of each thread will generate the same token P1+P2. If there is a third thread or even more thread, they will have the unique token P3 or Pn and the final token will be P1+P2+P3+...+Pn. Each of these Pn tokens can also represent a collection of tokens as long as they are unique from each other. In this case, it guarantees that when any of the final service is finished, all the other thread will be killed regardless which step they are in. Besides that, it will not kill any of the thread if the final service is not executed. Based on such a mechanism, the original token checking algorithm does not need to be modified. By setting the tokens carefully, speculative execution of parts of workflow can be processed without occupying unnecessary resources.
6.6.3 A Discussion on Time/Compute Resource Decisions

To have a speculative execution system for a web services based workflow, the primary goal is to save time. However, the saved time come with a price. The web services speculative execution needs extra computing power. The simplest model is that the user need to pay for the service for a certain price. The price can be calculated in an one-off or pay-as-you-go manner based on the final executing time. Surely, if we do not put the resource related decisions in a context of "Low Carbon Earth" (which is obviously out of the scope this thesis), and believe the market and economics will work out the best solution for service providers, we do not need to consider Time/Compute Resource Decision when the services are free. The workflow just need to run as many as possible web services to save time.

Then the question is simplified as, how much are you going to pay for your time? The speculative execution system can be designed to have such a blank field to let the user to fill in this number. However, the final decision has to be decided before this filling action by the user. Then, at the system level, in the case that the price is known, the question will be, how much time indeed can be saved by this speculative computing?

This has to be answer from a more basic question, why we need a speculative execution system? If all the services can be executed in one go without failure and can serve for our purpose perfectly, there is no necessity to have such a system. It is designed for all the unexpected conditions. Then the question can be simplified as, how unexpected all these services are? Or by asking, what is the occurrence probability that a web service will fail or its result has to be discarded? This will be a probability calculation based on experience. This may has been included in the service-level agreement (SLA) provided by the service provider. Additionally, this can be counted by user based on experience data to get a more customised result.

With the existence of the following three numbers: (i) the price the user can give for his/her time; (ii) the probability that one alternative service’s result will be adopted; (iii) the price needs to pay for the execution of this alternative service, a formula can be worked out for the decision of speculative execution of an alternative service.

\[
D = M_t - M_a / (P_s * T_s)
\]  

(6.1)

In Equation 6.1, \( M_t \) means the price the user would pay for time. \( M_a \) represents the price needs to pay for the execution of a certain alternative service. \( P_s \) is the probability
that this alternative service will be adopted, which also means the probability of all the higher priority services will fail. $T_s$ is the service execution time of the alternative service. If $T_s$ is longer than the execution time of the service with priority one, the execution time of the priority one will be used to replace $T_s$ here. The reason to have such a replacement is that even when the longer alternative service is executed in parallel, the maximum time can be saved is only equal to the execution time of the priority one service. When $D$ is equal or greater than 0, the alternative service should be executed as speculation. Or it should not. This equation can be also interpreted in such a way that, the higher price the user can set for his/her time, the higher chance the alternative should be executed. The lower the price to pay for the execution of alternative service, the higher chance it should be executed. The higher the probability this alternative service will be used, which also means all the previous services are failed, the higher chance it should be executed. And finally, the more time can be saved, the higher chance the alternative should be executed.

$$D = M_t - S \cdot M_s / (P_s \cdot T_s)$$ (6.2)

This discussion can lead to an interesting future work. We can further update the equation as Equation 6.2. The $S$ in the equation is a coefficient for the system sensitivity to financial cost. For example, if the $S$ is higher, the lower chance the alternative service will be executed. Users can adjust their sensitivity to financial cost case by case by setting the $M_t$. The system administrator can set the coefficient $S$ for the whole system in a more macroscopic view. To work out the appropriate coefficient and find out the appropriate price for certain user’s price for time will finally decide the efficiency of the whole speculative execution system.

6.7 Evaluation

6.7.1 A Petri Net Model

This model aims to provide a formal foundation based on Petri Net [Peterson, 1981] for the speculative enactment runtime. It contains variables that can used to simulate certain workflow enactment environments, such as workflow procedure, relationship among web services, failure rate of each web service and execution priority of each web service, etc. By performing experiments on it, simulation results can be generated,
Figure 6-8: A Petri Net Model of Speculative Enactment Runtime
observed and analysed. It can serve as an evaluation tool for the design concepts based on the experiment designs, which simulate the target execution environments of scientific workflow.

Figure 6-8 shows the formalization of a speculative enactment runtime model of web service composition. A runtime model is a colored Petri Net represented by a tuple $\mathcal{P} = (\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{T}, \mathcal{F}, \sum, \mathcal{M}_0, \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{C})$, where $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{T}$ are disjoint sets of places and transitions. Places represent states that contain tokens with multiple attributes, and transitions represent activities that can be guarded; transitions are fired when all the tokens in the corresponding input place arrive. Different token types with multiple attributes are defined as color set. Places and transitions are linked through arcs. $\mathcal{F}$ represents all the arcs the link them. $\mathcal{M}_0$ is the initial marking in which some tokens are initially assigned to places. $\sum$ represents all the color sets, which allows tokens to have data values attached to them like properties of the tokens. $\mathcal{G}$ represents a set of guard functions assigned to each transition, which are Boolean expressions evaluating to true or false. Guard functions encode token restrictions controlling whether they can be fired. $\mathcal{C}$ is a set of functions for a transition to generate output tokens in certain color sets from the input tokens that is defined by other color sets.

The execution of the runtime model starts from the Ready Process place. This place can be customised by the initial marking, which represents all of the elements of the composite web services (CWS) based workflow that is to be executed. The other important place in the initial marking is the place Service KB. It contains all the knowledge about each of the web services, such as I/O types, priority, service type (initial, goal, others). The aforementioned are the essential information that is defined also in the SSD. In addition, for the purpose of driving this model, a pre-defined fault rate of each service is embedded as well. The possibility of activating alternative solutions is determined based on uniform distribution. The three transitions are the query services. They are also provided by actual speculative enactment runtime. Place Service Executed holds the intermediate web services, which activate the following queries. After finishing the whole execution, there will be no tokens in this place. The remaining two places Exception In Execution and Finished Process contain tokens that represent failed workflow and successful workflow after the execution. All the failed service instances are kept in Exception as a record, as well as to activate the alternative solution query. All successful processes are be recorded in Finished Process.

To demonstrate the feasibility of SSD for CWS execution, as well as the intuitive
understanding on how the SSD supports exception handling, an exemplar CWS is created based on the Petri net model. Figure 6-9 depicts the workflow of the CWS. It is a four step sequential workflow. The second and third web service have substitutes to provide alternative solutions.

This experiment is designed and simulated by using the CPN Tools [Jensen et al., 2007]. The Petri net model is designed as shown in Figure 6-8. There are 1000 CWS instances of the same workflow being enacted in each of the simulation. They are all initiated from place Ready Process. In all the scenarios, Service 2, Service 3 and their substitutes all have a success rate of 90%. It means 10% of the executions need to be handled by error handling mechanism. The variables are the number of services that have substitutes (the alternatives) and the number of substitutes for one service. This simulation aims to show the trend that how the declarative description, based on the three query tags (Initial, Next, Alternative), can influence the number of completed CWS from a macroscopic perspective.

Table 6.2: The Simulation Results of Petri Net Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substitute</th>
<th>No. of completed</th>
<th>No. of total transitions</th>
<th>Extra steps on alternative solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No substitute</td>
<td>821/1000</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 substitute for S2 &amp; S3</td>
<td>965/1000</td>
<td>4116</td>
<td>0.81 (116/144)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sub. for S2 &amp; 1 for S3</td>
<td>978/1000</td>
<td>4182</td>
<td>6 (56/13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 sub. for S2 &amp; 1 for S3</td>
<td>984/1000</td>
<td>4225</td>
<td>7.16 (43/6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-9: An exemplar composite web service for the Petri net model
Table 6.2 shows the simulation results based on a series simulations under different conditions. It aims to show that this model is capable of increasing the number of completed CWS. It also aims to show with the increasing of the number of completed CWS, there is more overhead on finding and calling the alternative solutions.

The second column is the number of the completed workflows. For example, in the scenario of no substitute, 821/1000 is approximately equal to the product (81%) of the simulated success rates of Service 2 and Service 3. The third column shows the overall transition firing steps in the simulation. When there are alternative solutions, the CWS needs more steps to complete. The difference between the numbers of other rows with the number of first row represents the extra execution steps on web service execution. The fourth column shows the extra average overhead on each of the CWS that being recovered by new alternative solution. For example, in the row of “One substitute for S2/S3”, 0.81 equals to (4116-4000)/(965-821). Obviously, it can be observed that, with more alternative web service as substitute, more CWS are able to finish successfully. On the other hand, more successful enactment means more overhead, especially when there is no speculative process is introduced so that all the primary and alternative solutions are executed in a single-thread manner. This issue is rooted in the time wasted on unsuccessful execution and service invocation timeout. This timeout can be a very long time that varies because of different client tools. The situation could be even worse by considering that some scientific web services may take very long time to finish in real-world scenario. It means to redo them, by either the original service or the alternative one, it may double this long time.

In fourth column, the ratio between extra steps on alternative solutions and the number of extra successful CWS is increasing from 0.81 to 7.16. It means have 1 more successful CWS, the system needs more queries on alternative solutions and more executions of services. As explained in last paragraph, in a single-thread execution model, the more alternative solutions one web service have, the more time will be spent on long time execution and timeout. They are piled up in a sequential manner. In this simulation experiment, it can be observed that the design of having alternative solutions for failures in this declarative description is able to raise the number of successful CWS in the environment that web services have a certain failure rate. However, it also shows that when you apply more alternative solutions, the time resources that spend on the each successful CWS is more. It is believed by introducing the speculative enactment runtime, this trend can be mitigated that all the alternative solutions
will be executed in a speculative and parallel way to save time.

6.7.2 A Implementation of the Speculative Enactment Runtime

In Section 6.6, the design of the runtime for speculative enactment has been introduced. It is implemented as web services based on a series of tools, such as Java language, Prolog, Apache Tomcat. The reasoning process for finding candidates (alternative solutions) for speculative enactment is written in Prolog as shown in Appendix B and connected with web service component in Java by JPL [Singleton et al., 2004]. In the Petri Net evaluation, it is hard to simulate the speculative process, especially the real performance effect taking full account of the overhead of speculative enactment, such as the query for speculative solution as well as the impact of network bandwidth. By evaluating the declarative description in Section 6.7.1, it also exposes the issue that more time will be spent on one successful CWS when more alternative solutions are applied. In this section, an example CWS is created based on the real runtime, which allows the customisation of the amount of data being transferred between services. This allow conclusions to be drawn on the general trend of network bandwidth impact.

Figure 6-10 depicts the CWS for the test. It contains two applications. Each of them has the function to replicate the input data and output it for the following web service. The CWS is built based on Datapool service and web service management.
Table 6.3: The simulation results of the composite web service in real runtime systems that were introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. \( DP_1 \) and \( DP_2 \) represent the Datapool service. \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) represent the application based Services. \( DP_2' \) and \( S_2' \) are the alternative solution of \( DP_2 \) and \( S_2 \). They are invoked concurrently by the speculative enactment runtime. The input data size can be customised to observe the impact of network bandwidth on the overall performance. The alternative solutions \( DP_2' \) and \( S_2' \) are deployed in different machine. It is in the same intranet of the main server. In this experiment, \( DP_2 \) and \( S_2 \) are disabled to simulate the situation that an alternative solution has to be activated. The environments are listed below:

1. Network: VLAN over gigbit (copper) ethernet;
2. Main server: Linux 2.6.32-31-server: Processor 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon E5520 (*16);
3. Alternative server: Mac OS X Version 10.6.7: Processor 3.2 GHz Intel Core i3, Memory 4GB;
4. VMs (the services are deployed in two VMs on each server): each VM is allocated with 2 CPUs and 2GB Memory; Operating System: Linux 2.6.32-28-generic;
5. Client: the client is co-located with the VM on the Mac machine. This VM also holds the alternative service.
6. Service container: Apache Tomcat 7.0.28

Table 6.3 shows the results of a series execution of the CWS shown in Figure 6-10. They are executed in three modes. *Non-spec.* means speculative enactment runtime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>1127.2</td>
<td>2090.0/963.8</td>
<td>2233.2/1105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256KB</td>
<td>1169.8</td>
<td>2118.6/948.8</td>
<td>2189.6/1119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512KB</td>
<td>1101.4</td>
<td>2105.0/1004</td>
<td>2339.0/1237.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1MB</td>
<td>1339.2</td>
<td>2196.0/856.8</td>
<td>2327.8/988.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>1784.0</td>
<td>2416.2/632.2</td>
<td>2526.8/742.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>1872.0</td>
<td>2720.3/848.3</td>
<td>2850.9/978.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>2776.8</td>
<td>3499.0/722.2</td>
<td>3785.1/1008.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: The simulation results of the composite web service in real runtime
is not used in the execution. The services are all executed in the normal way. *Spec. Normal* means speculative enactment runtime is applied. The alternative solution is executed by the runtime. However, it is not activated to generate the output for the CWS. *Spec. Alter.* means that the alternative solution is executed concurrently, and the output from it is adopted. The relatively simple CWS allows the observation on the trend of performance when various size of data is applied.

Based on the data from Table 6.3, Figure 6-11 is drawn to show the trend of performance variance. The blue line shows the ratio between *Non-spec.* and *Spec. Normal.* It can be observed that there is still difference between *Non-spec.* and *Spec. Normal.* It can be understood as the overhead of the speculative enactment runtime, which includes all the process for query, reasoning, etc. Whereas, the ratio reduces when data size grows. In this situation, because the overhead is relatively static, the more time spent on other activities in this CWS, the lower the ratio for the overhead of the speculative enactment runtime. The red line, which shows the ratio between *Spec. Normal* and *Spec. Alter.*, provides another evidence on the efficiency of the runtime. Across the range of data transfer sizes, the ratio hardly alters, as would be expected. In the situation that primary solution disabled, it only takes slightly longer time to switch to alternative solution.

Based on this experiment, it can be observed that, by applying the speculative runtime, a relatively static overhead is recorded which is not varied much based on the changes of the time a web service costs. It is reflected by that the coefficient of variation(CV) of the difference between *Spec. Normal* and *Non-spec.* is 15.87%. On
the other hand, the CV of the Non-spec. is 38.10%, which is larger. At the same time, the correlation value between \textit{Difference with Non-spec.\,(ms)} in fourth column and \textit{Non-spec.} is -0.4588. There is no positive correlation and it is only weakly correlated. So the overhead is not caused by the extra alternative execution of the service. On the contrast, this positive correlation can be observed in Table 6.2, that the model runs on single thread and no speculative mechanism applied. When the number of substitute(s) increases from 1 to 3, the extra steps spent on new alternative solutions increases from 0.81 to 7.16. In the experiment, each step can be deemed as a unit time that spent on one service when all the services are assumed to cost the same time.

6.7.3 The Simulation for Time/Compute Resource Decisions

This simulation aims to evaluate the effectiveness of Equation 6.2 for time/compute resource decisions. An speculative enactment runtime model is built based on Colored Petri Net(CPN) in CPN Tools\cite{Jensen et al., 2007}. The the simulation largely reused the structure of the model shown in Figure 6-8. The differences are mainly on:

- The colorset for service is changed. Now it includes the extra information about the price and estimated execution time of each service.

- On more function \text{IfAlternative()} is added for transition \text{GetAlternativeService}, which is shown as List 6.9. This function is written based on Equation 6.2, as Line 8 in List 6.9, to decide if an alternative should be executed speculatively based on the equation.

- The initial services are changed to fit for this workflow simulation. More details about this workflow is introduced in following text.

Listing 6.9: \text{IfAlternative} Function

```plaintext
1 { 
2   fun IfAlternative(vs:Service)= 
3     let 
4       val price_ins=(#price vs); 
5       val et_ins=(#et vs); 
6       val rr_ins=(#rr vs); 
7     in
```
Figure 6-12: Equation simulation workflow

```
8     if Cons_mt-Cons_s*price_ins/(rr_ins*et_ins)>0.0
9       then true
10      else false
11       end
12   }
```

Workflow shown in Figure 6-12 is used for the test. It includes three services. The initial service and goal service will be executed with error rate 0. Their executions will not be influenced by the speculative enactment runtime and Equation 6.2. In order to show the direct influence of the equation to the execution of this workflow, one service (priority 1 service in Figure 6-12) in the workflow will be speculatively enacted. It has three alternative services in sequence with priority from 2 to 4. All the services have the same error rate 10%. In this workflow all the services have the same price, 10 price units. They also have the same estimated execution time(EET), 10 time units. In this simulation, the coefficient $S$, which is the Cons_s in List 6.9, is set as 1. The only variable is $M_t$. It is also the only designated number that can be adjusted by workflow runtime users in the design.

With simple calculation, it can be realised that, by setting $M_t$ in certain range, different level of speculation will be achieved. By setting in the range (1,10], only priority 1 service will be executed. By setting in the range (10,100], priority 1 and 2 services will be executed and speculated. Range (100,1000] can have priority 1 to 3 services being executed and speculated. Range (1000,$\infty$) can have priority 1 to 4 services, all of them, being executed in a speculative manner. Thus, to monitor the influence of the equation, four scenarios are set with $M_t$ set to 2, 11, 101 and 1001.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M_t$</th>
<th>Round 1 (Successed/Failed)</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 3</th>
<th>Money</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4506/494</td>
<td>4508/492</td>
<td>4515/485</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4945/55</td>
<td>4944/56</td>
<td>4951/49</td>
<td>100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>4993/7</td>
<td>4995/5</td>
<td>4992/8</td>
<td>150000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>5000/0</td>
<td>4998/2</td>
<td>4999/1</td>
<td>200000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: The three rounds results of simulation

Figure 6-13: Results of simulation

Workflow will be executed in each of the scenarios for 5000 times with 3 rounds, 15000 times in total.

From Table 6.4, it can be seen that for all the scenarios, they have almost the consistent success rate in all the three rounds. The chart in Figure 6-13 further shows the overall success rate by accumulating the three rounds. The general trend is when the order of magnitude of $M_t$ grows, more nines the success rate gets. In Table 6.4, the fourth column shows the costs on the second step execution in the workflow. It grows linearly from 50000 to 200000. Surely, by setting $M_t$ at 2, the user can save 150000 in speculative enactment by comparing with setting it to 1001. But in the circumstance that every fail can incur great loss and every lost time unit may worth more than 1000 price unit, the extra 150000 will worth it.

In a real-world scenario, users can set their psychological prices for $M_t$. The distribution of service prices and EET will be more complex for the whole workflow. The basic theory about how the equation can be effective and works is already shown in
this simulation. Besides, to make the equation more effective, all the variables can even be set in a dynamic way. This idea will lead to more research. This is further discussed in Section 8.3.

6.8 Summary

From the evaluation on the Petri net model and the runtime implementation, two points can be related as summary:

1. Based on the simulation on the formal model, the design of enactment model based on the declarative description is able to increase the number of completed CWS, in the scenario that there is failure rates applied on each web service.

2. Furthermore, based on the results from the experiment on the real runtime, the speculative enactment model shows that the overhead spent on the process of error handling is not correlated with the execution time of alternative service. The overhead is relatively static when the execution time of alternative service increases.

This chapter gave an overview on web service composition, related description languages and especially the declarative description. SSD is proposed to describe CWS declaratively that are based on and implementable with the ROA based Datapool services and the application services introduced in Chapter 3 and 4. For the purpose of enabling SSD to be implementable in CWS enactment and real world scenario, a detailed design on the declarative enactment runtime is proposed as well. Together with the evaluation based on both a formal Petri-net model and real runtime, this chapter shows the capacity of the ROA based runtime for: (i) REST web services failure handling, which is supported by late-binding feature of SSD and the runtime; (ii) improved performance in the scenario of web service failure, which is supported by the speculative workflow enactment and SSD.
Chapter 7

Case Studies

This chapter presents case studies on some applications in real scenarios. There are three types of cases: (i) a workflow for optimization of the wing internal stiffness distribution. This workflow is based on in-house code written by non-computer scientists. The workflow is composed in the Taverna. (ii) the integration with local program based on MDO frameworks. This workflow is built based on existing MDO frameworks, which do not have the ability to expose themselves as web services and composite web service. (iii) a image processing workflow that built based on existing desktop programs.

7.1 Optimization of the Wing Internal Stiffness Distribution

7.1.1 Scenario

The optimization process is formed by three main steps: aerodynamics analysis, structural load transfer, structural optimization. In these three steps, there are four programs which are DoubletLattice, LoadTransfer, FiniteElement and LevelSetOptimizer. In our services composition case we integrate FiniteElement and LevelSetOptimizer as one program. The tangible functions of each program are listed below:

DoubletLattice

The DoubletLattice program models the aircraft wing as an infinitely thin layer to compute aerodynamic lift and induced drag. The program reads in the input
file, aero input.dat that consists of the geometrical definition of the wing, such as span and chord, as well as the flight conditions. By simulating the flow vortices around the wing, the aerodynamic load distribution is extracted to an output file, aero load.dat. This program is written in FORTRAN 77 and FORTRAN 95.

**LoadTransfer**

Fluid-structural interaction is an important study when integrating the aerodynamic and the structural discipline. This is because of the two different meshes between aerodynamic (DoubletLattice) and structural (FiniteElement) models. The input script, structural input.dat details the element sizes of the wing which is also going to be modelled in the FiniteElement program. The LoadTransfer program transfers the calculated aerodynamic loads to the finite element mesh via surface spline and computes the structural loads (structural load.dat). The LoadTransfer program is written in FORTRAN 95.

**FiniteElement**

The FiniteElement program reads in the structural loads input and calculates the stiffness of the wing structure. The deflection of the wing is computed based on a linear static equation. Therefore, the strain energy, which is the objective function to be minimized, can be calculated. This program is written in C-program.

**LevelSetOptimizer**

A level-set method is implemented in C-program to optimize the wing structure. The objective is to minimize the strain energy subject to a volume constraint. During the optimization, the structural boundary is moving inward, hence, the volume is reduced. These involves a number of iterations and in each iteration, the wing deflection and the strain energy are re-calculated as the overall structure stiffness has changed. The solution is converged when the convergence criteria are met, i.e. the targeted volume is achieved and the objective values of the last 5 iterations are less than 0.1

### 7.1.2 Solution

For the purpose of demonstrating a MDO process in a web services composition, the Taverna workbench is utilized for the jobs of services composition, execution and monitoring with the support of the services located in Datapool and SaaS based framework
Figure 7-1: The MDO process built in Taverna based on REST web services proposed in Chapter 3 and 4. We demonstrate all the functional modules with an example created in Taverna. Figure 7-1 is the screenshot of the services composition design example, which intends to optimize the topology of the internal layout of an aircraft wing structure. All the dark blue boxes (Aerosolve, AeroLoad\_transfer, BLES3) are RESTful web services built by the web services management system upon three command line programs, DoubletLattice, LoadTransfer and FiniteElement and LevelSetOptimizer as BLES3, which are written in either Fortran or C languages. All the pink boxes (Put\_Inputs\_4\_Aerosolve, Put\_Inputs\_4\_AeroLoad\_transfer, Put\_Inputs\_BLES3) are the RESTful web services for the Datapool, whose functions are uploading data as web resources for application services. The input ports built in Taverna based on RESTful web services are located at the top of Figure 7-1, and output ports are located at the bottom. One local service Data Extractor is utilised to retrieve the data based on the URIs collection return by the last application service.

A simple rectangular wing example is provided and tested by the non-specialist to demonstrate the feasibility of this ROA-based framework. In the aero input.dat, a wing structure of 20 strips and 5 chord boxes with a 0 dihedral angle and 4 incidence
is defined. The wings root chord is 8 meters and span is 20 meters. Meanwhile, the ratio of root chord and tip chord is 1. The flight condition is set as 0.7 MACH and 35000 feet. After the execution of aerodynamics analysis and load transfer steps, the structural loads that are applied on each finite element nodes are interpolated from aerodynamic loads using spline method. By using the structural loads transferred from aerodynamics loads as input, final topology solution is generated by the structural optimization step. Figure 7-2 depicts the initial topology and final optimum solution. The solution is generated based on the numerical result from PlotShapeFinal output port.

7.2 The Integration with local program based MDO frameworks

7.2.1 Scenario

The framework also has the ability to integrate with existing MDO frameworks. As reviewed in Chapter 2, there are some frameworks that already include a web service function or a server/client architecture. However, some frameworks can only be executed as local programs. A learning curve is needed for the non-specialists to fill the gap between those local frameworks and online service based functions. In this case, the ability to deploy legacy MDO workflows based on existing MDO frameworks like OpenMDAO[The OpenMDAO development team, 2010] and Dakota[Sandia National Laboratories, 2010] is presented.

With the support of the OpenMDAO runtime installed in the server, the deployment process can be achieved as easily as for any other command-line program. On the other hand, Dakota has a different execution approach in that the workflow is defined as a input file, which is then executed by the Dakota runtime. With the Dakota
runtime installed on the server, the workflow can be executed as a web service by simply uploading the input file through the Datapool service.

7.2.2 Solution

openMDAO Service

The executable based on the openMDAO framework is a python script, which is created by users. The openMDAO works as a python library to support the functionality of the MDO workflow. In this case a Multidisciplinary Design Feasible (MDF) workflow [The openMDAO development team, 2013] is deployed as a RESTful web service based on the deployment GUI tool and the Datapool service. In this case, the workflow executables have to be deployed to the server as a web service. If other MDO workflows need to be deployed, the corresponding python script should be deployed in advance as web services through the GUI tool as well. The generated web service description is presented in Figure 7-3.

In the description in Figure 7-3, the three parameters of the optimizer are configured as inputs. The output stream from the openMDAO framework is configured
<WS_Definition>
<Service_Name ifPublic="yes">dakota_t1</Service_Name>
<Application_Name IfDakota="yes"
  IfExecutableJar="no"
  IfOpenMDAO="no"
  IfPythonModule="no"/>
<Inputs>
<Input IsValue="no" NotInArgs="no"
  name="dakota_rosenbrock_2d_in" qualifier="-i"/>
</Inputs>
<Outputs>
<Output IsValue="no" NotInArgs="no"
  name="out_2d" qualifier="-o"/>
</Outputs>
</WS_Definition>

Figure 7-4: The description file for Dakota service

as the output of the web service. They are all stored in the Datapool service and accessible through allocated URIs.

Dakota Service

The Dakota has a different architecture as the openMDAO. It is a software package that reads in an .in as a description to the MDO problem. The user writes the description rather than a script to solve the problem as what the openMDAO directs users to do. Thus, to deploy this framework as a web service, first it is assumed the Dakota software is already installed in the server. The generated description of the RESTful web service is presented in Figure 7-4. This description is generated by the GUI based interface introduced in Section 4.3.3. Through the GUI interface, the command-line entry for this software can be deployed as web service on server side. Then, to solve a specific problem, user just needs to send the problem description .in input as he/she does for the desktop version of Dakota software to the web service. In this case, a problem called rosenbrock is used as an example, which is extracted from its User Manual [Eldred et al., 2007].

In Figure 7-4, the necessary information to deploy the Dakota script as web
service is described for the whole framework. In it, the input is the .in file. The output of the web service is the output file from the Dakota framework. It can be noticed that, in this case, the service description does not have an application name, because the application that this web service aims to wrap has been deployed at the server side. The problem itself is not an executable script or program. In other words, all the Dakota related service actually have the same application name.

7.3 Image Processing Workflow

7.3.1 Scenario

PovRay[Persistence of Vision Raytracer Pty. Ltd., 2003] is a ray tracing program which generates images from a text-based scene description, which is written in the POV description language. ImageMagick[ImageMagick Studio, 1999] is a software suite to create, edit, compose, or convert images. Conventionally, the user needs to manually operate these two different pieces of software to achieve a workflow, such as generating an image by following an editing step on the image. Surely, there is learning curve for both of the software.

In this case, a workflow, as shown in Figure 7-5 based on web services and the ROA framework will be created to generate image from a POV file and then convert the 3-D image from the png format to the jpeg format. Both of the command-line executables are written as shell scripts. The PovRay executable also has files reside that serve as libraries for 3-D image generation. Both of the PovRay and ImageMagick have been installed in the target server.
7.3.2 Solution

The related executables and libraries for each program are packed as two zip files. They are deployed through the GUI tool as RESTful web services. The generated web service description files are listed in Figure 7-6 and 7-7.

The workflow also contains two Datapool services. The first Datapool service is
used for initial input data uploading. The second one is the one to store intermediate data, the *png* file. The Datapool service for ImageMagick receives this *png* file as a URI reference (step 6 in Figure 4-4). They are invoked from the client-side by an executable script written in Python, which supports the invocation of RESTful web services. One syntax example is shown in Figure 4-10 on Page 90.

### 7.4 Summary

This chapter covers three types of scenarios:

- in-house legacy code based command line programs, which are composed in existing WMS;
- legacy workflows in existing software framework, which is wrapped and exposed as web service;
- legacy software based command line programs, which is composed programmatically by new code.

Therefore, this framework shows its flexibility to integrate with various types of workflow platforms. It also fits with the requirements from different skill levels of users. The components of the composite web service can be a piece of code, software or even the workflow created by existing workflow framework. The output can be workflow in existing WMS, web services and in-house customized code.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Contribution

This thesis studied the feasibility and advantages of applying state-of-the-art computer technology in scientific workflow modeling in a collaborative environment. Based on this study, a reference implementation for ROA based workflow modelling was proposed, which covered the topics of data management, service management, data and service virtualisation and service composition. This thesis started with a series of reviews on related researches and technologies related to those four topics. Among them, the data management and web service management formed the foundation of this modelling framework. The data and service virtualisation enabled the reusability of scientific applications in heterogenous computing environments with various machines/operating systems. The study on web service composition carried out an exploration to further release the potentials of this framework, which enabled the description of the composite service declaratively and to execute it by a speculative computing enactment runtime. Practically, the contributions of this thesis were achieved in three stages:

- A light-weight framework for workflow data management and service management that is based on RESTful web service to bridge the gap between desktop scientific application and online scientific workflow;

- A data and service virtualisation framework to further enhance the efficiency on computing resource and increase the reproducibility of the computing environ-
A Light-Weight Framework for Bridge-Building from Desktop to Cloud

This study has presented an indication for the benefits arising from our light-weight framework for the deployment and execution of scientific application in the cloud. With our GUI based deployment mechanism, the technical barriers are lowered for non-specialist usage of web services and cloud resources. The framework reduces the effort and enhances the efficiency for users to turn legacy code and programs into web services and hence collaborate with each other. The distributed and asynchronous data staging mechanism helps reduce end-to-end times by hiding the costs of data staging between services as well as between client and service, which works as the foundation to enhance the efficiency of data transfers in the ROA based scientific workflow modelling. Practically, this thesis also evaluates the usefulness and usability of the framework through a user study and some experiments, showing how different types of legacy programs and tools can cooperate seamlessly in workflow with the support of our framework.

A PaaS Scientific Workflow Framework based on Data and Services Virtualisation

Chapter 5 proposed a scientific workflow modelling framework based on containerization technology. It also adopted the data staging approach and SaaS platform introduced in Chapter 3 and 4. By adopting latest technologies, this work proposed a new idea about how to overcome the issue of data staging overhead and the compatibility issues brought by heterogenous computing platforms in a scientific workflow. This framework showed its ability to enhance the efficiency of computing resources utilisation and to increase the reproducibility of the computing environment for heterogenous scientific applications. This chapter also discussed the limitation of such methodology in scientific workflow modelling. This discussion yielded the guidelines about the suitable solution for scientific workflow in different computing environments.
A Speculative Enactment Runtime for Scientific Workflow

In Chapter 6, a speculative enactment runtime was introduced together with the Speculative Service Description (SSD). SSD is the first declarative workflow description language that is designed for a speculative enactment runtime. It further presented the capability of declarative description language in the implementation of scientific workflow, which enhances the fault-tolerance ability of scientific workflow. It supports the composition of web services that generates the workflow as autonomous services. Additionally, it utilizes and benefits from the architectural specification of hypermedia distributed systems as described by REST, and from the insights and guidelines of ROA.

On the basis of the SSD and enactment runtime model, this work introduced the prototype implementation of the speculative enactment runtime. The implementation brings in the idea of integrating both objective-oriented and logic programming languages to create the web services as the interfaces for the speculative enactment process. This prototype allows the validation of this speculative enactment runtime in real application scenarios.

As a summary, this work enhances the efficiency of scientific workflow modelling and presents the feasibility of implementing ROA and RESTful web services in scientific workflows with the introducing of new approaches on data management, service management and service composition in aforementioned two stages. Specifically, this can be observed from two perspectives:

1. from the application perspective, as a user of scientific workflows, this work validates the feasibility and demonstrates the advantages of applying a new ROA based workflow framework.

2. from the development perspective, as a computer scientist, this work fills the gap between new web services technology and scientific workflow modelling by developing a more efficient framework based on ROA and RESTful web services;
8.2 Limitations

8.2.1 The Overheads in Web Services based Scientific Workflow

In Section 3.4, Figure 3-5 shows the impact of overheads in network communication. The fluctuation of execution times is caused by the varied network situation. It can be assumed that, in workflows with different execution time and I/O data size, this overhead can impact the total performance. Meanwhile, in Section 6.7, Figure 6-11 also shows the overhead and its trend caused by the introducing of speculative enactment runtime. This section will discuss the overhead in web services based scientific workflow and its limitation.

To further investigate the impact of overhead on the performance, first of all, two experiments are set up based on a workflow with (i) scalable computing time, (ii) and transferred data size, which are composed based on the framework. It is the sellar workflow script sellar_MDF_solver.py in OpenMDAO in this experiment, which is introduced in Chapter 7. The results are discussed in two parts:

**Scalable Computing Time**

The code in sellar.py has a very short compute time (one line of script), which makes it easy to observe the communication costs. With the addition of a line of code to make it sleep for a specified period to simulate a longer computing time. The comparison is between the local version of the prolonged script and the web service version of the prolonged script. In them, the web service version has two scenarios that one is deployed on the Amazon EC2 machine, one is deployed on the intranet of UoB.

In this experiment, the workflow is executed for 139 times to get the mean of total execution time. In Figure 8-1, the execution time for three conditions are presented: local workflow, web service workflow (Intranet environment), web service workflow (Internet environment). The x axis represents the sleep time in the script, which can be deemed as the computing time of the original local script. From Figure 8-1, it is not surprising to see generally the execution time of Internet workflow is the slowest and the local workflow is the fastest. We can also observe that the variation in Internet traffic has a significant impact on workflow execution time.
Based on the results from Figure 8-1, we derive Figure 8-2 which plots the ratio between Internet and Local workflow as well as the ratio between Intranet and Local workflow. The latter has a clear downward trend as the computational time grows: from 1.93 at 1s to 1.20 at 5s, and to 1.08 at 10s. In the Internet workflow, we can observe a nonmonotonic trend at the beginning in Figure 8-1, which is simply due to traffic variations in the Internet environment and configuration at server-side. In this experiment, the server is located on the east coast of America. The server is a AWS free-usage tier one, which is allocated with limited and low priority computing and communication resources. However, from Figure
we can still see the general trend that the ratio between Internet and Local workflow drops from 5.08 at 0.5s to 1.22 at 5s. After 10s, we observe that the differences between the three conditions have stabilized. At 10s, the ratio between Internet workflow and local one reduces to 1.10. It can be observed the Internet/Local ratio is getting closer or even similar to the Intranet/Local ratio when computing time grows. This indicates that, in the circumstance of that there is only control flow (or the dataflow’s size is stable), the influence of network situation on total execution time is getting smaller when computing time of web service grows. After certain level, such as the 5s computing time in this case, the influence of network situation on overhead is almost negligible.

**Scalable Transferred Data Size**

A further experiment will show that how the execution time scales when large-scale data communication is involved in the workflow. It also aims to observe sensitivity to the increasing of data size.

As a basis, the framework has a stream style communication design for data handling that no matter how large the data is, it is never fully loaded into the memory. The data is divided into a stream of small sections. The memory only loads one section from the hard drive every time and handles the data in a stream, with the objective of reducing the overall memory footprint. Even in some extreme situation when the machine only has very limited memory, it can still deal with large amounts of data. This is also one of our test that will be shown. The user of this framework also does not need to manually configure the memory heap size for the framework (it is based on Java Virtual Machine), the default size is enough.

In this experiment, different sizes of data ranging from 128K to 256M are submitted to web service deployed through the framework. The web service on server side will send back a success response when file is successfully received. The whole execution finishes with a further request to a web service to fetch an HTTP response with empty body. The web service simply simulates the process to consume the data uploaded previously. Two network environments are tested here to provide a comparison. In the first scenario, the service is deployed in an
Figure 8-3: Experiment results of data communication

Amazon EC2 machine and the client side is deployed within the University of Bath intranet. In the second, both server and client are within the intranet. Both servers and the client machine have a single core CPU.

To establish a baseline cost for data transfer alone, we ran an experiment using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), in order to get a better picture of the influence of the bandwidth and network environment on transmission costs. This data is plotted on Figure 8-3 as well. From Figure 8-3, it can be observed that data transmission time rises in line with data size as expected. The useful observation however, once the transfer size outweighs the overhead costs, is that we can observe the overhead for the WS data transfer over SFTP by comparing the blue (WS) and green (SFTP) bars. As usual, small volumes are noisy and uninformative, but above 4Mb, there is a clear differential between WS and SFTP, with the former taking longer. The study here is not sufficiently detailed to be anything more than indicative, but it suggests confirmation of the intuition that data transfer over HTTP incurs a small but notable overhead compared to SFTP, which is tuned for data transfer. Without more detailed investigation it is hard to say whether the factor is additive or multiplicative, but the ratio is falling between 16Mb and 256Mb. The second useful observation, which helps to contextualize these experiments, is that the approximate bandwidth between UoB and the EC2 machine is in the range 0.8-1.0Mb/s. A higher performance network should provide higher bandwidth and hence contribute to a lower per-
formance crossover point in terms of the minimum data size necessary before it is worth using a WS.

The limitation can be concluded as, (i) the performance of data staging is still significantly impacted by the network; (ii) the network overhead is a stable factor that, with the growth of computing time and data size, the impact turns smaller; (iii) in better network situations, the network overhead takes a smaller part of overall overhead.

On the other hand, the overhead on data staging is not only limited by network latency. The hardware limitation is yet another influential factor. The mechanical hard disk can reduce the I/O speed significantly. A possible direction to explore in the future is the adoption of RAM disk. On implementation level, a series solutions can be adopted, such as `ramdiskadm` [Oracle, 2011], `RapidDisk` [Koutoupis, 2010], etc.

### 8.2.2 The Synchronized Connection based on HTTP

In this framework, the HTTP connections in the workflow are synchronized. That means at network level, for each HTTP connection, it will not be disconnected from server until the end of the computing process. For example, if there is an application that needs a long time of execution, the connection will be maintained as long as the execution.

At client side, the Taverna workflow has a multi-process mechanism in its execution runtime. Therefore, the synchronized connection will not block the execution of other available web services invocation. In the Python based and Java based client side, multi-thread code can be involved as well to avoid the impact of synchronization. In both client types, timeout length can be customized. It allows the client to wait for the connection, rather than disconnect it automatically. In a nut shell, in this research work and prototype, the asynchronized connection is not necessary.

In future implementation, the disadvantages of a synchronized connection potentially can be reflected from following aspects: (i) the client with uncUSTOMisable time-out length, such as some of the browsers, will have a problem if the execution time is too long; (ii) the client machine may experience shutdown or restart in this process, or the user wants to retrieve the results from another machine; (iii) if there are multiple instances of a connection, to release the resources as soon as possible will also be a positive factor to the system performance.
The asynchronised connections can be supported by pull or push technology. By implementing pull technology, such as web feeds, the client can maintain an aggregator to subscribe each of the remote executions. Besides, the latest push technology can also provide an option as solution. Such as in HTML5, WebSocket [Fette and Melnikov, 2011] protocol provides the full-duplex communications channels over a single TCP connection. Because it uses TCP port number 80, it can be used in the environments that firewalls block non-web Internet connections.

8.3 Future Works

This framework, as an implementation, shows its ability and potential in the application of scientific workflow. As an outcome of this research, it still can have its potentials to be further released in future implementation beyond a prototype. The future works will be carried out from two aspects as well: web services management and speculative enactment runtime.

Web Service Management

The future works on web service management will mainly focus on the following aspects:

- In the future, the framework can be further developed to be deployed on more platforms, such as Windows and Mac OS.
- The user interface can be migrated from a Client/Server architecture to Browser/Server architecture.

Speculative Enactment runtime

Currently, the speculative enactment runtime is used mainly to deal with fault-tolerance or error-handling issues. It has the potential to work as a mechanism to provide alternative solutions in more scenarios. For example, when there are multiple options of the inputs for a computing process, it will be helpful to provide a single service that can take multiple input options and generate one optimal result. This can be implemented and tested for some cases in specific research areas. Currently, there is no such a study case in hand in order to build the test workflow and collect the test data. This research and implementation can only be meaningful when there is such a demand to work out the optimal
output from multiple inputs. The possible amount of the inputs and the affordable computing resources can potentially influence the efficiency of the system. These will lead to the needs for more case studies and researches.

At the implementation level, the Prolog based speculative enactment runtime can be refactored and written in the OO languages, such as C++, Java because the current solution does not have an ideal link between OO languages and Prolog. For example, JPL does not support multi-process requests. Furthermore, with an OO languages based system, it will reduce the costs to deploy the system with less knowledge preparation and software/library support. Besides, the SSD can be designed and written based on more user-friendly grammar or even align with other description language standards.

**Integration of Virtualized Scientific Workflow and Speculative Enactment Runtime**

In this thesis, both the virtualized scientific workflow platform and the speculative enactment runtime are independently developed based on the works introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. They are both good examples to show the extendibility of the ROA based scientific workflow platform. Furthermore, these two independently developed systems can be integrated together to gain more potential.

For example, now the speculative enactment runtime is more like a tool that only serve for client-side users. The whole speculative process can be explicitly programmed and monitored from user’s point of view. The whole process is not transparent to users. They are aware of which services are speculatively executed and what alternative services are invoked. By integrating the virtualized scientific workflow and speculative enactment runtime, this process can be carried out entirely at server-side such that the users do not to be aware that there is even a speculative process. The speculative enactment process will be transparent to users. At server-side, for one service, there can be multiple algorithms, multiple instances or multiple inputs that are executed in parallel in a speculative manner to serve for one purpose. They are all controlled by the server. From the user’s point of view, the enactment of this type of *server-side speculative service* does not need to be different from a normal service. Virtual machines can be dynamically started or stopped for each service execution job based on the number of service requests and idle resources. Algorithms can be developed for
this dynamic allocation.

**Future Works on Speculative Enactment Runtime**

In the discussion about time/compute resource decisions in Section 6.6.3, an equation is proposed about how to make the decision. Equation 8.1 is also proposed to further reveal the research potential based on the speculative enactment in scientific workflow.

\[
D = M_t - S * M_s / (P_s * T_s)
\]  

(8.1)

It is discussed that, users or system administrators can adjust their sensitivity to financial cost case by case by setting the \(M_t\). This setting can be a static number. It can also be dynamically reflected and configured based on some factors at runtime. Finally, it will lead to a system that not only automatically and efficiently, but also economically can achieve the workflow tasks in terms of time/compute resource costs. The factor can be the idle resources that left in the HPC system. The coefficient can also be set dynamically based on the change of power price or the daily generated power from the local solar panels. The factors can be more. The data about those factors can be collected from a sensor network. This combined consideration of efficiency and economy will lead to a wide range of future works.
Appendix A

The Description of the Cancer Modelling Workflow

A.1 Introduction

The cancer modeling workflow is composed of three models that concern breast cancer. They are the deliverables from the research in Kolokotroni et al. [2008a,b, 2011]. The workflow is built based on Taverna workbench as depicted in Figure A-1. The workflow contains three sub-models. Their input data are read in through a XML parser. The parser is also used to connect models. The parser collects data from last step in workflow and combine it with the raw input to generate the input file for next step in the workflow. The functions of each model is briefly introduced in following sections.

A.2 Epirubicin Pharmacokinetics

The model simulates the pharmacokinetics of Epirubicin and calculates the Area Under Curve of the plot plasma concentration of the drug against time after administration. More specifically, the pharmacokinetics of Epirubicin is modeled by a three compartment open model with elimination from the central compartment
Figure A-1: Taverna workflow of cancer model
A.3 Epirubicin Pharmacodynamics

The model calculates the cell kill ratio (CKR) of Epirubicin assuming an exponential dependence of CKR from area under curve under the plot of plasma concentration of drug (not logarithm of the concentration) against time after drug administration.

A.4 Breast Cancer Therapy: Epirubicin

A generic four-dimensional simulation model of breast cancer response to chemotherapy with single agent Epirubicin. The model is based on the consideration of a discrete time and space stochastic cellular automata.
Appendix B

The Core Prolog Code of the Enactment Engine

1 % Definition on how to find out the descendent of service.
2 % The usage of PX and P here is to define the priority of the child service or descendent service,
3 % When a descendent priority is P, the priority of all the children on this branch that lead to this descendent should be higher. (1 is highest)
4 % The meaning is that when you can not find a priority 1 branch (all children with priority 1) to the descendent, try less priority route which does not need all the children on this route should be priority 1.
5 % X,Y : Service identification (URI). XM, YM: Service Method: {PUT, POST, GET, DELETE}
6
7 descendent_of(X,MX,Y,MY,P): − child_of(X,MX,Y,MY,PX),PX=<P.
9
10 % Definition on how to match the initial service based on appropriate inputs.
11 % Vars: input names; URI_D/O: The URI of the destination service and the original service. MD/O: Method of the service.
12
13 initial_steps(Vars,URI_D,MD,URI_O,MO):− details_of(URI_O,MO,...,List,...),inVars(List,Vars),
14 descendent_of(URI_D,MD,URI_O,MO,1).
15 initial_steps(Vars,URI_D,MD,URI_O,MO,X):− details_of(URI_O,MO,...,List,...),inVars(List,Vars)
16 ,descendent_of(URI_D,MD,URI_O,MO,X).
This function can match the initial service **not** only based on inputs but outputs as well. This function is **not** implemented at Java level.

```plaintext
initial_steps_IO(IVars,OVars,URI_O,MO,URL_D,MD):−details_of(URI_O,MO,−−−,ListI,−−−),
    details_of(URL_D,MD,−−−,ListO,−−−),inVars(ListI,IVars),(OVars=ListO),descendent_of(URL_D,
    MD,URI_O,MO,1).
```

% Utilities: definition on how to match the input name to the input lists contained by some service.

```plaintext
inVars([List[]],Vars):−inlist(List,Vars).

inVars([Item|Tail],Vars):−inlist(Item,Vars),inVars(Tail,Vars).

inlist(Item,[Item|Rest]).

inlist(Item,[DisregardHead|Tail]):−inlist(Item,Tail).
```

% Definition on how to match the appropriate next step.

```plaintext
% URL_N: the URI of next service; MN: the method of the next service.

    MD,URI_O,MO,1).

    MD==MN.
```

% Find the next step based on **not** only the present service, but also the destination service. This can be

% be used in the circumstances that service composite description has more than one goals.

```plaintext
    MD,URI_O,MO,1).
```

% Find the next step based on the present service when there is only one goal in the service composite
description.

```plaintext
```

% Find the alternative next service. The priority is added by one.

```plaintext
% URL_E: The failed service (with Error).
```
add_1(X,Y): Y is X+1.

% Find the alternative service when there are multiple goals in the service composite description.
\[\text{next_alternative}(\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},\text{URI}_D,\text{MD},\text{URI}_E,\text{ME},\text{URI}_N,\text{MN}): \neg \text{child_of}(\text{URI}_E,\text{ME},\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},X), \text{add_1}(X,Y), \text{child_of}(\text{URI}_N,\text{MN},\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},Y), \text{descendent_of}(\text{URI}_D,\text{MD},\text{URI}_N,\text{MN},Y).\]

% Find the alternative service when there is only one goal in the description.
\[\text{next_alternative}(\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},\text{URI}_E,\text{ME},\text{URI}_N,\text{MN}): \neg \text{child_of}(\text{URI}_E,\text{ME},\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},X), \text{add_1}(X,Y), \text{child_of}(\text{URI}_N,\text{MN},\text{URI}_O,\text{MO},Y).\]
Appendix C

The Template for Docker Configuration File

```json
{
    "Hostname": "",
    "Domainname": "",
    "User": "",
    "AttachStdin": true,
    "AttachStdout": true,
    "AttachStderr": true,
    "PortSpecs": null,
    "ExposedPorts": {
        "8000/tcp": {}
    },
    "Tty": true,
    "OpenStdin": true,
    "StdinOnce": true,
    "Env": null,
    "Cmd": [
        "/home/virtual_configurable/virtual_configurable/env/bin/python",
        "/home/virtual_configurable/virtual_configurable/virtual_configurable/manage.py",
        "runserver",
        "0.0.0.0:8000"
    ],
    "Image": "me1kd/virtual_configurable",
    "Volumes": {
        "/tmp": {}
    }
}
```
"WorkingDir": "", 
"Entrypoint": null, 
"NetworkDisabled": false, 
"MacAddress": "", 
"OnBuild": null, 
"Labels": {}, 
"HostConfig": { 
  "Binds": ["/tmp:/tmp"], 
  "Links": [], 
  "LxcConf": {}, 
  "Memory": 0, 
  "MemorySwap": 0, 
  "CpuShares": 0, 
  "CpuPeriod": 0, 
  "CpusetCpus": "", 
  "CpusetMems": "", 
  "BlkioWeight": 300, 
  "OomKillDisable": false, 
  "PortBindings": { 
    "8000/tcp": [ 
      
    ] 
  }, 
  "PublishAllPorts": false, 
  "Privileged": false, 
  "ReadOnlyRootfs": false, 
  "Dns": null, 
  "DnsSearch": null, 
  "ExtraHosts": null, 
  "VolumesFrom": [], 
  "CapAdd": null, 
  "CapDrop": null, 
  "RestartPolicy": { "Name": "", "MaximumRetryCount": 0 }, 
  "NetworkMode": "bridge", 
  "Devices": [], 
  "Ulimits": null, 
  "LogConfig": { "Type": "json-file", "Config": {} }, 
  "SecurityOpt": []}
"CgroupParent": ""
}
}
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